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lvlush room pic kers 
liang onat  ca  mp 
McQuarfie, a 30-year-old pick, 
er from Bumaby Who has been 
in the .camp two weeks. " I 'm 
going to stick, it out for a few 
more weeks. ' ' 
i.As of last week, he said he 
dad found three mushrooms. 
One he ate, the other two were 
worth $3.65. " : 
McQuarrie is at a camp opera- 
Ie, I bya  Vancouver-based com- 
pany called Natural Excellence 
Industries Intemations.1. 
He's one o f  as many as 200 
young people who responded to 
the company's ads - -  promis- 
ing "income of up to $1,000 a 
day" - -  and paid a $1,000 ser- 
vice fee up front. 
The pickers have come from 
as far away as Ontario, Alberta, 
Saskatchewan and theUnited 
States to find the lucrative pine 
mushrooms. The only problem 
is there aren't many, 
A disastrens mus~oom crop 
many of the pickers were fiom 
the cities and had little experi- 
ence living in the bush. "When 
the sun was out everything was 
great. But when it started rain- 
ing, people started whining." 
The tough times have 
pmmpted some o f  them to 
blame the company for not 
providing the facilities it 
promised - -  gourmet food, hot 
showers and toilets - -  for 
which pickers were initially 
charged a $25 a day camp fee. 
Both RCMP and health minis- 
try offÉcials have been investi- 
gating the situation, but so far 
have taken no action. 
Vancouver RCMP coramer- 
cial crime unit Staff Sgt. Roger 
Ecklund said the province's 
ministry of: labour and con- 
sumer serviced is looking.into 
the case. 
The commercial crime unit 
will wait for the ministry's f'md- 
cooperative venture, with pick -
ers working together, flying to 
remote Picking areas in helicop- 
ters, and collecting higher prof- 
its by flying the mushrooms 
directly to the airport. 
The company's ads continued 
to appear in the Vancouver Pro- 
vinee newspaper up until Tues- 
day of last week. • 
• (~ompany president Guy Stuyt 
refused to be interviewed last 
' week, saying only that "every- 
thing's up in the air right now." 
Kjeld Samuelsson, the camp 
manager, said the company and 
remaining pickers are waiting 
for the Inushrooms to appear. 
"We're jus~ trying to make 
things happen," he said. 
"We're out here with a dream 
a mushroom dream ~ and 
we're trying to make a go of 
it.', 
Most ,o f  the pickers who 
. originally came to the camp 
has  left :manypickers out of ings ind then decide whether to have now abandoned it to pick 
moni~y, conduct a full investigation, on their own, 
• Drew Oakley, a 23-year-old Ecklund s a i d . . T h 6  camp's chiefsc0ut, who 
Whi teRock  l~lCker, sa id  he's Health inspectors ay  they're Would-only identify himself as 
b~bke ~d 'has  no way to get trying to reach company oft- 'Andy' I said many,pickers ar-: 
:.]i0nie if he  doesn'ti get any ciais.' " " • rived With inflated expectations. 
rn'O..!iey fi0m mushr,'°°m picking. Ron  Craig descrSe d the camp " . :  .'~. cont'd page A3 i. 
U4' 
Light shines in 
on claims talks 
TERRACE - -  Northwest 
municipalities are getting an in- 
creased presence in the Nisga'a 
land claims negotiations. 
It'll take the form of regular 
contact between municipal .coun- 
cils and a provincial official al- 
ready assigned to the negotia- 
tions. 
But final details of the plan 
have yet to be worked out, says 
provincial aboriginal affairs min- 
istry spokesman Judy Birch. 
She said the effort is but one of 
several initiatives underway to 
provide more information on the 
claims negotiations. 
Those negotiations have been 
criticized for the failure to pro- 
vide any information on what is 
going on. 
"In the last several months we 
have re-examined the structure to 
make sure there are effective 
channels to the negotiations and a 
way to share confidential in- 
formation and that sort of thing," 
said Birch. 
She added the effort involves 
not only the Nisga'a talks but the 
wider aspect of negotiating other 
native claims in B.C. 
Birch said what is happening 
now took time to develop given 
that the province did not decide to 
enter land claims negotiations un- 
til recently. 
"We're now at a much better 
stage to disenss some matters of 
substance (in the negotiations). It
was kind of hard to discuss when 
we didn't have anything specific 
to talk about," she said. 
On the Nisga'a claim, the 
provincial government has added 
a number of northwest provincial 
officials to the negotiating team. 
They, said Birch, will be able to 
provide a regional perspective to 
the negotiations. 
And it's in this process that 
municipalities will become in- 
volved. 
Those officials include local 
forest district manager Brian 
Downie, regional lands official 
Jim Yardley from Smithers and 
Tom Chamberlin, the regional 
provincial wildlife manager based 
in Smithers. 
Chamberlin did attend a meet- 
ing with northwest mayors 10 
days ago but it hasn't been de- 
cided yet if he will bet  he mun- 
cipal contact, said Birch. 
In the meantime, the chairman 
of a local group of forestry and. 
other companies ays it is getting 
closer to also finding out more 
about he negotiations. 
"We'd like input before the is- 
sues are tabled," said Pat Ogawa 
of Skeena Cellulose. "We'd like 
an opportunity for meaningful in- 
put, not just generalities." 
He said the committee wants to 
deal directly with the negotiators. 
Ogawa added that the com- 
mittee does recognize the need 
for some level of confidentiality 
in the talks. 
Library still waits 
for gov't mone 
TERRACE - -  It will be at program would be in place by this 
least six months before the local fall. 
library board knows whether Vie- Minislty spokesman Doug 
toria is prepared pay a share of its Harms last week conf'mned the li- 
planned $1.75 million expansion brary grant application will 
with the amount of money .ap- 
proved (in the referenddm),:what 
we can't do is put i n  a 'fihish~d 
basenlent." 
In the past, the board has sug- 
gested excavating the base,eat project, remain in limbo "until we have 
Government-,~affaits..: minister an .gperatibhal program.L' , .. ~ ~_...~.~Pa~.~jg.IK~l,~.~...et~gq~,~ ...... 
Lois Boone has announced no Aaid once the program ts In grant dld notmatetiallZd, 
new capital grant program will be 
put in place this fiscal year which 
ends Feb. 28, 1993. 
The new program is supposed 
to replace the GO B.C. grants 
which were scrapped by the New 
Democrats in the spring. 
At the time GO B.C. was 
chopped, the library's grant ap- 
plication had not yet been ap- 
proved. 
But the library board and city 
have since bpth worked on the as- 
sumption one-third of the cost 
would be forthcoming under 
some new, replacement program. 
For that reason, although the to- 
tal cost  of the project was 
estimated at $1.75 million, voters 
in the June 20 referendum were 
asked to approve borrowing only 
$1.235 million. 
Both had also anticipated a new 
place, all applications received 
prior to the ending of GO B.C. 
would be "looked at" before any 
new ones were accepted. 
Although details of the new 
program have yet to be worked 
out, Harms cautioned the dollar 
value of individual grants will be 
lower than in the past. 
"Under GO B.C., the maxi- 
mum award was $1 million and 
the (new) approvals will not be as 
generous as that, he said. 
What the eventual maximum 
would be remained to be seen. 
Library board member George 
Clark was not overly concerned 
at the further delay on a grant de- 
cision. 
"We did foresee this 
eventuality," he pointed out. 
"We can build the expansion 
That extra ares wouldlthen be 
sealed off and finished at a later 
date when mohey was available. 
Clark said the board was set to 
meet last night at which time i t  
would discuss "what course of 
action to pursue". 
It would then pass on its con- 
clusions to council and be 
prepared to meet formally with 
aldermen on the subject. 
Although details of  the new 
program have yet to be worked 
out, Harms cautioned thedollar 
value of individual grants would 
be lower than in the past. 
"Under GO B.C., the maxi- 
mum award was $1 millionand 
the (ne~) approvals will not be as 
generous as that," he said. 
What the eventual maximum 
would be remained to be seen. 
'No' votes 40 per cent 
up north, says NDP MP 
TERRACE - -  Skeena NDP 
MP lira Fulton estimates that 40 
per cent of the people attending 
public meetings in the northern 
part of the riding oppose the con- 
stitutional accord. 
The MP held those meetings 
over the last two weeks in com- 
munities along Hwy37 north of 
the Kitwanga Junction. 
While those who were firmly in 
the 'yes' or 'no' camps prior to 
the meetings stay there, Fulton 
said the "overwhelmingly major- 
ity" of the undeeidcds joined the 
'yes' side once it was explained 
to them. 
Fie said supporters of the deal 
made up a slim majority among 
the 500 people who attended the 
meetings. 
Fulton doesn't want to conduct 
meetings with large numbers of 
people in the larger centres of the 
riding. 
He's not convinced people will 
get to ask questions at large 
gatherings. 
His preference is to recruit 
"speakers who simply want to 
talk to people educationally about 
the constitution" at a number of 
small, information sessions. 
"My single plea at this moment 
is that people who have some in- 
terest and some background in 
the constitution to contact any of 
my constituency offices," Fulton 
said. 
Fulton conducted the northern 
meetings by going over the agree- 
ment clause by clause and then 
taking questions. 
Although he makes no secret of 
his support at the beginning of 
each meeting, Fulton says he's 
careful to keep the presentations 
"entirely non-partisan". 
Anyone wanting a copy of the 
accord can contact Fulton's con- 
stituency office at 638-1818 of 
Skeena MI.A Hdmut Gies- 
breeht's office at 635-4146. 
For more on Fulton's oplnlon 
of the proposed constitution, see 
Page A2. The Reform party says 
eno'. That story also on Page A2. 
"CN was being 
held f hostage in  i~i 
dispute between the 
:band:i:i. and the 
: provlnaal gove~. ~ 
i nent , "  . . . .  ! 
Orange Crush 
, Defending champs 
bury visitors in season's 
first hockey tourney, 
SPORTS ':" C 1 
BEST BUY 
It's not often you can 
buy a church for $650. 
Valdemar Isidoro did. 
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Reformers say 'no' 
to a 'yes' Oct. 26 
TERRACE - -  The local 
Reform party executive has voted 
to back the 'no' campaign in next 
month's constitutional 
referendum. 
Skeens riding assodation presi- 
dent Lorne Sexton said the exeeu- 
that emerges if the accord is ap- 
proved. 
Sexton said the Reform party 
wants the accord voted down and 
an end to the constitutional wran- 
gling so that the counlry could 
concentrate on the"real problems 
tive voted unanimously Sept. 19 which are economic',. 
to "campaign vigorously" for re- As for claims Quebecwil ! sepa- 
jection of the Charlottetown ac- 
cord on the Oct. 26 polling date. 
Sexton said a major concern 
with the document is that of its 60 
"clauses, "only 10 are fnsl, the 
rest have to be renegotiated." 
To agree with the accord is 
tantamount to "signing a blank 
cheque," he said. 
Sexton criticized provisions 
which give every province a vir- 
tnal veto. 
That means they can then use 
the veto on any future amend- 
ments to whatever constitution 
rate from Canada should the ac- 
cord be rejected, he suggested, 
" I f  Quebec is that dose to pull- 
ing out, they're probably going to 
pull out anyway. Appeasement 
isn't going to work," 
Sexton said everyone he had 
talked to so far had either not 
read the document or were going 
to vote 'no', 
For those who haven't seen the 
accord yet and want to get a copy, 
he said the local Reform party 
will have copies available this 
week. 
"Once people know what this 
thing is really about, they'll have 
to vote it down," he predicted. 
"k "k "k "k 'k  
The Skeena Reform party has 
tentatively set Saturday, March 7 
as the day it will select its candi- 
date for the next federal election. 
In the meantime, Sexton con- 
firmed the local executive had al- 
ready met with several potentially 
strong candidates. 
However, he added, the execu- 
tive felt it hadn't yet canvassed 
everyone who might represent the 
party. 
And because there appears little 
likelihood of a federal election 
before next spring, the executive 
feels there is no need to immedi- 
ately select a candidate. 
But Sexton said the party does 
have contingency plans in place 
should a snap election be called. 
Say 'yes' or the issues 
will intensify, says M P 
TERRACE-  A 'yes' vote in 
the constitutional referendum will 
reduce the intensity of and 
amount of time spent on such is. 
sues for the next decade, says 
Skeena NDP MP Jim Fulton• 
Rejection of the Chaflottetown 
accord will only ensure specific 
issues it deals with will be raised 
by provincial premiers "again 
and again until they are dealt 
with," he said.. 
Fulton said Reform party leader 
Preston Manning showed "a 
claiming a 'no' vote will lead to a 
moratorium on continuing con- 
stitutional negotiations. 
As for the threat the Patti 
Quebecois will tear up any deal 
should it form the government in
that province, he predicted a 'yes' 
vote will make it exlxemely dif- 
ficult for them to whip up 
Quebecers. 
Rejection, on the other hand, 
will ultimately end in a successful 
sovereignty vote in Quebec, said 
Fulton. 
Quebec with that province's 
"ongoing threat and blackmail 
and howling", made worse be- 
cause it had brought he province 
numerous federal contracts and 
projects. 
"That really irritates people 
outside of Quebec," Fulton 
added. 
Ending the "constitutional war 
of words" will allow MPs from 
outside of Quebec to push on 
those job and economic issuFs 




TERRACE ~ The federal 
government has figured out 
how to count 'yes' or 'no' 
votes of some natives in the 
Oct. 26 referendum. 
These are the natives who 
live on reserves. 
Their votes will be easy to 
determine because the federal 
deetoral process already has 
separate polling divisions for 
reserves. 
But, says an Elections Cana- 
da spokesman, there is Still no 
solution on how to count ns- 
fives who llve in urban areas or 
not on reserves. 
The policy of counting native 
voters separately comes from 
demands by native leaders that 
a way be found to determine if
they support or reject the pro- 
posed constitutional changes. 
Assembly of First Nations 
head Ovide Mereredi has said 
the deal should be renegotiated 
if a majority of status natives 
living on reserves reject it. 
Mereredi has also said he'd 
be willing to accept he deci- 
sion of native voters on 
reserves if Elections Canada 
cannot find a way to separate 
out off-reserve native votes. 
"Elections Canada estimates 
there are about 1,000 reserve 
polling divisions across the 
untry. 
Mereredi is recommending 
acceptance of the proposed 
constitutional changes which 
lock in native self governmenL 
cut to fit, if there is no room 
for the correction thing. 
serious lack of connection with He conceded there was sig- anti-francophone, hesaid/ : , 
Correction political reality in Canada" in nificant frustration outside I 
guns on W uJsa  wYhcn [ T]RRRAkCE - ;  "~" story ap" Snow in last week'spaper I suggested all properties on the 
west side of North Thomas be- 
: tween McConnell and Hal- 
~ooAP~ ~ ~,,.t. ;o h,,,;,, meeting. TERRACE - -  Work is begin- time•" ' . .  _ = . . . . .  
ning this week on six artillery He estimates the Usk gun posi- some n.lgner up /eecz~es moo 
positions ~ including one at Usk tion might be used two or three somemmg mey/oont  nsua, y 
- -  to control avalanches this t imes  a winter, prompting a bother ~ c.om~t/At lesst.these 
winter ' closure of the highway and ferry people naa me/oeceney m ao 
T l ie .~t j~:  i/i i l  ~ll/iboratttn • for about 10 to 15 minutes. Tw ~-/  . . _ _ 
~,,,~ ':.-,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ,°-.~-' ~a. -,~=~-~,~ .a  .~.~, . :'~"~ ' be '-fired She said" offl als lnolcated the-- betwee~.~R~and i/ie.hz~ ...... or .three rounds ,would. . .., ... ,- ~al < ..- . .  
..._.:x ~i2i~.~" : :  ' ' each time ~ : snemng won t uaraage me proton 
w~'~,em0~u~"~b~un tower positions • Artillery tire will give highways of :the _monn~_'u~,id_e__j-~. which 
are being installed between Ter- 
race and Prince Rupert, and the 
sixih is to be located at Usk, on 
the Skecna River, about 225 
metres cast Of Grandview Road. 
Rod Gee, avalanche coordinator 
for Cl~ Rail, said two U.S. Army 
surplus 105ram recoilless rifles 
will be moved around from posi- 
tion to position as needed. 
Gee heard concerns of Usk resi- 
dents at a meeting in the com- 
munity last week. 
The gun will fire over top of the 
cable car river crossing towards 
avalanche chutes on Kitselas 
Mountain. 
"It's a big gun and it's going to 
make noise," Gee said• "But the 
key thing to remember is we're 
not going to be using it all the 
and railway technicians better 
control of avalanches along 
Hwy16 than the current method 
of helicopter bombing, he said. 
"The advantage of using artil- 
lery is that you can fire during 
conditions of poor weather and 
darkness," Geesaid. "Helicopter 
bombing can't always be done 
when you'd like to do it." 
The payoff is fewer avalanches 
blocking the highway. 
On average, Gee said, 10 to 15 
avalanches per winter reach the 
railway tracks. 
He said the guns should arrive 
in a month or so, but probably 
won't be used until January. 
"It seems like they have every- 
thing under control," Usk resi- 
dent Andrea Waiters said after 
resembles a r~bbit and is some- 
thing of a local tourist attraction. 
TOLSEC OFFERS A 
COMPLETE WIRELESS PACKAGE 
INSTALLED FOR 
=599.00 
liwell were being rezoned R1. 
Only the Quast property is 
being rezoned. It is the Official 
Community Plan designation 
that is being changed to 111 on 
: all the others. 
This change will mean they 
can be rezoned at a later date 
without the need for a public 
hearing to be held. 
WELCOMEBACK 
BONNI 
Halrwaves is pleased to announce the return of Bonnie 
Vendettelli to their ,Salon. After a 6 month absence, Bonnie is 
happy to be back on a part-time basis. She invites all her 
friends and clientelle to stop in and see her. 
" ~= Sep.gt~?l, 1992 at 5:34'am Sup!. 12, 1992 at 5:25:p.m. 
Welghtp~bn ~ 3a~l~ara~eX;:emale ,aWree~t p7a~S a 4~,oz & ~o~nF~mevaleens 
, Baby's Name: Kelson Andrew Reay 
]~/ Prest 
j~/ Date & Time of BJrlh: 
I~  Sept. 12, 1992 at 1:26 a.m. 
II Weight:7 Ibs, 9 oz. Sex: Male 
[~ Parents: Norm & Janet 
. ]  Date & Time of Birth: 
i l  Sept. 12, 1992 at 6:46 p.m, 
I I  Weight: 6 Ibs, 8 oz. Sex: Male 
[Parents', Tracy & Les Reinhardt. Baby 
brother for Kara. ' 
Baby'= Name: Tyler Scott Eli 
Dale & Time of Bidh: 
Sept. 13, 1992 at12:36 p.m. 
Weight: 11 Ibs, 4 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Robert Eli & Claudine Gonu 
Baby'z Name: Monlca Carol Susan Kurth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Sept. 15, 1992 at 5:28 p.m. 
Weight:8 Ibs. Sex: Female 
Parentz: Hans & Carol Kurth 
HOME OWNERS SALE 
15 % oFF, , oo,, ,o,.s 
AND FURNITUREs,, 3u.oc, 6 ~  - "~ 
' Enter our Hama Bead Contest. See stord for details. ~ 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
A =4 0 °° DEAL ON W WhiteWestinghouse 
RANGE 
(H.48",W.30",D-26") 
• digital timer, infinite push to turn swit. 
ches, 2-8" and 2.6" elements, regular 
outlet. 
- - - - - -YOUR CHOICE- - - - - -  
S.,c,= 79900 79900 
~ - :~ . J ! ~  
w. $11490o 
NowOnly s897 °° 
WASHER & DRYER 
WASHER (H-43 5/8", W-27", D.27") 
-8 wash programs, 3 wash/rinse water: 
temperatures, 3 wash/spin speed ctrnblna -I
tions, Parma tub, tri-action wash :" 
DRYER (H.43 5/8", W-27", D-27") 
-5 dryer programs, 4 temps. End of cycle 
signal, 
TOLSEC 
3238 Kalum Street 
638-0241 
I 
 'Bu rda Patterns 
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Briefs I Dismal mushroom crop this fall 
It's delayed 
report on northwest health 
care has been delayed, possibly 
until later this week or early 
next week. 
The report by a seven- 
member group created by the 
provincial government was to 
have been submitted Sept. 21 
but delays were experienced in
gathering all of the group to- 
gether to go over the report's 
final version. 
The report will examine hos- 
pital and community care in 
Kitimat, Terrace and Prince 
Rupert to determine what 
levels of service exist now, 
w]iat i s  needed and how to 
save' money by creating ef- 
fieieneies and eliminating 
duplication. 
Aplanned meeting of north- 
Westh0spitals and other health 
~re officials has been delayed 
until the report is analyzed, 
says Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society chief executive 
office Michael Leisinger. 
Young voters 
Eighteen-year-olds could be 
voting in next year's local 
elections if changes proposed 
by Victoria are adopted. 
Other changes include estab- 
lishing a system of voting by 
mail, requiring voters to live in 
the municipality in which they 
vote and ensuring electioons 
are more accessible to the 
physically disable:. 
Easy riders 
RCMP ONCE again warn 
pet owners that pets should be 
secure when being carried in 
vehicles. That's to prevent the 
animal from being thrown or 
falling out. 
The most common violation 
is a dog not being secured in 
the back of a pick up truck to 
prevent the animal from 
balancing itself on the box rail 
or tool box. 
This offence is covered un- 
der Section 66 of the Motor 
Vehicle Act and carries with it 
a $75 fine. 
MUSHROOM PICKER Rick Shaw (left), of Terrace, checks out 
one of the few top-grade mushrooms coming out of the bush right 
now. Above, a picker from Vancouver sets up his tent in the rain 
" "  iural Excellence Industries' picking camp at Cranberry Jct. 
~rn front 
ickers keep ,waiting 
t mushroom camp 
eality hits them," he said. 
:y had a dream. They built 
mt dream. And then they 
pset when reality isn't ex- 
like the dream." 
"ou come to a bush camp. 
t do you want?" he 
inded. "A Ritz-Carlton 
l?" 
ee were all as green as 
t could be," said Janico 
~, a 28-year-old Vancouver 
~r who left the camp to join 
: other pickers. 
answered the ad and paid 
;1,000. 
ome people put their last 
r into getting up here," she 
" WE'VE  MOVED!  
NOW 24 HR. SERVICE!  
. , o (  
said. " It  was supposed to be 
luxurious - -  it was supposed to 
be like a regular logging 
camp." 
She said the company scouts 
told them the bears were ex- 
tremely dangerous in the area. 
"They scared us so badly 
saying don't leave camp at all 
because the bears are so bad," 
she said. "We're city people 
and we believe thcae stories." 
She blamed the problems on 
poor planning by the company. 
" I f  these people knew what 
they were doing, it could have 
been OK," she said. "They ha d 
a good idea." 
'":.~, .,:,v" ~'A.',~* '"  ,t~ ,,, " . , ' ,  . ' , . . . . -  ..'.'. ' "  : • 
e;unntEY' ' S SPORTS LTD 
:, .,,,...,.',, ' .  . . . . .  ., ..... 
.-, . . ,  | • ':,. 
L e'~ t ' t  0 .o i  OVI  I vv ' - "  ' "  tyC !i.,mat . .  360 Ci entre, Ki , ~.u. J 
:.i~ 
ph. 632-3466 
Saturday 9 ~_:.0 ~. 
635-6312 
Dear Valued Customer, 
Balloon Magic and We are pleased to announce that Heather's 
Flowerland has relocated to two new areas for your added 
convenience and longer available hours. 
Heather, Darlene, Rob, Natasha & Susie have now joined the 
Copperside Store staff where we can continue to provide you with 
a helpful and friendly service and quality product, lower prices with 
the convenient 24 hour, 7 Day a Week availability on our floral & 
balloon products. 
We will now be located at Copperside III, 3309 Kalum St. and a 
floral cooler & balloon section will also be available at Copperside I 
in Thornhill, 3004 Hwy. 16 in the near future. 
We thank you for your valued support in the past andlookforward 
to°serving you again in the near figure atone of our new locations. 
:Yours sincerely, 
Heather Graydon 
Fishing Tackle; Camping Gear; Clothing; 
Footwear; Bicycles & Accessories; 
Hockey Skates, Sticks, Pads, etc; Ball 
Gloves, Bats, etc; Weights & Exercise 
Equipment; Knives; Gun Accessories; 
Etc, Etc, Etc. 
1/2 REGULAR PRICE 
Soccer Shoes & Equipment; Golf Clubs & 
Balls; Lacross Sticks & Balls. 
60% OFF 
TERRACE m Pine mushrooms 
continue to be in short supply and 
local buyers blame the dry sum- 
mcr for the poor crop. 
"We need more rain and we 
need more time," says mushroom 
buyer Lionel Sears. "We're look- 
ing at the middle of October for 
the main crop. It might be first 
week of October." 
Hot  August weather has 
resulted in fewer mushrooms now 
than this time last year. 
"August baked the whoke area 
so the trees are just absorbing 
everything that falls," Sears said. 
"Everybody thinks its rained so 
much but as far as the bush is 
concerned itwanted a shower and 
we got a brief sprinlde." 
The prices are also falling, and 
consequently the rewards for the 
few mushrooms coming in have 
decreased. 
The price has fallen from a high 
of around $100 a pound here 
down to $30. 
The price fall has been at- 
tributed to the arrival of a new 
Korean crop, Sears said, and the 
passing of a major Japanese 
holiday two weekends ago during 
which it is customary togive gifts 
of pine mushrooms. 
He said he expects the price to 
level off at around $20 or $25 a 
pound when the main crop here 
begins to come in. 
The arrival of many newcomers 
picking has put a lot of pressure 
on the area's few mushrooms. 
' "Some of these pickers are 
desperate, they're starving," he 
said. 
Most of them are drawn by er- 
roneous reports of excessive prof- 
its from the business. 
"Mister average picker - -  hc's 
happy if he can buy a TV set or a 
microwave with his eamings on 
the season," Sears said. "There 
are a few hotshots out there, but 
they all exaggerate what they 
make." 
And in a year like this, he 
predicts many will not break even 
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Let's have a vote 
Port Edward mayor Don Simmons makes 
an excellent point in calling for referenda 
on land claims settlements. Specifically, 
Mr. Simmons is referring to the upcoming 
settlement of the Nisga'a Tribal Council's 
claim to land and resources centered on the 
Nass Valley and on the Nass River fishery. 
The problem, says Mr. Simmons, is that 
not a lot is known about heprogress of the 
talks or what is being negotiated. They are 
being held behind dosed doors with only 
the vaguest of tidbits coming out at times 
and opportunities convenient to the parties 
doing the negotiating. It is a public rela- 
tions campaign designed to conceal rather 
than to inform. 
That creates an unknown climate on the 
part of the rest of us who live up here who 
will be affected by the Nisga'a and sub- 
sequent settlements. Keeping things quiet 
is a lousy foundation upon which to build 
public confidence and understanding lead- 
ing to a final settlement. 
The three parties to the talks ~ the 
Nisga'a, the provincial government and the 
federal government ~ recently began run- 
ning radio ads on private stations in the 
northwest. They are a soothing collection 
of words that paint a rosy picture. In this 
case, the impression created by the ads is 
incorrect. 
The provincial and federal governments 
cannot expect their citizens to consider 
supporting a settlement without giving out 
information in return. It's an easy formula 
to follow. The Nisga'a Tribal Council, for 
instance, holds regular meetings in the 
Nass Valley villages and with council lo- 
cals in Prince Rupert, Terrace and Van- 
couver to go over settlement information. 
That's called building a consensus. If the 
Nisga'a can do it, so can the federal and 
provincial governments. 
Gauging the kind of support needed by 
holding a referendum is the ultimate x-  
pression of approval. It is not an entirely 
new or foreign concept. B.C. voters did ap- 
prove the idea of referenda l st fall during 
the provincial election. And the federal 
government is doing exactly the same 
thing now with the constitutional 
referendum. 
Land claims are too large an issue to be 
kept out of the public arena of discussion, 
debate and criticism. Even a politician can 
figure that out. 
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: i l  i Hubert uncovers. 
VICTORIA - -  Thank you, Woes ladies and gentlemea, for , . , :~ ,~,~ Recycling permitting me to introduce the .... ~' .: 
• tet0wn Accord, a truly From the 
astounding coalition with a Capital ! 
mission. 
It's a bird, it's a plane, it's Superdump. that may be cheaper m the long run First and foremost, meet by  Huber t  Beyer  ~: ~" ........ .... 
J.m~,o,o,,,.,s-r'~t"s,~'s,:tt'~,.'ate~'t 4~'"u"h~:*to c°me,r°"t-°~t" "  But all of this is ironic given the financial . . . . . . . . . .  ~"-  " " - "4'i~i~iiii~i~:~"'~ V 
'~ K~fl~h~t°~o'~fi~it~ ~ O ie~'dti~ap 't6: scale'that ' and,~other troubles facing the Skeena.~i l -> ~ge=~liii.e~hbstwithsUi,h~,~.~,.,~,~. ! | ~ , , : .~ , . i ,  !i:~; i 
,,r~ -:: ....... ~ ' "  ' ....... :.... :" "~ ~" ley ..  ~-- =~ecv"-lln~' _ -,Society. The reds have .... ii~ffa;"~°fhwnrds--~---e,------- etty,' Terraeejand'Thori~fll. 
And why not. Dumps are expensive, par- 
ticularly when they are given the fancy tag 
of sanitary landfills, and land seems to be 
scarce. 
Kitimat's idea is thpt one large dump will 
ultimately reduce the cost of dealing with 
the debris of human life. It's not everyday 
a government comes up with something 
turned down a grant application, it has quit 
taking glass and tin cans, the city lease on 
its building is running out. 
Surely the city and the regional district 
for that matter can step in and offer some 
kind of solution. We are responsible for 
what we produce and what we throw away. 
It's the least we can do to give Mother 
Earth a bit of a break. 
Small is beautiful 
Through 
Bifocals 
by  C laudet te  Sandeck i  
granddaughters. 
During quiet hours the 
tractor-like ticking of our 
economy clock reverberates 
off the panelled walls like a 
dislodged boulder bouncing 
down Copper Mountain. 
I prefer stocking dirty dishes 
all day and doing them all at 
once after supper. But a travel 
trailer has neither sufficient 
dishes nor sink space. A pad 
of paper towels takes the place 
of a dish drainer. 
On the plus side, I can adjust 
the furnace thermostat from 
my pillow; check the contents 
of all cupboards in one 
pirouette; and owl style, ob- 
serve traffic in all direction 
/ 
Parked as we now are along- 
side a construction project, I
feel like a superintendent on a 
job site. The sawbuck-sized 
floor is carpeted in The Pro- 
vince to sop up dribbles from 
rain-soaked outerwear and 
mud from gumboots. 
I've turned the nook into an 
office, bridging from table to 
backrest with a ten inch wide 
strip of plywood, raised level 
at the back end on a canister 
and a box of Q-tips. A roll of 
toilet tissue makes a pencil 
holder. 
I couldn't imagine a more 
compact home. Travel trailers 
add a new dimension to 
Living in a 17 foot travel 
trailer means never having to 
ask, "Where are you?" Un- 
less you're deaf as a 
bureaucrat oras nearsighted as
a cabinet minister, you can't 
help knowing where everyone 
is. 
Duringmy five years as a 
campsite operator, I envied 
those who travelled in self- 
sufficient compact trailers 
with spill-proof salt shakers 
and lift-up cupboard oors that 
"stayed". But now that I've 
tasted trailer living, it's lost 
much of its attraction. 
Don't get me wrong. I'm 
grateful for the loan of this 
roof over our heads, for its 
cozy furnace, for its fridge that 
nestles peaches in hoarfrost, 
and for its stove that sets the 
kettle whistling in jig time. 
Still, I look forward to the day 
when I Can again stretch my 
legs under thekltchen table 
without bowing them around a
Skil saw; crawl out of bed 
megalomania. Rare wasn't oo 
enthusiastic about he unity 
deal from the start, but for the 
past week or so, he's shifted 
into overdrive. 
"I 'm not a Messiah," says 
Rare, even though nobody had 
accused him of it, bringing to 
mind Tricky Dickey Hitch's 
assertion of "I 'm not a 
crook." 
Rare has big problems. He 
told his listeners he had it on 
good authority that Prime 
Minister Mulroney has 
declared him"public enemy 
number one." 
The very least he said he ex- 
pected as the prime minister's 
wrath came upon him was a 
visit from the tax man. 
"Frankly, I'm a little scared." 
Without a doubt he most vo- 
cal of opponents othe unity 
deal in British Columbia, Rare 
has become amite shrill and 
hysterical, which makes his 
claim that he yes-side is "on 
a crusade" a little comical. 
And here's another eminent 
British Columbian who says 
the accord should be defeated 
- Bill Vender Zalm. I-Ie says 
the deal doesn't incorporate 
any family values. 
O.K., Bill, we'll get right on 
it. In the next round we'll 
make sure that immoral and 
destructive things uch as 
premarital sex and philander- 
- ing are out. 
The old leader of the dis- 
credited Socred Party is joined 
by the new leader, Jack Wels- 
gerber, in his opposition to the 
deal. That's what I call an or- 
derly transition. 
Next I want you to meet a 
who appear to have some 
problems with the Chariot- 
tetown Accord, but for dif- 
ferent reasons. 
First there is Gorde Hunter, 
whom I have always uspected 
of having been Ghengis 
Khan's press agent in a pre- 
vious life. Gorde writes a 
column for the Victoria daily. 
His favourite colour is white 
and he's always had trouble 
accepting French, turbans and 
the GST as facts of life in Brit- 
ish Columbia. 
Brian Kieran, columnist for 
The Province, is a horse of a 
different colour. He feels a bit 
uneasy about stuff like the 
gender-equal Senate which 
Premier I-Iareourt hinted he 
would unleash on this pro- 
~ince. 
I must say, I've counselled 
Brian extensively, and there's 
still hope he may swing to the 
yes-side, particularly after he 
takes a closer look at the com- 
pany he's keeping. 
Liberal eader Gordon Wil- 
son opposes the deal because 
he's got a constitutional fetish. 
Nothing but perfection will 
satisfy him. Some of his 
caucus members, however, 
don't share his views, support- 
ing the accord instead. 
Last but not least, I've got to 
recognize Preston Manning. I 
know he's not a British 
Columbian, but he has brought 
his no.campaign here, and 
judging from some of the 
crowds, who even paid money 
to hear him, he seems to have 
a following. 
Manning has been crafting 
his speeches very carefully 
L 
'"Lt ~ ii" ~'I~.' 
sound racist, but whenever I 
hear Manning speak, I can't 
help thinking of a few other 
political leaders, thoroughly 
discredited by history, who 
started their ascent to power 
with the same clamor for law 
and order that has become his 
hallmark. 
And these, ladies and gentle- 
men, are the folks leading the 
no-vote in British Columbia. 
With the exception of Man- 
ning, I have nothing personal 
against any of them, but I'd 
rather eat the paper this 
column is printed on than 
align myself with them. 
I didn't come to Canada in 
1957 to see the country fall 
apart some 40 years later. I 
didn t become a Canadian 
citizen in 1967 to end up 
living in the we.stem part of 
the remnants of what used to 
be Canada. 
And while I admit hat re- 
jecting the Charlottetown Ac- 
cordwill not necessarily result 
in the breakup of Canada, the 
mere possibility is enough,to 
give me the creeps. 
In the final analysis, I be- 
lieve that he risks of defeating 
the referendum are far greater 
than those of approving it. So 
what if the accord is flawed. 
Any compromise is.
I also hope that we never put 
an end to constitutional wrdn- 
gling. Why would we want to 
bind our children and grand- 
children to the compromise 
our leaders have reached'in 
Charlottetown. " 
The constitution will always 
be evolving to reflect new 
realities. It is not written tin 
without stunning myself on an 
upper bunk; and not have to 
squat like Dick Van Dyke 
pretending to ascend stairs in 
order to slide in under the 
table corner. 
Beds with only one acces- 
sible side are for babies. For 
someone my age to clamber 
from one perch. Best of all, I 
like the bathroom's heel- 
activated toilet flusher. 
Katherine Hepburn posture 
is a must to enter the 
bathroom, which rivals that of 
a Boeing 747 for space saving. 
Jimmy Durante wouldn't fit. 
Because there are no parti- 
over a snoozing mate to ans- tions, my bed-making skills 
wer that mid.night bathroom are forever on public display. 
call is almost enough tO make This do.esn, t perturb me, how- 
me wear :Depend diapers un- ever.. Quilt lumpsgive rise m 
der my lairimies. Aiid Why public Sympathy" for our 
not? Diapers work for my plight. 
couple of colleagues of mine lately, taking great pains not to stone and never will be. 
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Remember when? 
Wall opens window to past 
I 
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TERRACE -- Everyone's heard the stories. 
The "good old days" when everything was 
so cheap and a dollar went way further than it 
does now. 
But am those tales really true? 
When local resident Basil Baxter ripped 
down an old shed on his property, he un- 
covered the evidence needed to decide. 
Stuffed into one of the walls as makeshift in- 
sulafionwas an Oct. 1, 1958 copy of the Van- 
couver Sun. 
And, yes, the prices in the ads are enough to 
make any '92 shopper cry. 
But waitl The help wanted columns reveal 
the other side of the story. 
A 20-bed hospital was seeking to entice reg- 
istered nurses to apply for a job which paid up 
to $310 per month while hot-shot salesmen 
were expected to leap at potential annual earn- 
ings of "$5,000 plus". 
To try and put all this in 
Meat 
v 
,': Leg of lamb: 63 cents/lb. 
¢. 
t Side bacon: 57 cents/lb. 
Pork picnics: 28 cents/lb. 
; Prime rib roast: 59 cents/lb, 
I; 
i' Canned goods 
Green beans 15oz: 11 cents 
Tomatoes 28oz: 2/49 cents 
Peaches 15oz: 19 cents 
Pink salmon 7.5oz: 2/49 
cents 
Produce 
, - Bananas: 21bs./39 cents 
i ":Potatoes: 201bs./79 cents 
Onions: 51bs./39 cents 
Tomatoes :  21bs./29 cents 
i il !Soap products 
:; ;;~ ~Tide (giant): 79 cents 
; : L I~o~ l iquid (gn0:89  cents 
i !l i Camay bar soap: 3/29 eents 
iry section 
Shortening 31b: 79 cents 
;:|I Cheese Whiz  l ib: 57 cents 
Others 
Plain oats 31bs: 39 cents 
• Ketchup 20 oz: 39 cents 
~a~6~. '~ 15 c~rits ..... 
Flour 101bs: 69 cents 
Coffee l lb:  72 cents 
Pickles 24oz: 49 cents 
Kraft dinner: 7/95 cents 
Tea bags 120:$1.45 
Jelly powders: 3/18 cents 
Soft drink 2 quarts: 39 cents 
Appliances 
21 inch colour TV: $288.88 
Washing machine: $399 
Dryer: $249 
Upright vacuum: $99.95 
Portable sewing machine: 
$58.50 
Clothing 
Ladies leather shoes: 
$1;4.95-$21.00 
Ladies wool-alpaea coat: 
$69.50 
Girls coat size 7-12:$29.95 
Hous ing 
Two bedrooms plus rec 
room and additional 
bedroom in basement: 
$14,000 
For rent: bachelor suites at  
$35 per month and newly 
decorated two-room suite in 
Kitsilano $50 per month, 
(Note these are Vancouver 
houses and apartments/) 
Ststisties Canada was asked for the Consumer 
Price Index (CPI) and average weekly earn- 
ings figures for both 1958 and 1992. 
Unfortunately, 34 years ago no figures spe- 
cifically for Vancouver, or even B.C., were 
kept so it could only provide the national stats. 
First, the CPI which is calculated using 
li~raily thousands of items covering virtually 
anything and everything the average Canadian 
would purchase as part of everyday living. 
It takes into account the cost of a wide range 
of foods, housing, heat and light, clothing, 
vehicles, even unhealthy habits like tobacco. 
It can therefore be reasonably assumed itof. 
furs a pretty accurate reflection of the effects 
of relentless inflation. 
The Canadian Consumer Price Index in Au- 
gust 1958 was 23.1. 
The figure for the same month this year was 
128.4, nearly six times higher. 
perspective, Proof positive that money doesn't go as far 
as it used to, until the wages stats are exam- 
ined. 
Statscan warns the method of calculating 
average weekly earnings has changed over the 
past 34 years so the earnings indices are not 
directly comparable. 
So, remembering the figures are just a rough 
guide, the organization's historical statistics 
book records average weekly earnings in 1958 
as $70.43 per week. 
The equivalent figure today (it includes 
overtime) is $547.04, more than seven times 
higher. 
So, even if the earnings figures are not 
directly comparable, the evidence seems to 
strongly suggest he "good old days", while 
they may have indeed been good, were not 
necessarily better when it came to what a 
wage eamers's dollar could buy. 
Below left, some of those pretty prices from 
the late fifties. Read 'era and weep. 
uppo • *i: 
~d Narrows.; 
, t ' , z~ I~ - . 
~:t~ f.trn b~}/ . l~ l lxh . .M ;U 
, ; . -  i ; f  I!,1~¢ .~. 11 ~,  
.. ~ ~..:~,,- . . . . . .  ;~,~,4[: i.'.-'~ 
• • ;;:.'i~ ~,~., ,  
• " ';27,f 
Used cars 
Demonstrator '58 Mercury 
Niagara, 6 cyl. - $2,295 
'55 half-ton Chev pickup - 
$895 
f" :':':: '~ "':i~!.~ ''.~,' ;~.~.: ." : ;  ~ ...... ':~,i,!.~ ... " " "  ..... ~ : ; : '~!~:" ' "~:  ~ ' :~ ~ :~r~.~.~"  [' 
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TIME MACHINE. John Diefenbaker was prime minister, Dwight Eisenhower was in the White 
House and Pope Pius XII ruled in Rome when this copy of the Vancouver Sun was used by an un- 
known Terracite as makeshift insulation in a new shed he was building. It's dated Wednesday, Oc- 
tober 1, almost exactly 34 years ago to the day. The newspaper was found by local resident Basil 
Baxter when he recently tore down the now rickety structure. 
Hoop-la hits front page 
TERRACE -- It was a weird and wonderful mix 
of stories that made the Oct. 1, 1958 front page. 
Predietubly, reports of a Royal Commission i - 
vestigation of the Second Narrows bridge in 
which 18 workers had died and the latest on the 
Nationalist and Communist Chinese shooting 
war got top billing. 
Less earth-shattering was the outrage of fe- 
male UBC students after the Sun fashion editor 
had charged they wore "droopy, saggy and 
grubby" clothes". 
Or what about a story out of New York des- 
eriblng how "deluxe red, yellow and blue (hula) 
hoops costing $1.75 swiveled around the hips of 
1,000 socialites, many of them multi- 
millionaires, in the wackiest post.midnight scene 
In the history of the venerable Astor Hotel in 
Times Square." 
And a definite eye.catcher was the photo of 
Pope Plus XII announcing he was "beset" with 
a new attoek of hiccups. Fortunately, Vatican of- 
ficlals were able to assure the world "there is no 
cause for anxiety." 
The Bank of Nova Scotia had just announced it 
was getting into the business of personal loans - 
it's stock immediately jumped $Z a share - and a 
Vancouver man had been sentenced totwo years 
in jail for an attempted hold-up of an East Hast- 
lugs grocery store. 
Closer to home, Terrace residents were await- 
ing the official opening of the Nass Road which 
was eventually to be connected to the highway to 
Stewart and Casslar. 
Speaking of Casslar, share prices in Cusslar 
Asbestos were holding steady at $7.90 
Oct. I was also opening day for the 1958 world 
series, with the New York Yankees trying to 
avenge their previous year's defeat by the Mil- 
waukee Braves. Warren Spahn pitched the 
Braves to a 4-3 victory. 
Incidentally, there's no mention anywhere of 
hockey, probably because those were the days 
when it was a winter sport. 
And finally, Works minister Howard Green 
told the Vancouver Central Lions Club every 
member of Parliament should be bi.lingual. 
"It's a great weakness, a blind spot, not to un- 
derstand the language of one-third of Canada's 
population," he said. 
Plus ca change... 
Voting 
The  o,o o. t,o con o,t,..o 
stitution is Oct. 26. I f  you are missed from 
But you must get on the being put on the voters'  
rotors ' l ist ,  list, you still have a start  oo,,o wi l l  come to chance. .- 
your door, They  will put This takes place Oct. 17 
you on the voters'  list. to Oct. 19. 
They will come from The vote on Oct. 26 is 
Oct, 2 to Oct. 7, from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
You must be 18 yeats o f  If  you have questions, 
The Start is for people age to vote. And  you call 1-800-267-8683. 
learning how to read. must be a Canadian There is no charge. 
I I I 
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LETTERS 
TO THETERRACESTANDARD 
Open up minds 
on land claims 
Dear Sir: 
The provincial government is 
eonunitted to making substan- 
tial progress in the resolution 
of the land claims issue and 
has been negotiating with the 
Nisga'a. 
The two parties would ap- 
pear to be close to an Interim 
Protection Measures Agree- 
ment (IPMA) which would es- 
tablish the process for consul- 
tation with the Nisga'a on de- 
velopments within the land 
claims area during the time 
that negotiations are taking 
place. 
In the past while negotiations 
moved at glacier speed the ex- 
traction of resources con- 
tinucd. The IPMA is a commit- 
ment by the govennnents o 
negotiate in good faith. From 
this step the three parties 
would proceed to actual nego- 
tiations. 
It is impossible for  
every non native person 
or interest group to sit at 
the negotiating table. 
Everyone agrees that this is a 
significant undertaking. The 
two sides are not equal in 
terms of political or economic 
strength. The Nisga'a are seek- 
ing justice and their success or 
progress relies to a large extent 
ou the political will of the 
group represented across the 
table - the government. 
While most citizens agree 
that a solution must be found 
there is not as much agreement 
on what "concessions" the 
government should make and 
little agreement on what the 
impact of making those 
changes might be on the aver- 
age British Columbian. 
The provincial government - 
recognizing that land claims is 
a difficult issue - has estab- 
lished a third party advisory 
committee which is to provide 
tiators have been meeting with 
local community leaders and 
interested groups to share in- 
formation and get an under- 
standing of the concerns 
people have. They will then be 
much more able to present 
some of those concerns at the 
negotiating table. 
I have attended two of those 
sessions. The issue of local 
consultation has been brought 
forward each time. 
It is impossible for every 
non-native person or interest 
group to sit at the negotiating 
table. The government has and 
still is trying to come to grips 
with the structure for meaning- 
ful consultation and the 
providing of information 
(progress reports) during the 
negotiation process. No model 
for such consultation exists. 
Negotiations are delicate and 
in land claims they are dealing 
with some very sensitive is- 
sues. Some degree of con- 
fidentiality is necessary as any- 
one who has ever negotiated 
should know. 
What is needed are construe- 
tire proposals for settlement. 
Rather than express old fears - 
most of which will never be 
realized; and some of which 
are self-serving - the negotia- 
tors need to be presented 
formally with the local posi- 
tions on the issues which will 
be at the table: land, fish, mini- 
ng, forestry; etc. 
We need to get down to the 
specific oncerns and solutions 
we can live with. We either 
learn to share the resources and 
deal with the economic in- 
equality or investors will 
remain insecure about the fu- 
ture of business in this pro- 
vince. The issue will not simp- 
ly go away. 
We need to participate in the 
dialogue whenever an op- 
portunity presents itself, but 
we also need to be open 
minded. Political aspirations 
an avenue for consult~on, shqeldnotget~:the, y/ay~ofar- 
with groups who fed !heY,ha, re .. ,riving at: a solution,to a,prob-, 
an interest in the outcome of lem 125 years01d. 
the land claims negotiation. Helmut Giesbrecht, 




I would like to respond to 
Bob Hooton's letter of Sept. 9, 
in which he continues to spew 
out half-truths, skewed 
statistics, and unsubstantiated 
claims of doom and gloom. 
Hooton states that 23,000 
spawners arc required to 
sustain the combined stocks of 
summer steclhead and then 
claims that the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans' (DFO) 
test fishery suggests that only 
10,000 have so far entered the 
river. 
What Hooton carefully omits 
~o tell the public (who pay his 
salary) is that the DFO has told 
him that they feel that the test 
fishery has substantially un- 
derestimated the number of 
steelhcsd that have entered the 
Skeena and that the number is 
likely to be significantly larger 
than the 10,000 he claims. 
Hooton also neglects to tell 
the public that the sports fish- 
ing for steelhead on the Lower 
Skeena has been extremely 
good this year. This confirms 
the DFO's contention that the 
escapement of steelhead has 
been much larger than that 
claimed by Hooton. 
In that tlooton - as regional 
biologist is supposed to 
monitor the sports harvest, it is 
indeed curious that he chose 
not to report his in his letter. 
But the question of how 
many steelhead have escaped 
need not be debated in the 
newspaper if only Hooton and 
the provincial government 
would spend more time and 
energy doing their jobs, and 
less time publishing their nega- 
tive and damaging propaganda. 
I would suggest hat Hooton 
spend the time and money to 
actually enumerate he number 
of spawners entering the 
Skcena River. 
It's a large and difficult job, 
but one that is necessary be- 
cause Hooton has proven time 
and again that the numbers he 
promotes are simply not 
credible. 
Cont 'd  Page A l l  
About  let ters  
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters to the editor. We ask that 
they be signed and a phone number be included. Letters are sub- 
ject to editing for reasons of length and for good taste. Shorter let- 
ters tend to run soonest. Unsigned letters are thrown away. Our 
letters deadline is noon each Friday. Our fax number is 638.8432. 
eatre 
Sac~e Little Theatre 
wants a new building. 
It will replace the old 
white building on Kalum, 
near the hill. 
Diane Froelich belongs 
to Terrace Little Theatre, 
The new building will 
cost $800,000. 
It will be bigger than the 
old building. 
The group needs money. 
i 
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WE HONOUR COMPETITORS COUPONS 
ORANGE 
JUICE 
. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,~, ,  
Bel-air. Florida. 
Frozen Concentrate: i 
355 mLtin " " ~ e a  
BATHROOM 
TISSUE 
Pkg, o f  • : 





Original 12 Litre or 
Ultra Tide Reg., With : 







VERY IMPORTANT PRICES.,, 
I I I 
/ 
\ /.~:.=-t ~o \"~ 
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS,.. On Thursday, Friday & Saturday come In to your Terrace Ssfeway and with every 
purchase of $50.00 or more, (excluding tobbaco), you get a chance to spin the wheel, Wherever the wheel stops 
you wln one of the prizes shown. They are only a sample of the many items you could win. We look forward to 
seeing you this weekend. 
Canada Safewau's 1,000,000 AIR MILES'" 61VE AWAY 
1,000,000 AIR MILESTMwill be given away. 100 luck 
winners will receive 10 000 AIR MILES TM each for their I 
Dream Holiday. i See our in,store display for entry forms and complete details. 
A 
L P ~ Advertised rices in effect until closing Saturday, ~ ~ i ~  
Oct. 3, 1992 at your Friendly, Courteous Terrace ~ ~"~" ~;~ 
Safeway Store. Quantity rights reserved. Some items =,i=~==~~,~~~l~,.~,,..~,~  ~. ' =' ~"~ 
may not be exactly as shown. ~ ~ 
• A Hew_ wau to pau. 
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WE HONOUR COMPETITORS COUPONS 
:/~.11 :i~Jl 
FOR VERY IMPORTANT PEOPLE 
THURSDAY, OCT. 1 
i ::~k)(~i!: ~
One day only, Thursday, Oct. 1, 1992 all Scniors 65 years of age and over will receive 10% off 





5 kg. box. $9.70 ea. : r I L  








TROPICAL Selected !: Varieties. 
BUY ONE GET 
Earn oxtra AIR MILES*"I 
*Co l lec t  A IR  MILES  TM at  Sa feway 
Take off faster with your Bank of Montreal AIR MILES TM MasterCard. Now when you purchase you groceries 
and use your AIR MILEE M card and pay with your Bank of Montreal AIR MILES TM MasterCard, you /  
will receive AIR MILES TM from Safeway and Bank of Montreal. It's as easy as that and sooner / i than think, you'll have collected enough AIR MILES TM to take your first flight. you 
~, .Earn Extra Miles when you pay with your Bank of Montreal AIR MILES TM MasterCard. 
1 
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. . . . .  : , ?  i 
!i~i:!::i!i:!: !! !!11992. This consultation will obtain the opinion 
~' ~ :" '! of Canadians on a question relating to the Con- 
i stitution of Canada. The referendum pr°cess is 
: similar to that of an election, except instead of 
:~: voting for a candidate, you will answer "yes" or 
~i~ "no" to the referendum question. 
iiiii!!i  i THE REFERENDUM 
QUEST ION 
L' , .  ? " " 
, i f  
O 
men called for October 26, THE BALLOT PAPER 
To indicate your choice, just make your mark 
in the "yes" or "no" circle on your ballot. 
Do you  agree that the 
Const i tu t ion  o f  Canada 
shou ld  be  renewed 
on  the basis o f  
• he  agreement  reached 
on  August  28, 1992 ? 
tO  CAN VOTE IN  THE REFERENDUM ? 
;anadian citizens, who will be 18 years of 
6, 1992, and whose 
st, can vote in this 
?!:i:ii 
THE REFERENDUM WILL  FOLLOW 
THE SAME STEPS AS  AN ELECT ION.  
Unless you are voting for the first time, the refer- 
endum process will be familiar as it is similar to 
that of an election. 
1. Your name must  be on the Voters' List. 
During Enumeration, Elections Canada Enu- 
merators will visit your home to put your name 
on the Voters' List. If you are missed, you can 
have your name added to the list during the~ 
Revision Period. 
2. Vot ing , 
Shortly afterward, you,ll receive anEnumerad0n 
Card in the mail telling you Where and When 
you can vote. If you cannot : 
the referendum, you can v C .... , 
Advance  P011s .  : :  • 
: : , : : : :~ :~. : :  : /  i• : ~ : '  I!;::'~L/,: 
" '7 - -  
m 
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VOTER ENUMERATION,  
FROM OCTOBER 2 TO 7 
• . :  • !n afew days, you 11 see ads from Elections 
Canada asking you to open your door to the 
Enumerators. They wear yellow badges and are 
easy to recognize. It's important to open your 
door to them, because having your name on the 
Voters' List means that you can exercise your 
right to vote in this referendum. 
• . In certain rural areas, the Enumerator does not 
necessarily come to your door. However, the 
Voters' List is always posted in a public place, 
so that voters can check if their name has been 
included. ~ 
After Enumeration, everyone whose name is 
on the List receives an Enumeration Card by 
mail. This card confirms that you're registered 
to vote. It's a good idea to keep it on hand, as 
it contains useful information including where 
and when you can vote on referendum day, or 
if necessary, at the Advance Polls. 
SOME IMPORTANT DA: I 'ES  
Deadline for adding your name to the Voters,: i 
List, deleting or correcting it: October 19 
Advance Polls: October 22 and 23 :: ~!. 
Date of the referendum: October 26  : !::~':: 
~few exceptions, provide level access. 
I I I I  
NOTICE TO ALL CABLE SUBSCRIBERS: ELECTIONS CANADA VOTER IN- 
m~V, ATION IS BROADCAST DAILY ON X~E I'ARLI~Em'~Y C~EL. 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, CALL I 1 8 0 0 3 8 7- 2 3 2 5 
ELECTIONS CANADA OFFICE IN YOUR I RIDING OR CALL OUR TOLL-FREE LINE: ~ 1 800 361-895Y 
IF YOU'KNOW A PERSON WHO I~$ DIFFICULTY READING, PLEASE 
INFORM THEM OF THE CONTENT OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT, OR GIVE 
THEM ONE OF.THEABOVE TELEPHONE NUMBERS. 
All Polling Stations in Canada, w i th  : : :  
Jean-Pierre Kingsley, 
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New way to 
i | r E  I V l  • • I¥ !  • 
WORK CONTINUES on the 
airport expansion project. 
That's Wayne Pilla packing 
down the earth upon which 




TERRACE ~ B.C. Tel wants 
to start charging its customers for 
all forms of directory assistance. 
It's asked for permission to 
charge 50 cents for local numbers 
not in the phone book, numbers 
through long distance directory 
assistance in B.C. and for calling 
directory assistance outside of the 
province. 
The request was made last week 
to the Canadian Radio.television 
and Teleeom~iimca~tons Com- 
mission (CRT.C) which, regulates 
phone compames. 
B.C. Tel hopes to put the 
charges in place by Oct. 19. 
A company spokesman said it 
costs $32 million a year for direc- 
tory assistance and now gains 
only $5 million in revenue. 
The charges are also designed 
to earn revenue from customers 
which use B.C. Tel for directory 
assistance'-but then make long 
distance calls, using other com- 
panies uch as Unitcl. 
Kathy Mears also said some 
direct mail compani~ use direc- 
tory assistance tocompile mailing 
lists. 
~r~r~r  • 
Lockport Security is moving to 
Lakelse Ave. 
Started two and half years ago 
as a home-based business, the 
security and alarm company has 
teach 
TERRACE - -  A local group 
;hat offers employment training 
~¢ants to do something different 
~¢ith its next effort. 
Instead of first drawing up a 
program and then signing up 
participants, it wants to first find 
~¢hat kind o£ program people 
wanL 
"Tell us where you ~are now 
and what you need to get you 
where you want to be. That's 
what we're after," said Ross 
Walker of the Terrace Anti- 
Poverty Group Society of plans 
for a trades training program. 
The society several years ago 
put on a camp cook training 
course and this year, offered an 
office skills course. 
Walker said the plan for a 
trades training course is intended 
skills 
~ ~  ! i i ; i i t ! ! i  i i i~ i  
Trades involved in the program 
could range from small engine 
repair to welding to heavy duty 
mechanics to hair dressing, 
Walker added. 
The society plans on having 20 
people enter the program which 
will be financed by the federal 
govemment. 
Interviews with prospective stu- 
dents are now in their second 
week. 
That'll be followed in October 
by aptitude testing and workshops 
to better define the contents of the 
to prepare people for entry to program. 
, ~ '  , , . . ~  
Somet imes  a smal l  bus iness  
needs  cold cash 
There comes a time in the life of I Bank can help your small business 
business, large or small~ . ,~ , , .  with a var ie ty  of f inanc ia l  every 
when it needs money. To services, including term loans 
~ ~  ,at floating rates which can he buy a bui ld ing or a----~.! i 
switched to fixed rates for a husiness,  or  to simply in- _ ~ 
crease its working capital, small charge. For a warm reeep- 
The Federal Business Development tion, call us today. 
Paul Williams, Manager 
635-4951 
COMMITTED TO YOUR SUCCESS 
l ,a Banque ,if f re ses 
servie s t ans [e~ deux 
lanbmes offieielles. 
~iff:~l;p _ /~ _ ~" - - _ -  ~ Federal Business Banque f,d,rale 
Development Bank de d~veloppement ~ Canad~ 
The Red Cedar 
Michelle Strumecki, R.M.T. 
is now open at Hairbusters 
in the Skeena Mall, 
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY 9:30 to 5:30 
FRIDAY 2:00 to 8:00 
PHONE 635-2432 FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
AT NIRVANA (in Thornhill) Tues. 11:O0 to 5:OO 
PHONE 635-7776 FOR APPTS. IN THORNHILL 
 af ariart lrtrt 
Lentil Soup, Bavarian Pork Roast, Farmem 
Feast, Sausages, Sauerkraut, Dumplings, 
AN'D LOT8 OF "GEMEUTUCHKEIT" 
i 
Dance on Saturday, Oct. 24 to the 
OOM PAPA aounds of Wolf Warner 
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION 
CALL 635-9161 
4332 LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE, B.C. 
] und Loan Program 
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 
The Select Standing Committee on Aboriginal 
Affairs has been authorized by the Legislative 
Assembly of British Columbia to examine, inqu'tre 
into, and make recommendations with respect o 
all matters related to the First Citizens' Fund Loan 
Program established through the First Citizens' 
Fund under the Special Accounts Appropriation and 
Control Act, and in particular, to consider: 
• the effectiveness of the current program design, 
delivery mechanism and benefit o the client; 
• the appropriateness ofthe current program to 
address the barriers to small business 
development experienced by aboriginal people; 
• recommendations concerning the design and 
delivery of the loan program to ensure the 
established mandate of the fund and the 
changing needs of the aboriginal business 
corhmunity are being met, 
l 
!%::iY/:":~:":r:2Ff{'~Select Standing Committee invites " 
submissions with respect o all matters relating to 
the First Citizens' Fund Loan Program. Submissions 
will be accepted in all formats and mediums, 
including written and oral, until November 30, 1992. 
.~,¢,~ ~.~.. %. 
~*b IJ~OVIN¢¢ or  . l~ .  
~ttrl~N COh.~ ~ 
Mr. f lm Beattfe, MLA 
Chairperson 
Ms. Margaret Lord, MLA 
DepuO, Chairperson 
Please submit to: 




Victoria, British Columbia 
VBV 1X4 
Telephone: (604) 356-6318 
(call collect) 
Facsimile: (604) 356-8172 
now generated enough sales to 
justify the expansion, says presi- 
dent Joe Sullivan. 
Lockport has also begun selling 
a new line of wireless alarm sys- 
tems. 
It employs four people in addi- 
tion to Sullivan. The new home is 
beside the Video Stop on the see- 
end floor. 
.k -k "k ~" ~r 
The American company credit 
rating company Standard and 
Peers has confirmed the pro- 
vince's AA-plus credit rating. 
This indicates that B.C.'s eco- 
nomic outlook is stable and 
resilient, said provincial finance 
minister Glen Clark. 
Credit ratings determine the 
cost of borrowing money. The 
better the credit rating, the 
cheaper it is to borrow. 
B.C.'s rating is the highest of 
all the Canadianprovinces. 
B.C. legislators are looking at a 
program which loans money to 
nativdbusinesspeople. 
The First Citizens' Fund Loan 
Program is flve years old and has 
28 successful completions out of 
150 approved loans. 
Those who get money have the 
amount written off once they pay 
50 per cent of the principle and 
interest. 
Up to $75,000 is available to in- 
div!dual partleipanta for a single 
bnsmess venture. 
The Select Standing Committee 
on Aboriginal Affairs is looking 
into the program and wants to 
hear from interesiedpartles up to 
the end of November, 
A report is expected nearly next 
Some f r ldg is  h ive  last 
appetite for energy, 
~ :::: (Offervalidfro,nAi, ri l lto Decemher31, 992), : / :  . . . .  " 
rebate 
(Offer valid from July I to December 31, 1992), 
There are now over 100 Power Smart energy-efficient refrigerators tochoose from. And to help you decide, Hydro is offering two 
significant cash rebates.* A $35 cash rebate for energyTdficient models or a $70 cash rebate for super energy-efficient models. 
When you're shopping for a new fridge~ be slire to ask your salesperson to show you the qualifying Power Smart 
..and you save later. 
Igdro 
i!t, up 
asleep during the constitution now have 11 per cent in tlae the 1992/93 fiscal year transfer 
debate, and as much as I would 
like to think that's what it was, I 
now find out after reading much 
of the agreement, they must have 
been in a coma. 
Why has Mike Harcourt not 
taken this to our legislature for 
debate like most other provinces 
have7 Instead he hikes down on 
the east coast, then comes home 
House of Commons. The figures I 
have from our local M.L.A. and 
M.P. show things differ. At pres- 
ent we have 10.8 per cent repre- 
sentation in the House of Com- 
mons. I f  this deal is accepted we 
drop to 10.7 per cent and if'you 
combine senate seats with House 
of Commons eats we go to 10.5 
per cent. Quebec goes to 27.3 per 
payments report where Quebec 
receives $12 billion and B.C. 
receives $3 billion, I have no 
choice but to vote 'No'. 
Nothing can or should be equal 
but in a country so diversified in 




Thanks for wonderful time 
LD(~ar Sir: 
I .have just attended the B.C. 
Chamber Executive Annual Gen- 
eral Meeting here in Terrace. 
I'must Compliment everyone in- 
volved in arranging this meeting. 
Our reception has been outstand- 
ing. 
Thanks to all those people and 
businesses involved. 
You have certainly showed 
your ability to compete with other 
larger centres in providing a great 
place to hold a function such as 
this. 
My'final compliment goes to 
our president, your local chamber • 
manager, Bobbie Phillips, who is 
responsible for organizing this 
meet!ng. Also thanks to her vice- 
president, Gail Guise of Kitimat's 
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We have it all 
. 
2-  
2 -  
Highly Qualified Hairstylists 
Licensed Etheticians 
Plexus Exercise Machines  iii 
1 - Stand up Tanner i. s 
that offers complete tanning w=th no stripe 
WITH EXPANDED HOURS TO SERVE YOU BETTER" 
Monday to Friday 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. 
/ 
4652 Lazelle Avenue 
FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT CALL  US TODAY!  
635-4997 
3 \ '  : • 
Giving 
credit 
De:mr Siwr;itlng to clarify a pos- 
sible misunderstanding created by 
your article 'University profs 
seeking to win over college 
peers' (Sept. 16, 1992). 
University credit courses of- 
fered by the college have been 
recognized by the three estab- 
lished universities in the province 
- Simon Fraser University, Uni- 
versity of Victoria and the Uni- 
versity of 
British Columbia - as offering 
- i 
standards of education that match; 
the standards of these univer- 
sities, 
Each year the college in. 
structors and the three univer- 
sities meet to articulate college 
courses with the universities. 
These universities offer full t /a~ -~' :;='~ 
fer credit for college students~thai ..... 
transfer to these southern B.C 
• universities. 
Full transfer credit is also of- 
fered for college students that 
transfer to other universities in 
Canada These articulation 
agreements have existed for many 
years. 
We look forward to the college 
entering into comparable articula- 
tion agreements with the Univer- 
sity of Northern British Colum- 
bia. 
Yours sincerely, 





From Pa.qe A5 
Fishery 
battle 
Finally, we in the commer- 
cial fishery look upon 
Hooton's actions with in- 
credulity. Maybe it's because 
we are business people and not 
bureaucrats but it's hard to un- 
derstand why the" commercial 
sports industry would allow 
Hooton to advise North Amer- 
ica's sport fishing community 
how bad the fishing, is on the 
Skecna when all evidence is to 
the contrary. 
It would seem sensible to 
promote your business, not 
spew out stories of "the sky is 
falling". 
Certainly Bob Hooton will 
do or say anything to attack the 
commercial industry, but why 
is he doing the same to the 
sports industry? 
Yours truly, • 
Greg Taylor .. 
Northern Processors 
Association 
• Prince Rupert, B.C. 
: > .  • 
/GHL/GH 
past two years, federal, provincial and Aboriginal leaders have 
consulted with thousands of Canadians and special interest groups from coast to 
coast. These consultations included Royal Commissions, participatory confer- 
ences, parliamentary hearings, and hearings in the provinces and territories held 
by pr~)vincial nd territorial legislatu res. Federal, 
provincial, territorial and Aboriginal leaders have 
agreed unanimously on a package of constitu- 
tional proposals that.redbc]hi~e'~i.the equality of . . . .  ~- 
all Canadians and rel~•iese'nts all of our ifiterests. 
The agreement is now before Canadians, 
The agreement proposes that the new 
Constitution would contain a statement of 
key economic and social objectives shared by all of the governments in the 
federation. The objectives include comprehensive, universal, portable, accessi- 
ble and publicly administered ~ealth care, adequate social services and 
benefits, high quality primary and secondary education and reasonable access 
to post-secondary education, collective bargaining rights and a commitment 




policy objectives to be entrenched would be 
aimed at strengthening the Canadian economic 
union; the free movement of persons, goods, 
services, and capital; ensuring full' employment 
and a reasonable standard of living for all 
Canadians; ensuring sustainable and equitable 
devele pment. 
Exclusive provincial jurisdiction would be recognized in the areas of 
forestry, mining, tourism, housing, recreation, municipal affairs, cultural matters 
within the province, and labour market development and training. In addition, 
to ensure the two levels of government work in harmony, the government of 
Canada commits to negotiate agreements with 
, .  / . • .  • .  -. 
. , i" ", • ' "  • " :  
Distind 
$OCiety;:i / 
":".. i  ".~, ..! ' 
the provinces in areas such as immigration, 
regional development and telecommunications. 
Federal-provincial agreements on any subject 
could be protectedby the Constitution from 
unilateral change. 
As was the case In tile Meech Lake 
agreement, the new Canadian Constitution 
would recognize the distinct nature of Quebec, 
unique culture ano civil law tradition. 
In the reformed Parliament, the Senate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. : ~  .~. -  provinces whilethe House of Commons would 
. . . . . .  • , . .~ be based more on the principle of representation 
- .  ~-' i.~: by populat on As weI , Quebec would be * 
Purl,umenturv assured,a m nmum 25% 6fthi~seatsnthe :' ii~,,/ 
' " l l},-&~=,,M:" " ' Houseot~Commons, ,. .... : ..... ~-, =: v:~:r>',:;):~tr, i~ :;~:r 
7. "~ ' :v=' "  : : Theproposed Senate would, be made ' :,: .,,. ~,,: ; 
: : !  : !  ; -~ , .  up of six elected senators from each province ::,;: : 1: "~: 
; .  _ :~- - ;  ~ : :- ~ and one from each territory. Addltlonalseats~ .;! ::i':/~:.~ :;:' 
would provide representation for Aboriginal peoples. The reform Senate s : ' : ' i  .... ; 
powers should significantly increase the role of the elected Senators IrJ the 
policy process, 
The proposals recogn=ze that Aboriginal peoples have an Inherent 
r~ ght to self-government and that the Constitution should enable them to 
develop self-government arrangements and to take their ~)lace In the Canadian 
federation, The proposals recognize Aboriginal 
"'" : * . . ' : i  ." : k 
Ahor!gind 
. Self.. .  
Gover,ment 
governments as one of the th rue Constitutionally 
recognized orders of government in Canada, 
In addition, the proposals provide for a 
negotiation process between Aboriginal leaders 
and provincial and federal governments to 
put this right into effect, The recognition of the .. ( .  
inherent right would not create any new rights ........ • . . . . . . . .  
to land. 
Now that Canada's federal provincial, te rritorlal and Aboriginal leaders 
have reached a consensus it is the right of all Canadians to understand the 
new proposals. Call the toll free number below to receive an easy-to-read 
booklet on the new constitutional agreement or a complete text. 
It's your right to know what the constitutional proposals say, before 
voting on October 26, 
FOR INFORMATION CALL: 
!-800-561-1188 
l l t l  
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Gitksan set sights 




"CN was being held hostage in 
a dispute between the band and 
the provincial government," 
Chiasson added. 
He said the natives said the 
blockade could come down if CN 
agreed not to haul forest products 
through that section of line, "The 
company was not in a position to 
do that," he said.. 
"This activity caused enormous 
disruption to ~e railway and the 
people in the area." 
He said Sebastian was supposed 
to have challenged the injunction 
within a day of it being issued, 
and called for th" case to proceed 
immediately. 
• In granting the adjournment, 
Anderson required Sebastian 
agree to file application to set 
aside the injunction within seven 
-days, or else the injunction will 
be deemed to stand. 
Sebastian had argued the three 
days since the arrest wasn't 
enough time to prepare an ade- 
quate defence. 
• He said he intends to argue that 
CN does not own the land in ' 
question, because it gave a parcel 
of land back to the band in 1985. 
Chiasson said CN retained con- 
trot of the right-of-way. 
The issue is the subject of a 
separate lawsuit, started in 1985, 
which has not yet gone to trial. 
Gitksan spokesman Don Ryan 
said that lawsuit will not be de- 
cided until a f'mal court decision 
is reached in the Gitksan land 
claim case, now being considered 
by the B.C. Court of Appeal. 
He predicted the accused trio's 
lawyers will be able to tie up the 
case indefinitely ill the courts. 
TNJ SOUND YSTEMS 
ALL THE IN~rRUC'I]ONS YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR NEW SURF & SNOW 
CAMCOROER FROM HITACHI... 
GO PLAY OUTSIDE! 
VM-SP1 
• New Splash Proof Design " Colour ROM Titler (47 page) • Self 
Timer Switch (2 mode) • Low Light Rating: only 4 LUX • Audio/ 
Video Fade Control ' 16x Power ZoomCam • Slim/Wide 
Perspective with 64x Mosaic Effect • Tele'Macroph°t°grap.hy 
• Full Range Video Auto Focus System • AI Auto Iris and White 
~,~:i.~.;.ii~,~'...i,~:~.,,.:~:/,;: .: Balance. Program AE (auto exposure system)* Dual Date/Time 
i Recording * Instant Review (4 second) * Flying Erase Head 
!~ ,-:~. ~ ~t~.i.~'~J%~ • AudioNideo Insert Dubbing • Synchro Edit Jack• Wireless 
~ ~  Remote Control [credit card ,iz;) 1 
499 ONLY 
For the Serious Outdoorsman! 
VM-E25 
Exceptional Performance with (/ix ..l~d. ~ Zoo~ Ultra Stlm 
Remote and  HI.FI Stereo Sound. You'== ca ~ momen~ y .~ 
never dreamed poss ib le _ . - ~ ~  
• l/y CCD Image Sensor ~ ~ ~  
• Ultra Compact & Lightweight (~,~ 
• Twist & Shoot Smm Camcoider ~ '~ ~- - .~o i '~  I~ 
• Hi-Fi Stereo Sound ~ 11 ( ; "~_ ' .~: "  ~''' I~ 
• Credit Card Size Remote Convol ~_ .~ ~:--e":- O'O i~ 
• Dim~,~ Zoom (64x) ~'~ ~ 8 - ]~, 
• Digital Wide/Slim Perspective ~ x ~  ~ . .~ j  
• Full Range AI Auto Focus x ~  . ~ . . . /  
• M Iris and White Balance TNJ  PR ICE  ONLY  
• Accu-ShotAX(autoexposure) S1199 
• ROM Graphic Tider 
• Amorphous video Head 
Don't Miss Those Far Away Shots! 
~ . "  ~,';' " :L .~. ~: " ."~. 
~' ,  ....... ,~ -,~" -,'~,=,:'~.t=::=~ 
_ 
,.,: ...... ~ ~ : : :  _-~,- 
H I TAC H I 
Get the 
big picture 
50" screen O01by surround 
sound, [earning remote, oak 
cabinet, simple remote, 
900 lines res, PIP, hlgh 
resolution, dynamic bass. 
TNJ PRICE ONLY 
*3999 
If you didn't buy from 
TNJ Sound you just 
paid too muchl 
SEE THEM 
TODAY! 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
Downtown Terrace 4721 Lakelse Ave. 638"1  200 
TERRACE - -  Three Oitksan 
facing contempt of court charges 
for blockading the CN Rail line at 
Gitwangak have until Friday to 
decide if they will challenge the 
injunction they were arrested for 
breaching. 
Gordon Sebastian, defence law- 
yer for Ralph Michell, Guy 
Morgan and Art Loring, said he 
plans to challenge the basis of the 
injunction, arguing that 
Gitwangak natives own the land 
the railway is on - -  not CN. 
That decision must be made by 
Friday to meet a deadline issued 
Supreme Court Justice John 3. 
Anderson last week during a 
hearing on the contempt charges. 
Anderson reluctantly granted an 
adjournment of the contempt 
hearing, which will go ahead 
Nov. 2 regardless of whether a 
challenge of the injunction is 
filed. 
Gitksan put up the blockade 
across the line at Gitwangak Sept. 
16 to protest provincial approval 
of the sale of Westar's timber as- 
sets to Repap. 
CN got a' Supreme Court in- 
junction ordering the protestem 
off the tracks on Sept. 17. The na- 
tives vowed the blockade would 
stay up. 
On Sept. 18 the railway compa- 
ny got a second court order 
this time authorizing l;olice enfor- 
cement of the f'~t. 
The three accused men agreed 
in advance that they were the 
ones who would be arrested when 
RCMP officers came in to dis- 
mantle the barricade Sept. 22. 
"The intent is criminal in na- 
ture," CN lawyer Edward Chins- 
son said in his opening remarks in 
Terrace court Friday. "It reflects 
a conspiracy to put pressure on 
the provincial government by in- 
terfering with the rightful ac- 
tivities of Canadian National 
Railways." 
He accused the Gitksan of 
showing "blatant disregard for 
the court's order" and said they 
aimed to "scorn the power of the 
I I I I . I~ I IWI I  I 
PRESCHOOL 
• 0ualified French 
Teacher - 
Ghyslaine Courtney 
• Staff trained in 
Early Childhood 
Education 
• Exciting Preschool 
Program 
.~hildren learn many French 
songs, games, stories, 
vocabulary, numbers, 
alphabet and much more. 
While participating In a 
normal preschool program 
to prepare them for primary 
school entry. 
CLASS SESSIONS BEGIN 




~;~,~,~.~,'.~ ,~ .~ 
'~"~'--~1;'.~ A seNIce of 
~' KIDS CASTLE 
Play & Learning Centras 
: _ - " : , ,  A IT'S HARD 
BE HUMBLE" 
we'll let our B.C. Escort and Tracer owners do the talking... 
: - " I 'm very, very  happywi th  
• , .... " = r ce~,,handlin andst  hn .. . 
, -T. Sullivan, Kamloops 
:~'The Escort is truly a wonderful car." 
: -D. Hyssop, Vancouver 
"My customers are always commenting • 
o~.asking me questions (about my car) 
i t ' s  an  Escor t . "  
-C. Bertenshaw, North Vancouver ...... '
k 
?. , 
"1 love it!" : ~.: 
-K. Robinson, Prince George .,: 
ESCORTAND TRACER HAVE THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE BUYERPROTECTION COVERAGE IN THE INDUSTRY 
L " ; 
. - t  5-YEARl l00,000 km 'PREMIUM CARE' PROTECTION 
". b 
:jl,;' :
3-YEAR, 24-HOUR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 
30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
(Or 1,500 kin-whichever comes first, and under normal driving circumstances-See Dealer for details). 
' : ' i ' .  
SEE YOUR BaC. FORD & MERCURY DEALERS - WE'RE WINNING THE WEST! 
TERRACE 
TEM FOR 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace Dealer No. 5548 635-4 
~:"::.: 4~ '~L; -`,~ :-~ C' ;.::~:;" " ,2~4.i~'..,::~:-~-'di-,.- .a : 
7!: "-~ I : 
J~ 
He bought Cassiar 
church for $650 
TERRACE - -  Valdemar 
Isidoro's been going to Our Lady 
of Lourdes Catholic church in 
Cassiar for 30 years. 
And when it came upfor sale in 
the massive auction of the town 
10 days ago he bought it ~ for 
$650. 
" I  did it for sentimental value. 
I'Ve been to a few funerals there, 
a few weddings," said Isidoro 
*last week. 
The church and every other 
building and home in the town 
were put on the block after the as- 
bestos mine went into receiver- 
ship and closed in February. 
" I  wanted the bell, but the 
bishop had already taken it to 
Whitehorse," said Isidoro. 
The church's pews and reli- 
gious articles were removed in 
summer for use by the Catholic 
diocese in the Yukon. 
. Isidoro's' not sure what he is 
going to do with the building but 
" has until next spring to make up 
his mind. 
"It 's got $10,000 or $12,000 
• worth of siding put on just last 
: spring, and there's nine or 10 
laminated hardwood beams in. 
~. side," he said. 
" A woman from Tumbler Ridge 
has already expressed an interest 
~: in the building, Isidoro continued. 
:, For now, he's taken the church 
i[ sign down and will be bringing it 
to Terrace when he moves later 
this fall to rejoin his family. 
Isidoro, a heavy duty equipment 
: operator with 25 years experience 
;.. at  the mine, is one of the few 
people left in Cassiar. 
i. The population o f  1,100 
dwindled rapidly.when the mine 
i[ c losed after the provincial 
g6vernment declined to loan Cas- 
siar Mining Corporation more 
money.. 
That massive, five-day auction 
OUR LADY of Lourdes Catholic Church in Cassiar was just ons 
of the many buildings put on the block at the recent auction to sell 
the now.closed asbestos mine and town site. The church was 
owned by the former Cassiar Mining Corporation and served the 
community for more than three decades. 
Sept. 15-19 ended any hope of 
the mine opening again soon. 
Sold off were not only the town 
but the mine's equipment and 
machinery. 
Bob Seibold of Maynards Auc- 
tioneers ays well in excess of $6 
million was taken in during the 
auction in Cassiar and at a one- 
day affair to dispose of the mini- 
ng company's assets in North 
Vancouver. 
The money from the auction 
went to recei(,er Arthur Andersen 
and Company and will be divide 
among the creditors of Cassiar 
Mining Corporation. 
The provincial government is
the largest of the creditors with a 
claim of more than $20 million. 
More than four million items in 
nearly 5,000 lots were sold over 
the five days in Cassiar, he said. 
"The two days we spent out- 
side couldn't have been worse, 
raining and snow both," said 
Seibold. 
Nearly 40 Maynards employees 
handled the auction, including six 
auctioneers working in two rings. 
Maynards set up beds and 
organized catering for 500 people 
during the sale. 
The sleeping bags, beds and pil- 
lows purchased for those at the 
sale were sold off at the end of 
the auction. 
Se~old says it'll take another 
month to wrap up the paperwork 
on the sale. 
Those who bought buildings 
and equipment have until next 
spring to move them out of Cas- 
siar. 
That's because winter is already 
taking hold in Cassiar, making it 
difficult to move what has been 
purchased. 
Cit backs off plan 
for large fare hikes 
~ ~ TERRACE ~ City aldermen Anyone who bought he passes unreasonable." 
!- backtracked in the face of public 
pressure last week and canceled 
n 80 per cent price increase for 
nionthl'y bus passes for students 
and seniors. 
" B.C. Transit raised the rates 
-~ .  from $15 to $27 a month effec- 
tive Sept. 1. 
That prompted a protest at the 
• Sept. 8 school board meeting 
tom parents demanding school 
i '  bus service for bench-area stu- 
• ~ dents who now couldn't afford 
...... city bus passes. 
• Terrace city council reacted by 
• : reducing the price to $18 during 
the in-camera portion of its Sept. 
14 meeting. 
"How do you explain a mis- 
take7" asked alderman Danny 
Sheridan after the meeting. 
"That's a pretty dramatic in- 
crease. But somehow that's how 
it came out and it was a mis- 
take." 
at the higher price will get a dis- 
count for the difference off the 
price of their next pass, he said. 
The city wili forgo the increase in 
revenue it would have received 
from the price hike. 
B.C. Transit spokesman Gra- 
ham Masterson said the price of 
the discount passes in Terrace is 
low compared to other areas. 
He also said there has been a 
problem of fare evasion, with col- 
lege students picking up, the 
passes at high school student 
rates. 
He said the increase was based 
on a decision to catch up quickly 
to similar rates in force else- 
-where. 
The monthly passes are priced 
based on an average of 18 rides a 
month, he added. 
"At $15, you're riding it for 
something like 30-odd cents a 
trip," Masterson said. " It  was 
The Terrace transit system is 
one of five systems in the pro- 
vince rated as "low performers" 
by B.C. Transit, he added. 
"A lot of the recent changes in 
Terrace are aimed at trying to pull 
up the system," he said. ':We're 
trying to get the most out of the 
system possible." 
The most visible change in the 
last couple of years has been the" 
move to smaller buses, which run 
more frequently. 
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THE PANAMA CANAL 
AN AMERICAN DREAM 
F or a classic cruise experience, nothing compares to this 10-day cruise between the Mexican Kiviera and the Carib- 
bean, including a daylight ransit of the awe-inspiring Panama 
Canal. And all along the "Path Between the Seas" enjoy dancing 
to the Big Band sounds of the Royal Swing Orchestra. 
The elegant Crown Odyssey sets the standard for luxurious 
shipboard living. Come experience Royal Cruise Line's award: 
winning service, exquisite cuisine featuring special alternative 
entr&s prepared in accordance with the American Heart 
.Association guidelines and our exclusive Host program. 
Book now and save/ 
Departure Date: 






• .m ~uca  LTD. ! i i ' l ) , r ' l l  w m- , l l lB  
Come to our Gala Cruise Night 
Cruise Movie Refreshments Door Prizes 
and talk 
TERRACE HOTEL, TUESDAY, OCT. 6, 7:00 p.m. 
FREE ADMISSION: BUT tickets must be plcked up in advance from 
I.T. P, Terrace Travel, 4611 Lakelse Avenue - 635-2281 
I,T,P.: Elan Travel Skeena Mall - 635-6181 . 
I 
- i 





: [ J L  I 
4623 Lakelse Ave, 
Terrace 
"WIRELESS ALARM SPECIALISTS" 
,e 5.8 yrs on Batteries (Supervised) 
• False Alarm FREE guarantee 
• 14 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER 




Free Gift Wrapping 
Now •when you 
buy 200  gr. of ' 
Gourmet Coffee, .  
receive 100 gr. 
FREE! 
FOR FULL DETAILS SEE 
THE FLYER IN THIS WEEK'S 
CHARGE PLAN 
AlL-OR PHONr:" 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD, 
Since 1963 
,~ ..... Avenue 
Ter race ,  B .C .  
638-1158 
, J L . . . .  
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R OASTS : 
PER P A C K ~  
481/k~ 
Fresh Mushrooms 18  co ,B ' GROWN 




e / ALSO SOLD BY THE POUND PER LB. 1.7~/L.. 372/~ 
~,~:~:~:~i~ @ 50  
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9 F"°° u" 32  
FISH DEPARTMENT 
2-3 LBS. PER 
PER PACK LB. 
Cheddar cheese 
ARMSTRONG BRAND-  
FROM OUR DELl DEPT. 
4-5 LB. BLOCK 
e PER 100 GRAMS 
l Wed., •September 30, 1992 
Thurs., October 1, 1992 
Fri,, October 2, 1992 
Sat., October 3, 1992 
L 
.................................................. ; 
, . /  ' . . 
: ' ,!~..~,, .... ; 
" ::,::_ . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
#4 
MONTHLY > $20 $45 $75 ~ ' " ...... 
PREMIUMS ' : "  ' '~  
AGE AT ENTRY n case of In case of In case of :',::' :i::~,- 





Premiums & Benef i t s  
T 
he pink column shows the 
Basic Benefits, which 
represent lifetime insurance, 
payable upon death from any " 
cause. This benefit does not 
decrease as you grow older. The 
blue column shows the total : 
amount payable should death be 
the result of an accident occurring 
$7,800 $23,400 $18,500 $55,500 - . - 
6,400 19,200 15,000 45,000 $25,000 $75,000 
5,300 15,900 12,700 38,100 21,400 64,200 
4,000 12,000 9,400 28,200 16,000 48,000 
61-65 66-70 3,000 9,000 7,000 21,000 12,000 36,000 
66-70 71-75 2,000 6,000 5,200 i5,600 9,000 27,000 
1,500 4,600 3,700 !1,100 6,400 19,200 
before age 85. The benefits shown 
. ~- 71-75 
are payable for death after two 
years. In the first two years, the 
Basic Benefit is limited to I~ times Send for your FREE Guide 
premiums paid (3 times this Basic to the Guaranteed-Life 
Benefit is paid for accidental death}, Insurance Plan today. 
NORWICH UNION , ' ! ! " ! ,2"~ 
Li~e Insurance Sooely, :~! :.,::,f,~ 
60 Yonge Street' . . . . .  '1,.]!~ ... ~ 
Toronto, Ontario . .'.: ! ; i ." / ;  
M5E IH5 I 
MAIL~,POSTE 
Postage paid Port payb 
I i k4  Ill C i  sl Im l i  I C l  
Business R6ponse 
Reply d'aflalres 
0184986799 01  
!!1 
,~"I' I  I I  m ~1 
r•!; 
UFEINSUR~CE PLAN . . . . ,  ~'~' ~"~;~"~"~~:."~~ - ~ '~~'~'~"~"~::;~  
from Norwich Union oo~Se~,'"  
:.~•~ :ii: ~ :/,-;,: ii~ 
,, . . . :  
IIII I IIII I III 111111111111111111 
0184986799-M5E1 HS-BR01 
DIRECT MARKETING DIVISION 
NORWICH UNION LIFE 
60 YONGE ST 
TORONTO ON M5E 9Z9 
.: ~. 'N O R W I C H U N I u rw L I r c 
l | l l l : l l  : l : i  J I I  I I  : I I  I ~-- _ i m l  l I I I ' I I I I I I : I I : I I  I [ |  ;1111,111 
i i i ! I N I I I I I I  I ' ' " " ' I I ~ 
The insurance plan designed with you in mind 
If you've ever shopped for premiums - you are the only person 
insurance, you know after age 50, it who can cancel your coverage 
becomes more expensive and more "you can name any beneficiaryyou 
difficult to get life insurance because choose 
many companies impose age and 
health restrictions. 
Not so with Norwich Union. Our 
Guaranteed-Life Insurance Plan is 
designed especially with your needs 
in mind. If you're 50 to 75, you're 
automatically acce_pted with NO 
medical examinations and NO 
health _questions. 
[ ]  The insurance plan that  
takes your  budget  into account 
Norwich Union has designed a 
plan that offers a range of premium 
levels to suit every budget. 
Your premiums can start from as 
little as S 20 per month. Better still, you 
can budget knowing the premium 
level you choose will NEVER go up, 
regardless of your health in the futurel 
To guarantee your acceptance and 
to keep premiums affordable for all, 
your Basic coverage, in the first two 
years of your policy, is 1~ times 
You "re covered by one 
of  the world's largest insurers 
Norwich Union has been providing 
insurance protection to Canadians 
since 1946. Established in England 
over 180 years ago, we are one of the 
,world's largest insurers. In fact, our 
assets in 1991 exceeded some of 
Canada's largest and best-known 
insurers: 
Norwich Union 
Life S 52,305,000,000 
Sun L i fe  $35,846,000,000 







premiums paid (see chart). 
~"  More benefits for your  
peace of  mind 
• your Basic coverage continues for life 
• we CANNOT cancel your policy for 
any reason except non-payment of 
Automatic acceptance,,, low 
premiums that never go up .... 
Basic lifetime Insurance that never 
decreases., .discover all the special 
benefits of the Guaranteed-Life 





\ X'/ 'e guarantee your acceptance into the 
W Guaranteed-Life Insurance Plan whatever 
the state 0f your health, with no medical exam 
or health questions asked. After you enroll, you 
have a 30-day Money-Back Cancellation Guarantee period 
during which you can cancel your coverage and get your 
premiums back in full. No questions asked. 
For your Free guide to the Guaranteed-Life 
Insurance Plan, return this card todayl 
Or, call toll-free 1 -800-387"9855,  
Monday through Friday from 9 am to 5 prn (EST), 
~ NORWICH UNION 
Life Insurance Society 





Norwich Union Canada 
Pnnted on ~ecyclecl paper ~_ 
MR. MS. 
MRS. MISS 





First name Last name 
Street Apt. 
Prov, Postal Code 
Your Date of Birth 
Day/Month/Year 
Preferred language for correspondence (please check one) [] English [] French 




(Please circle one) First name Last name FBCEG3984 
Date of Birth (ON LY FOR THOSE 50-75) Day/Month/Year 
The Guaranteed-Life Insurance Plan Is only available to residents of Canada. Limit of one policy per person. 
You must turn 50 before January 1, 1993,to qualify for enrollment. 
BE SURE TO SEND THIS REQUEST FOR YOUR FREE PERSONAL ENROLLMENT KIT TODAY 
OR CALLTOLL-FREE 1.800-387-9855 Monday to Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. tEST) I [] 
J 
i 
. . , . " • . ' ,7 
OMMUNITY  N I 
, . .  . ~: '. , 
NAGEL 638- 
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WHu%TS I Her heart's on a stage 
T RUE to form, 
Tania Mackenzie 
plays a ballet 
teacher in Terrace 
Little Theatre's next play. In 
this case it's no act - - i t ' s  art 
imitating life. 
" I  get to speak with a Slavic 
accent and wave my cane 
around," laughs Mackenzie, 
the Northwest Academy of 
Performing Arts' new ballet 
instructor here. 
She has taught ballet to com- 
petitive gymnasts here for the 
past three years, but this fall is 
the first time she has taught 
regular ballet dance classes. 
She has three classes of stu- 
dents ranging from five- and 
six-year-olds up to 14- and 15- 
year-olds. 
Mackenzie isn't here 
permanently. She's replacing 
previous ballet instructor 
Laura Flynn, who is undergo- 
ing two years of further traini- 
ing in Winnipeg. 
Her credentials, however, are 
impressive. 
Mackenzie, herself, started 
ballet at the age of eight. 
For many the discipline of 
ballet ~ several years of 
strength training is required 
before young girls can go on 
point shoes - -  is toomuch. 
But to Mackenzie, it's a 
passport anywhere in the 
world of dance. 
" I f  you know ballet, it's 
endless what you can do with 
body movement," she says. 
She studied under:" former 
Russian dance great, Boris 
Volkoff in Toronto at the Rus~ 
s !an  ballet d ir.eetor's Royal 
Academy of Dance during the 
1960s. 
She joined two other dancers 
to start, a. ballet studio "m 
Toronto. 
They decided Canadian fig- 
ure skaters needed ballet train- 
ing to compete at the Olympic 
level. Canadian skaters Mafia 
and Otto Jelinek were among 
their first students. 
She later moved to Van- 
couver, teaching at numerous 
skating dubs there. One of her 
pupils at that time was future 
world-calibre figure skater 
Karen Magnusson. 
Mackenzie was later asked to 
assist the national Olympic 
gymnastic team with ballet 
choreography. After that she 
began teachingpure ballet in 
Vancouver in the late 1970s. 
"Then I got married and 
moved to the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and had kids," she 
says with a laugh. 
She taught modem dance 
and ballet together with anoth- 
er dance instructor in Masset 
for a number of years, before 
y 
BALLET students Victoria 
Chemko, Angela Beaupre 
and Marika Maikapar 
(above) now learn from the 
experience of local in- 
structor Tania Mackenzie 
(right). 
moving with her husband 
Father Ian Mackenzie, an 
Anglican Church minister 
to Greenville. 
"The shock was incredible," 
Mackenzie recalls. " I 'm from 
Toronto ~ I 'm not used to 
living in the bush." 
She moved here with her 
family 10 years ago and in that 
time has spent more time with 
her four children ~ 20-year- 
old Doug, 19-year-old T.J., 
17-year-old Tori, and 16-year- 
old Samantha. 
"Of  course we want to have 
the Terrace Ballet Company," 
she jokes. "One day." 
~ ,7~'! ,~i~ " !:i i~: ~:: 
p 
Magic of Piaf 
comes  to life 
Legendary Parisian songstress Edith Piaf 
is back on stage - -  in the person of Joiflle 
Rabu. 
Rabu9 a rising star on the Canadian 
stage, brings her  portrayal o f  the dis- 
integrating 1940s era French singer to the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre in her  powerful per- 
formance Tonight... Piaf.. 
The performance ~ a b lend of drama 
and concert - -  will include songs both in 
English and French. 
Rabu tries to distil the essence of P ia fs  
tragic life into one great farewell concert 
a final, fictional encounter with her 
American public at New York's Waldorf  
Astoria in 1961. 
The cancer-stricken Piaf, recovering 
from recent abdominal surgery, defies 
doctors' orders and staggers onto the 
stage. 
She played to rave reviews in her last Ca- 
nadian tour of  Plaf in 1990. And she'll 
likely be no less impressive this time. 
Tonight.. .  Piitf,, with Jo~lle Rabu, plays 
Saturday, Oct. 3, at 8 p.m. in the R~,AI. Lee 
Theatre. Tickets are $18, $12 for students 
and seniors. ,,, 
ON STAGE at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre this Saturday is doetle HaDU ,n nm 
portrayal of French chanteuse Edith Piaf. 
The Terrace Standard t 
'offers What's Up as a / public service to its 
readers and communi ty  
organizations. 
This column is Intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted bynoon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY. 
We also ask that all sub- 
miss ions -be  typed or 
printed neatly. 
• OCTOBER 2 -  NOV. 1, 1992 
-- Terrace Art Gallery presents 
; 'Abstract Art'. Curated by Ed- 
ward Epp. this show will feature 
abstract art by local artists and 
from private collections. This 
type of show hasn't been seen 
locally in several years. Come & 
challenge your sensesl 
OCTOBER 2-3, 1992 --The 
Prince George Family History 
society is holding it's annual 
seminar at the Prince Geoi'ge 
Multicultural Center. Guest 
speakers will cover 5 different 
aspects of researching family 
history, including how to 
start.Register in advance or at 
the door at 6:30 pro. For more 
,~ info call Marion at 561-7225 
(eves) or 561-4311 (days) Or Fax 
562-0851. 
W~4r ~t 4t 
OCTOBER S, 1992--Terrace 
• Pipes and Drums Society Annual 
General Meeting will be held at 
7:30 pm in the Terrace Kinsmen 
Complex (behind Her i tage 
Park). For information phone: 
-Audrey  Kerr at 635-3726 or 
Barry English at 635-5905 
OCTOBER 6, 1992 - -  All 
members Of L.A., Branch 113 to 
Royal Canadian Legion, please 
attend monthly meeting on Oc- 
tober 6/92 at S pro. 
• 'A, "A" "A" "k ~ 
OCTOBER 6, 1992.--The Ter- 
race Breastfeeding Support 
Group will meet at 8:00 pm in the 
educat ion room of  Mills 
Memorial. Our discussion will be 
on introducing solids. For ['ur- 
ther info call 638-0359. 
OCTOBER 9, 1992 --Northwest 
Communi ty  College Board 
Board Meeting will be held at 
7:30 pm in Room 208, Admin. 
building, at the Terrace Centre. 
The public is welcome. 
OCTOBER 14, 1992 - -The 37th 
Annual General Meeting of the 
Kitimat General Hospital Society 
will be held at 8:00 pm in the 
hospital- cafeter ia ,  Ca l l  the 
' hospital for information. 
OCTOBER 18, 1992 --Nor- 
thwest Development Education 
Association Annual General 
Meeting from 10am-12noon. Ex- 
isting members and new comers 
are encouraged to attend. 4506 
Lakelse Ave, 2nd floor, Call 
635-6233 for info. 
OCTOBER 18, 1992 --Nor- 
thwest Development Education 
Association Board Development 
Workshop. Britta Vunderson- 
Bryden of the B.C. Coalition for 
International Co-operation will 
be discussing program develop- 
ment strategies and volunteer 
board evelopment, Call Mary at 
635:6233 toregister. 
OCTOBER 26-31, 1992 --Kxim 
Ghan Ada Arts and Crafts fall 
native art show will be in the 
Houston Mall. Artists r'eeeption 
is Oct. 26 evening. For more info 
call 845-7537. 
TERRRACE & KITIMAT NOR- 
THERN SINGLES: Events for 
Sept. Every Tues. 7:00 p;m. Mr. 
Mikes for coffee. Sept. 10 coffee 
at Northern 7:30 p.m.; Sept. 13, 
picnic Red Sand Lake 1:30 p.m.; 
Sept. 20 Ski Hill for coffee 1:30 
p.m.; Sept. 26 bowling 7:30 
p.m.; Sept, 30 swim at pool 8:00 
p.m. For info phone 635.3238 or
632-3547. 
WITH OVER 50 VOLUNTEER 
positions at a~ variety of com- 
munity organizatiOns to choose 
from, we can help you find the 
voldnteer opportunity omatch 
your interests and skills. Visit 
our office at 4506 Lakelse 
weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 
• 4:30 p.m. Terrace Community 
Volunteer Bureau & Senoirs In- 
formation Access. 
EVERY MONDAY -- Terrace 
Intermediate Youth Choir. Now 
accepting registration for 1992 
-1993. Age: 12. 18 plus years. 
Time: 7- 8:30 p.m. Mondays. 
Location: T.B.A. Music Direc- 
tor: Mrs. A Kebernik 638-1230. 





As of this week, the Terrace Art 
;allery is out of money and will 
,c relying on volunteers to staff 
he shows. 
The gallery's has run out of 
aoney to pay its regular gallery 
Lttendant, says board member Ed- 
yard Epp, and grants that gave 
he gallery a paid staff of three 
hrongh the summer have run ont. 
"We've applied l for funding 
~rem the arts council," he said. 
'But that funding'won!tb ~ allo- 
-ated until the middle of Novem- 
3or." " 
Until then the gallery will run 
on volunteer time. 
Hours will be Tuesday through 
Saturday from n0on to 3 p.m. and 
7to 9p.m. 
Those hours are reduced from 
the gallery's ummer schedule. 
"It's regretful that we're open 
so few hours a day, but every one 
of those hours has to be staffed 
by a volunteer," Epp said. 
The gallery has also rclessed its 
new vision for the future. Its 
planks call for: , 
• Using the gallery as an educa- 
tional forum in collaboration with 
other organizations, uch as the 
schools and college. 
• Exposing local people to 
regional and national artists as 
well . . . .  ' :, 
• Giving a forum for expression 
to the various cultural and ethnic 
groups in the community. 
"We'd like to have more in- 
volvement from the native com- 
munity in particular," he said. 
He said.the gallery is slowly 
trying to make the Uamf0nnation 
from a very ad hoe local organi- 
zation to something more profes- 
sional. 
A.scries 9f fall,wprkshops com- 
ing up at the Terrace Art GallerY 
includes: 
• " I  Can't Draw" workshop 
for adults Oct. 14 to Nov. 14 
from7to9p.m.'  : : 
Exploring AbsWaetion with 
Edward Epp. Saturday, Nov. 14 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
• Making Note Paper with 
Joanne Thomson. Saturday, Nov. 
14 from l to 3 p.m. 
For more information on those 





Dig out those snow-shovels, gas 
up the snow blower, and put on 
that parka. 
Fears of a coldwinter, spawned 
by our nippy Autumn weather, is 
eont"n'med in the font of all such 
knowledge - -  the Old Farmer's 
Almanac. 
"November through March is 
expected to be colder than 
normal," the newly released 
1992-93 Almanac says on its sec- 
tion for Southern B.C., "with 
well above normal precipitation 
and snowfall. 
The Skeena Valley is near the 
northern boundary of what the 
Almanac alls 'southern B.C.' 
"November will have several 
mild spells wilhm0re seasonable 
weather in between," ' !t says. 
"Wintry weather will set in with 
cold waves at mid.December and 
at Christmas, with frequent pre- 
cipitation." 
"Severe cold periods, with fre- 
quent snow are anticipated uring 
January and through the first 
week of February, after which 
more seasonable temperatures 
with considerable precipitation 
will prevail, except for a c01d 
mid-March. 
And what's the payoff for:all 
this anticipated miserableness7 A 
decent summer next year? 
April through June is predicted 
to be colder and drier than 
normal. 
"July through September may 
be slightly warmer than normal, 
with below normal rainfall." 
Howe~/er it goes on to warn of 
possible cool periods with heavy 
rains before mid-July and '!'at the 
beginning, middle'and end of Au- 
gust," ! 
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Morton.- Jenster wed 
Contributed The guests were ushered to Terrace Inn, which had been 
On. Aug. 1st a very pretty their seats by the groom's tastefully decorated with blue 
wedding was solemnized be- nephews, Kevin and David andwhite streamers, balloons, 
tween Evelyn Jeanne, the Sweet. bells, and a blue and white 
youngest daughter of 3ira and Amanda McLarty, the flower centrepiece for the 
Louise Morton of Terrace, bride's niece, was in charge of head table. 
and Rune, the only son of the guestbook. About 100 guests were 
Tony and Mia Jenster, of The bride was radiant in an seated, coming from as far 
Kitimat. ivory waltz-length gown of away as Holland, Winnipeg, 
lace and the groom looked Nanaimo,. Chilliwack and 
Pastor Ran Orr of Zion Bap- 
tist Church performed the smart in a navy suit. The maid Vernon. 
• of honour was attired in a tur- The M.C. for the evening 
ceremony and Mrs. Donna Orr quoise dress, was Ron Snider, uncle of the 
was pianist. The bride's mother wore an bride. The bride's bouquet was 
Matron of honour was one of aqua-pleated ress and the caught by Valerie Duff and 
the bride's sisters - -  Mrs. groom's mother was wearing a David Sweet eaaght the garter. 
Darlene Keeping of Terrace, rose-coloured dress. Both 
and best man was Paul Muck- ladies wore complimentary The happy couple are 
le, of Vernon, a long time corsages, making their home in Kitimat, 
friend of the groom. The ring The reception and dancewas where the groom-is a long 
Weather Watch 
LAST Max. Man. Snow Rain Sun 
WEEK Temp. Temp. (era) (am) Cars) 
Sept. 19 12.7 11.3 0 5.8 0 
Sept. 20 14.2 7.2 0 TRACE 4.5 
Sept. 21 12.5 6.9 0 34.6 0 
Sept. 22 14.4 10.4 0 32.2 0 
Sept. 23 15.4 11.8 0 7.8 1.9 
Sept. 24 11.9 8.2 0 3.4 0.4 
Sept. 25 10.7 7.0 0 1.0 0.9 
LAST Max. Mln. Snow Rain Sun 
YEAR Temp. Temp. (em) (.am) (hrs) 
Sept. 19 14.9 10.0 0 1.6 4.6 
Sept. 20 13.0 7.7 0 TRACE 1.3 
Sept. 21 13.4 5.1 0 0 3.1 
Sept. 22 11.4 6.8 0 12.0 0.1 
Sept. 23 16.0 9.5 0 0.8 0.2 
Sept. 24 20.6 13.3 0 Trace 3.5 
Sept. 25 20.4 11.7 0 0 8.2 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA 
Information Line: 635-4192 
Consultations: 635-3224 
@ Sept. 28, 1988 - -  Tn 
Kitimat, 196 mm of rain fell, 
washing out bridges and 
causing extensfi~e flooding; 
Terrace faired a bit better, 
with "only" 106.6 mm (still 
a September record). 
• Oct. 2 - -Noth ing .  
noteworthy has ever hap- 
pened on this date. No 
storms, unseasonal heat or 
cold waves. Let's hope it 
holds true for this year 
bearer was Steven Morton. held in the Skeena room at the time employee of Kal Tire. 
11/US, INESS DIRECTOR 
TERRACE EXPERTS--iN A GLANC E 
BUSINES ,3F THE 
¸ , 
• CLEANING SPECIAL  
' ..... Carpets  In  Any . i  ,. ............... 
Three  Rooms. . :  A iO  
I FURNITURE UPHOLSTERy I 
FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
Terrace & Kfltmat Butld~ng Matntenance ,: 
Insured • , 635-6772" ' Bonded 
I••RECKING 
NEW-  USED - REBI.I~iET v .  
Prompt Professional Service For All Makes 
of Cars, 4x4's and Trucks 
• Computedzed pads locating system across Canada 
• Full stock of pads - used, rebuilt and new 
• Wholesale and retail . . . . . .  
• 24 hour towing - contract hauling'- heavy Duty recovery spec,a.s~s . 
• Licensed Mechanic • parts installed while you wait 
- warranty Installs on parts and labour 
PARTS: 635-6837 24 HR. TOWING: 635-9383 
4129 SUBSTATION AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. • 
~ OOK 
& AUTO WRECKING 
* 24 hr. Service • Emergencies I 
COMPARE OUR RATESt ' 
; 638-1977 r o o-~ : :: .~ i~:ie.sges 
Vehicle Storage OId~vreckstowed ' " . 
~r.~.~,~.~C o ~ ~,.,:~?S:~...~.a.=.=90~,. _~ _%~?, 
~UL'~LO"~L ~il 
' ~  ~/~ AND BALLOON SERVICE "";.!:;" 
' X~,i/Jt~ ' . Fun * Magic * Balloons " 
I ~ '~ . Top QualityFlowers, * Balloon Bouquets 
W Decorating * '  Costume Delivery 
Bus: 635-6312 Home: 635-7819 Fax: 635-4166 
)~  ]~I[ Heather Oraydon 
/-/j~ ~ 3309 Kalum Street, Terrace 
J ]  ]L "we Add a Sparkle of Magic'" 
COMPUTER CONFUSION? 
Help is just a call away,.. 
Languages Spoken: IBM & Macintosh 
• Hardware & Software Installations 
• Repairs Training 
• Computer Accessories 
..-'-:. : - ; :  : :  = : , : ,  =~, =~ 
¢~.,/ ~ '-V-" ~ ~..--' ~ ---.- ----. '  
_ _ l l ! l~  |~ i l l  ~ l l l ; i  I IO I |  ~ 
DON SUTT IS  635-4~__~ 
. . . . . . .  • i " I . . . . .  r ]  - -  
When you gotta' have it, We'll llgJjZ.~'itl 
i~ ''~; ' .  ~ ' ~ , , ~ - i , : ~ ~ [ ' 1  
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
i i  . _  . 
CLEANING SPECIAL I I J i__ MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
Carpets In Any i TERRACE REDI-MIX LTD. SERVICES LTD. T 
Three Rooms... Alibi qR  I 1 Ready to Serve you for all your. Terrace Crematorium D i rec ,o r$?  26 Davis Ave'' errace 
I GREAT RATES ON I ='1' ~ " v I1~ I Concrete needs. I JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
J . - . . . . . . . . . . .  JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER 
, commerc ia l  , Inaustrlal  • ResiDential i z'"lsques "JtA I Jrt l lD P, i FURNITURE UPHOLsTERY I I .,oo.. _ .  - - . - , , , . -  
onulllO - t  / 635'4343 '~  Answering and Pager Service / /  FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS I 
Terrace & Kitimat Building Maintenance  p ,o~, o, I *"1 , r Terrace, Kitimat, Smi lhers  635"2444 ~u;e, ,~7oo 
• Insured 6 3 5 - 6 7 7 2  Bondec j / L & Prince Rupert 
" " '  h l lCLp ,  I " C._.- - -  , , Cow, ck. Co . . .  S.,o. 
' CANADA LTD, ;~/~ Northland Large Selectzon c°s!"r"a: L*r :)' I Out of town customers call 
• for Adults and Children, -H~'w'*"~'n='ud~"°: I toll free 1-800-565-HAIR 
:,l~:ti~ Communicattons Ltd. ,..,. - /~ ' r  -Eas ter  - -  • Jli~ ~ ~Z~ ~ , ~  ,~*" "Clhvr~e~aa~Days" Ros  Schib=i/ 1 3945 Sande Ave. 
• /~ J  By Appointment Only 635"4143 





l ives  on today i 
: Jana Trappl is in Grade 4 at 
Uplands Elementary School. Her 
school raised $1,275.70 towards 
B,C.l cancer research in last 
week,s Terry Fox run. 
By JANA TRAPPL  
in a plane and resumed his run in 
Nova Scotia. He got as far as 
Thunder Bay, Ontario. By then he 
was too weak to go on and he 
died shortly after of lung cancer. 
While he was running, many 
: ..... There are many kinds of cancer people heard of his Marathon of 
: -  like cancer of thcbrain, canccr Hope and donated lots of money 
i: of the liver, cancer of the lungs, and they also went out to run with 
cancer of the stomach, cancer of 
: the leg and many more: 
Ter ry  Fdx had a dream when hc 
i: dipped his artificial eg in the At- 
: i lantic Ocean on the coast O f New- 
, . .  foundland. . . . .  
He  had lost his own leg from 
bone cancer. 
: He Sen flcw across the occan 
Terry. 
Every year at this time we have 
a:Terry Fox Run but this time 
Uplands had a Terry Fox Walk on 
September 18. 
Our school raised over 1,000 
dollars for cancer esearch in just 
one week. 
Terry Fox's dream is still alive. IN MEMORY: Uplands Elementary School students share Terry Fox's dream as they walked along 
in support of cancer research last Friday, Sept. 18. 




Are your children's vac- 
cinations up to date? 
The Skeena Health Unit is 
making influenza vaccine 
available to certain groups at 
no cost. 
Annual vaccination is 
recommended for adults or 
children with chronic lung or 
heart disease, or other 
chronic conditions, such as 
cancer, immune system dis- 
orders, or diabetes. 
It is also recommended for 
anyone 65 or older. 
Fall vaccinations can help 
guard against the upcoming 
"flu" season. 
Call 638-3310 for an ap- 
pointment. 




Brenda McEwan 's  
Fami ly  Haircare 
'Back to School Specia ls"  
Designer Perms 
• Advanced Cutting • Makeup 
CALL FOR YOUR NEXT APPOINTMENT 
~l~ L :;~ 
635-5918 
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES 
Bonded "A"  
Class 
Gas F i t ter  
For all heating installation se~ice. 
Industrial, commercial and residential. 




LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE -- 1-800-661-2676 
BUSINESS OF THE 
WEEI( 
: i 
~ i  D L A N  D l ~ r  "~r- 
IV • " " .AND MOBILE  I= IA I :31O t---~L 
" ~ " . : : ? ; ; ; :~ 'CANABA LTD:  ........ " 
I 
munications Ltd. 
Mobile Radio Sales & Service 
638 '0261 I ~ _ _)hie 
WESTWORLD 
,MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
1992 MODELS NOW ON DISPLAY 
General construction meets or exceeds 
all CSA and provincial 
construction and safety codes. 
*Trades Welcome 
*Sales & Listing Service 
*Single & Double wldes available 
3117 CLARK STREET 
TEL: 635-4949 FAX: 635-2245 
Arctic Cat Ne id  Enterpr i ses  Ltd. 
Evinrude 
Kawasaki The Recreation Specialists 
Suzuki 4925 C Keith Ave., 
LawnBoy Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K7 
H.O. Waterskis ~ r=~Phone 635-3478 
& Accessories Sales:5"5050 
Certified Mechanics Jesse Cosgrove 
Fred Dunn Mark Neld 
Willie DeHoog Tim Link 
I 
Includes Se te .n]:,er Savings Indudes l
(]ST! VCR or Camc0rder cleaned & adjusted {]ST! I 
I COUPON Hfl5 NO C~SII UflLUE. 
635-7762 . . , ,  635-7762 ' 
I 
202 -4716 hzdle Avenue 
m i i  iml m m= ibm im m ml  lm i l  ml  i Im Im I I m  m IlIB ml m m J 
OPTOMETRIST 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse Ave, Appts.: 638-8055 
Terrace, B.C. Fax: 638-8087 
V8G 1R6 Modem: 638-8697 
I I I  
i . . . .  
: 10% OFF 
I i Any Service With Coupon 
I .,,~==allmlmm ~l l l l¢ ' l lB l~   ro 0,,c .0ou. 
I Taxi Service , ..... =- - , - ,=m~~~ & Reliable Dalivei7 
I ~ ~:~:  : ~ Service 
~." 
1 24Hours ~ 7days 
a Day ~. IB t l i~ l~e l t  - a week 
I Wherever you're g'~'ng, we're going your wayl 
4449Lakelse KALUM KABS 635,7177 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS 
200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM NEID 
TEL (604) 635-4843 
FAX (604) 635-5050 
'5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
:lACE, B.C. V8G 3Y8 
,.,. ~ ~ SERV,NGTHE WEST ~::,:~.  ' .~:~ Windshield_ Repair/Replacements I 
., .oo, , r .  KAL TIRE ~ ' ~  "~ • •ICBC Replacements I 
.,,,,-,Ik / ,<~ ~.-  * weddings: CORY FLEMING : .~ '~ J~.~l~. . . , ,  =,J • W0dows I 
(f~k ~,~.~'~,%k~° . . . .  '* copy &: resl0ration of B/W photos ~ ' % ~ " ~  ~_~,. • Sealed Units i 
ii 
" : " '~"" -~~"  "'° 3720 River Drive SrSeTer ' " 
L~'~ " .CUSToMFRAM,,G Cedarland TzreServiCe Ltd. I '  AL-C'S GLA LTD l, 
' * Limffed Edition prints & posters 24'HOUR SERVICE i f "~~i  
AL & NAN RIcHARDSON , ' ~ 
4913 Scott Avenue Bus. Phone635-6151/6170 4929 KeIth Avenue ~;"~'-,J 638"8001, in Kitimat 632.4800[ 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2B7 PH' 635-3204 Res. Phone 635-6985 TERRACE, B.C, V8G 1K7 




Contributed by I 
The Skeena Health Unit 
Did you know that leaming to 
read begins at birth? It starts 
with learning to read faces - 
happy, sad - learning to listen 
and talk. It continues through- 
out our lives. 
We never stop learning how to 
read because very experience 
we have contributes to our 
ability to understand the mean- 
ing of the printed word, 
Here are some tips on how 
parents can help prepare chil- 
dren for reading: 
• Read yourself. Let your child 
see that reading is something 
to enjoy. 
• 'Read' to your child from the 
moment hey are born. You 
don't need to read actual words 
but talk about the pictures or 
whatever attracts you child's 
attention. 
• Offer your child many varied 
experiences. Talk about them 
and read about hem. 
• Give names to things. Say 
"Bring me the red book from 
the table" rather than "Bring 
me that from over there 's. 
• While every family has 'fun s 
names fro things, be sure your 
child knows the correct name, 
too 
• Use everyday tasks to in- 
crease your child's knowledge 
of 'how we call or name 
things', for example naming all 
the items as you wash the dis- 
hes can provide a rich source 
of words. 
• Help your child to classify 
things, for example name all 
the fruits in your fruit bowl or 
all the vegetables in your 
fridge; name all the tools on 
your workbench; name all the 
red things you can see. 
• Help you child to sort things, 
for example sort laundry into 
whites, coloured, dark clothes, 
coRon, woolens, permanent 
press. Say the names and teach 
your child the difference be- 
tween them; ...... ,-,', ..:- .~,.,-,-'..: . .. "'.',', 
• Let youtchild.talk.to y u..Set ........ 
aside a time each day (such as 
bedtime) •when your child can 
talk about the day's events. 
Try to establish a warm, 
relaxed, accepting almosphere 
for this chat and don't correct 
your child's speech at this 
time. 
• Use complete sentences when 
talking to your child, for exam- 
pie if your young child points 
to the door and says, "Daddy 
home?" you can say, "Yes, 
Daddy will be home soon". 
This lets your child know that 
you have understood him and 
it models the correct sentence 
for him. 
What are your questions and 
concerns? Write ns at: 
"Did You Know-That...?' ' 
Skeeaa Health Unit 
3412 Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4T2 
~ Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation 
4720 Haugland Ave., 
~ Terrace, B.C. V8G 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam gift to 
the Dr. R,E.M, Lee Hospital Foundation, Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept, on Eby Steet or please contact Helene McRae at 
635-5320, Income tax receipts are available. 
HOCKEY CARD SHOW 
Sunday, October 11 
9am- 4pro Terrace Inn 
To book tables or for more Information ADMISSION 
DOOR call Area nda or Chds at 649.5765 ~ 2 & UNDER 
PRIZES 10am • 9pm 12 *:':O ,2 
1 BUYING A COMPUTER ? ? 
WE WILL SEND YOU A FREE 
: ~  BLTERS GUIDE TO HELP YOU 
.MAKE AN L-NTORMED DECISION 
PRO-TIP: Buy a NON-Interlaced 
Monitor if you want to get the best out of 
i ~  your Super VGA Monitor and a 1MEG 
_ = Video Card for all those great colours. 
PRONE TERRACE 798-2491 
PRO-RAM COMPUTERS 
I I 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
I '~  / ~1~ /l~t I"' _ 
1992 
~ Terrace . Big ' Ringette 1 ,,, 2er~l;~?s 3 
• '. Air Cadets . ~ 
An~ie ~r~eerty Trl:ff~alanc,l Rgure Skating 
• . Order of (~ Canadian ~ Little 
4 Parents 5Terrace 6Kermode ~Terrace 8 ~u~le 
uoa t onlor the Minor Friendshi Blueback ~ ~ French ,I m n[ P ' .o..=.~ Nl%a a , - - . '  Aovance e ' " h M n 
of Education Hockey Society Swim Club Anti Poverty Tribal Council S ames t .  ] 
. . . . . . . . .  ; Terrace I i~ Canadian 1~ .Minor / !1 12 13 - -  L4  15  747 " -Vparap leg ic i J ' "  Softbati / 
Parents /e r race  ~ermooe /e r race  Air Cadets Assoc, ' 
Coalition for the M" Friendship Peaks ~ ~ Kinettes 
Ao~V~;uCc°a~ieonnt Ho~n::y Society" 3ymnastics Ani?i;ov;ty Tr,;a/'5ounc,,FigureSkating 
01 - ........ . ~ Order of e )~ Canadian q ) / i  Little 18 19 20 . - . /e r race /  "--'-- R ----~ ParaplegiclZ--"Jl: Theatre • oyal - -  
Parents Terrace Kermode KiUmat Purple Assoc. J Kinsmen 
Coalition for the Minor Friendship Shrine Club Terrace Nisga'a Search & 
Advancement 
of Education Hockey Society No. 18 Anti-Poverty Tribal Council Rescue 
25 26 27 28 129 ,.wC.Cst,dent 30 CanadlanR°Yal 31R~nge", 
Parents Terrace Kermode Terrace ~ Assoc. Legion 
" I Terrace Soccer 
Coalition for the Minor Friendship Peaks Terrace Nisga'a 
Advancement o~ Educat=on Baseball Soci,e.ty GymnasUcsl Anti-Poverty Tribal Council Figure Skatin 9 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m, Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
I 
I I I I 
O 
Our  Cash Counters are 
a convenient way  to get cash fast. 
: -4  
. . . . . .  / :  
• 7::: 7-7-i? : '  
; / { 
Cl ievron Town 
Ter race  =, i ii iii 
Canada's leader in self-serve banldng. 
ROYAL BANK 
:~'4 
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, ?:;: : 
::711 !!i 
' 2 '  
% 
- 4 :, 
% 
~ ' B u r d a  P a t t e r n s  
Everyday-  Everyday FABRIC 
DEPARTMENT 
20% Off 
- -  Everyday 
L 0 N I] R 1 D E R S A :i a 
THEY 'RE  BUILT  FOR THE LONG I 
,, 
HAUL.  BUT AT  THIS  PR ICE ,  I 
' L = THEYL  SOON BE LONG GONE!  I,, 
0 EA S 
Feature 0~, , , , ,0 ,  6;38-14001 
Home Bye"  "" 
~ >.:., ~% 
4607 Tuck EXC $114,900 




1,078 square feet plus 
full basement," (~098,~, 
sq.ft, total)/plus dSuble~ 
garage, plus twin seal 
wood windows, plus 
etched glass entrance 
door, plus low 
,maintenance exterior, 
plus 3-piece ensuite, 
plus walk-in bay 
window, plus garden 
door, plus wood-turned 
railing, plus raised 
panel "colonial" doors, 
plus real wood casings 
and baseboards, plus 
oak kitchen and 
bathroom cabinets, in- 
chding roll-out shelves, 
microwave shelf, corner 
cabinet, lazy susan base 
cabinet and pantry cup- 
board. 
The spacious floor 
'plan is practical and 
roomy. The lower level 
is ready to finish to your 
family's personal needs. 
.Call Erika at Re/Max 
of  Terrace to set up a 
time for you to view. 
638-1400. 




Factory  Cashba|  
Nor thernB.C .  Dealer.fill': 
D iscount  
4326 Birch MLS $187,900 
, : .3 
4725 McConnell MLS $126,900 
k 1~ . : 
3905 Spring Cr. MLS $109,000 
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4529 Soucie EXC $78,000 
~ l~ l~ "~B~I: ; , , 4705Soucie 
~ Saturday, 0ct. 3/92 
~~lm ~ !  '~~z~)~  , = 1:00.4:00 p,m. 
; Ted Garner Wlghtman & Smith 
~e,~! /  In Attendance Realty Ltd. 
~ ; ~  i 3227 Kalum St. 
~ ~  635.6361 
~ ~ ] i i ~ 6 3 5  7068 ~ 
0 11 




Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m. on 9,90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
jackpot, every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of dollars on 
CFNR Radio Bingo! Pick up your cards todavl In Terrace at: 
The House of Simoighets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery. Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell 
and Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperside Three, Select Jewellers. as well as, Sybil 
Morven of Terrace, Rhoda Seymour el Kltselas, and Della Scodane at ~qorthern Native 
Broadcasting. In New Alyansh at the New Alyansh Co-op Store, in Kitimat Irom Darelene 
Starr, in Kltimaat Village from Roberta Grant, in Greenville lrom Ron Sampare, in Git. 
winksihlkw lrom Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more  info. 
I 
[] 4 Whee l  Dr ive with InstaTrac" System ta 305  V8 Engin~ ; I Your  total p r i ce  /"~ -il ~ $20 ,671 
[] 6600 lb. GVWR (the heaviest  in its class) r~ 5 Speed Manua l  Transmiss ion , ...... 
[] Your Cho ice  of  Short  or  LongP ickup  Box ta AM/FM Stereo Cassette ' , ~- 
[] Heavy  Duty  Shocks and  Spr ings [] Co ld  Cl imate Package • .:: :.:. ... .. 
[] Tachometer  " : -~  
'MSP.P for ,,thk:fe equipped as deg-rihcd, $500 reh=, to dealer. Cashhack n,;:hdes GST, tnsur~ncx' Ik'¢nc'e and applk'ahk tax .  extra. Dealer may sen rot less. 'Rdatltc h, MSRP ~ on1991 an d ' I : " : ; '  in el udes Freight & PDI 
Iq~l Can|'ltan Bt~k [~x~k data ¢onlpadng auttlolt retie prices roe slralhrly equipped | ~ and Iq91 raodd )tar I1,l Ion pickups. Vchk:|e not exactly as shown. . . . !  
" , .  , . 
" cEWAN M 3 ORS 635-4941 
T H 
4124Anders0n MLS $109,000 
~ ~ .  
4613 Loen MLS $69,000 
g~~S~k~,~_  ~ ~a 
4716 Scott MLS S109,000 
~ ~ m m ~  gordie sheridan 
E 
4809 Tuck MLS $159,000 
3313 Sparks EXC S89,500 
4660 Beaver MLS $69,900 
2213 Pear MLS $I05,000 
l~ i l J{  I; ~'; )'~'1 '~ ! l ' a  
111-3616 Larch MLS $27,000 
5017 Medeek MLS $149,900 I 
• t 
M 0 V E 
i 
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News Photo 
Reprint Service ' l l i i l '  
THE TERRACE STANDARD is ~ 
now offering a reprint ser- Verne Ferguson 
vice to its readers. You can 
get a 3x5, 5x7 or 8xl 0 copy 
of your favorite black & 
white or color photo from our 
news files (prices vary 
depending on size). Stop by 
our office and look through 









Senior Citizens receive 
10% off menu prices 
(Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday 8 a,m.-4 p.m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m, 
=:=-~,=:,=located,in . . . . .  












01ga Power • 
BUSINESS & HOME 
Vendor seeks offers on Body Shop 
and family home located 10 rains 
from city center. Shop has truck 
bay. Compressor and welder includ. 
od. The 5 B/R home is available as 
one item. Located on school bus 
'cute. For further info call Olga at 
635-3833 MLS. 
JR. RANCH ACREAGE 
Thornhill bungalow that's been well. 
maintained. Pedecgy sited on 1.5 
acres. Cozy hearth, gas heat, 
carpeting, country kitchen, 4 BR, 
bath, washer/dryer included, truck 
shop, barn, & greenhouse. Lot 
'A'-.68 acres, Lot 'B'..83 acres. 
$1 34,500. Verne Ferguson 
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY, OCT. 3/92 
1:00 • 4:00 pm 
LOT 4 KLEANZA DRIVE 
Acreage & 2 B/R home 
Hostess: Olga Power 
I 
EXCELLENT STARTER - 
$56,4OO 
Nice family home on quiet street. Ov 
er 1100 sq.ft., newly renovated, 3 
DR mobile with N/S heat & fenced 
yard. Bonus: 18'x24' wired shop. 
Call Dennis 638.8093 MLS. 
SPONSORS OF 
CHILD FIND B.C. 
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY, OCT. 3/92 
2:00 - 4:00 pm 
3992 FURLONG AVENUE 
Hostess: Brenda Erickson 
• JACKPINE FLATS LOT 
Good subdivision potential or 
farmland. One of the few areas in 
Jackpine Flats that boasts large 
pockets of soil with very few rocks. 
Fairly flat with one road already ap. 
proved and dedicated for subdivi- 
sign, Call Diana 635-6236. MLS 
LOT 8 EGAN RD. 
Unique log home, beautifully land. 
scaped, fantastic mountain view. 
Too many extras to list! Call Ric at 
635.6508. MLS 
COUNTRY PRIZE 
Privacy aplenty on 9,72 acres adds 
to this home. Fireplace coziness, 
solarium, barn, horses OK, 
greenhouse, workshop, 3 = BR. Call 
nowl Priced at $114,500 MLS. 
Verne 635.3389. .. 
9.67 PRIVATE ACRES 
Excellent rural acreage. Private, 
level land: end of Munson Rd. Bring 
your horses and start building your 
new home, Partially completed 
shop/barn already In place. ONLY 
$23,900 MLS. Call today for further 
info<Steve Cook 638-0047 
SOUTHSIDE STARTER HOME 
Cute & cozy describes this 2 BR, 
1096 sq.ft, bungalow• This older 
home features a Irg. country style 
kitchen, family Sized living room 
and sundeck. All of this on over zh 
acre of commercial land. Great 










3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
635-6361 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
(~ - ~  
EXECUTIVE HOME 
-1500 sq.ft. -3  bedrooms 
-2Vz baths -fireplace 
-Asking $149,900 MLS 
MOBILE HOME- 
REDUCED TO SELL 
Don't overlook this well maintained 
14x70, 3 bedroom mobile providing 
many extras, Including the northern 
package with extra insulation, peak. 
ed shingled roof, large addition & 
deck. All appliances and some fur- 
nishings can be included. Located in 
a well maintained park near schools 
& store. Vendor Is moving and has 
reduced to sell. Call Laurie for view. 
ing. MLS 
HOME & SHOP 
Located in town is this 2,800 sq.ft. 
5 bay shop on over 2 acres. Shop 
has an office, a grease pit, and parts 
storage areas. Attached to the sllop 
is a 1,200 sq.ft. 4 bedroom home. 
Call Hans or John for more informa- 





-4  bedrooms -2  baths 
-basement -rec room 




• i i' i
AFFORDABLE HOME 
This 1152 sq.ft. 3 bedroom home in 
mmaeulate condition on a 75x200, 
lot wilh a 18x26 shop is a must to 
see at only $67,000 MLS. Call 
Shaunce today. 
PROPERTIES FOR SALE 




Cedarville (38 acres),, ...... $29,500 
Kitselas nd. 
(9.7 acres in city limits),.,$28,500 
Call Shaunce tor more information 
today. MLS 
THE ULTIMATE 
• This 3103 sq.lt, home is of quality 
finishing and comes with 5 
bedrooms, family room,' dining 
room, living room, 3 bedrooms, and 
including a 4 piece ensuite. Full 
basement, double garage and many 
more extras. Call Shaunce for more 
information. MLS 




A 1967 Melody 12x64 mobile home 
that is quite cozy. Just $11,000 
MLS! Call Ted today at 635-5519. 
ULTIMATE HOBBY FARM 
For the family that is looking for a 
top class hobby larm, this is a must 
to view. Approximately 25 acres 
located in the City of Terrace. 
Presently taxed as alarm. This 11 
'yr. old home offers custom built 
quality, 2600 sq.ft, of finished living 
area plus a basement, five 
bedrooms, 26x36 shop & many 
more excellent features. Call Jim to- 
day for more information or your ap~ 
pointment MLS 
CUTE & COZY 
Is the best way to describe this 
1055 s%ft. home in the Keith 
Estates. Rounding out this fine 
package are 3 bedrooms, N/G heat, 
oak kitchen cabinets and a 60xl 32 
fenced yard. Asking $95,900 MLS. 
i 





aintained four bedroom home 
I close to schools and 
~wn shops. Natural gas heat, 
I, and full basement are just a" 
I the qualities ol this home 
at $97,500 Exclusive. Call 
dayl 635.5619 
NEW HOME 
and see this new home Oc. 
3, 1992 whenl will be there 
en lpm & 4 pm to show you 
:1. Besides the large family 
garage, and a great location, 
to schools and downtown, 
is a large shop In the back and 
isted at  $138,000 MLS: Call 
~35.5619. 
BUILDING LOT 
120x131 lot zoned for mult i  
dwelling City water & sewer 
available Located in the Keith 
Estates area on dead end street 





This year round lakeshore home 
Io~:ated on Lakelse Lake is a gem of 
a property. 99 feet of lake frontage. 
Shallow beach which is great for 
,young children. Home is 1,298 
sq.ft, on main lloor with 3/4 base- 
menL Two bedrooms, hardwood 
Iloors. Call Jim about this exclusive 
listing with Century 21. 
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY • 
Excellent building lot close to the 
downtown core. The property is ap- 
~ proximately one acre in size and 
fronts onto Lazelle" Avenue and Park 
Avenue. Zoning Is R-3 which will 
allow for construction of a 25-42 
unit apartment building. For more in- 
formation call Hans. MLS 




This uniquely designed home is a 
must to see. Features include local 
cedar floors, circular fireplace, new 
carpets in all bedrooms, and twin 
seal windows which all gives it a 
very comfortable and homey feel. 
ing. Phone Shaunce for appointment 
to view. $112,000 MLS 
COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
Well located in downtown area, an 
older building providing commercial 
floor area seperated into two side by 
side areas with seperate outside en- 
trances and an inside entrance area. 
Revenue provided by 3 bedroom 
suite upstairs. Listed at $85,000.- 
MLS. Call Laurie for more inlo: 
STOP-CIRCLE-CALL! 
Very attractive well maintained 
1100 sq.ft. 4 bedroom home. 
Located on the bench featuring N/G 
heat, 2 baths, family room, lenced 
50x122 lot, single detached shop. 
Asking $105,500 MLS. _ 
........... ;i  ii 
Ted Garner .! John Nagy 
635-6619 635-9312 
ACREAGE ON SUNSET DR. 
3 bdrm $128,800.00 MLS Sheila 
ACREAGE ON MEDEEK AVE. 
2=2 bdrm $161,900- EXCL- Sheila 
SPLIT LEVEL ON SOUCIE AVE. 
$86,500 • EXCL - Shega 
3703 KALUM ST. 
$87,000 - MLS • Joy/Sheila 
4812 OLSON AVE. 
$118,500 • MLS - Joy/Sheila 
COMMERCIAL LOT 
ON GREIG AVE. 
Call Shetla MLS 
COMMERCIAL LEASE 
ON LAKELSE AVE. 
Call Sheila or Dave MLS 
PRICE REDUCED 
On this 11 O0 sq.ft, home, Situated on 
a landscaped chain link fenced lot. 
This home has many updated 
features. There is 2 bdrms, a separate 
family room, plenty el storage, This 
home would make a great starter or 
retirement home. Price reduced to 
v - wf  i 
: t~•  ~ . . . .  ~ ' ~  ":~ '"  ~ D ~ 7 ~  
b 
ONE OF l KIND I 4813 WALSH AVE,  HORSESHOE LOCATION 
This is a wondedul family home oiler- 
ing a beautiful view of the mountains 
from both balconies, lour bdrms, 3 
baths, large family room that can be 
made into an intaw suite or teenage 
hideaway, oak cabinets In the kit. 
chen, large garage. There Is over 
3400 sq.lt, of comfort in this well 
built home, Call Wanda lor an appoint. 
merit to view. Priced at $154,500 
MLS. 
WANTED: 
LARGE HOME IN TOWN 
We are working with a purchaser who 
requires a 5 or 6 bedroom fatuity 
home in a good area with lots of open 
space to accommodate their active 
children. If you have such a home and 
have been thinking ot selling, please 
give us a call at the office or at home. 
JoylSheila. 
NEW EUROPEAN CABINETS 
is only one of the many special 
leatures of this lovely 3 bedroom 
home which has been lully renovated 
and Includes large family room and 
trench doors lrom the foyer to living' 
room• Decorated in bright colours with 
new carpeting throughout. $78,500, 
must be seen. Cag Joy to view. MLS 
4 year old home located in an area of 
Sunday, October 4/92 many new homes, This home features 
1:00 - 3:00 pm ever 2500 sq.ft., 4 bdrms, 2 bths, 
Sheila MLS plus a master bedroom ensuite. Living 
.room has a nat gas fireplace and 
33 ACRES features vaulted ceilings• There's 
Of industrial zoned land next to the hardwood flooring in the dining room 
railroad in Hazelton. Vendor eager to & also a separate large lamily room, 
sell- See Derick MLS . For more inlormation call Dave. Ask. 
Ing $157,500 MLS 
" 
5115 Keith: 
(light industrial) ......... $28,500 MLS 
3506 Sparks: 
4 lots ............... $24,900 each MLS 
............ 4635 Park: 
4517 HAUGHLAND AVE. (commercial) ............ $34,500 MLS 
Saturday, 0c¢ober 3/92 Rosswood • 150 acres: 
A.Frame Cabin incL,..$44,500 MLS 
2:00 - 4:00 pm For more Information on these or 
Sheila/Joy MLS others, call Dave. 
CHILDREN NEED A BIG HOUSE 
This Immaculate 1600 sq.ft, home In 
the Horseshoe area is close to 
schools and all amenities. No more 
driving for morn & dad. A large rec 
room down gives teenages or active 
youngsters a place of their own, Many 
extras such as 2x6 framing, new roof, 
gutters and carpets, etc. A bachelor 
suite with separate entry can provide 
extra revenue. Call Joy, MLS 
, ° ,  ooo ML ,  ca  o,vo °ow - -  - -  , - -  
John Currle Joy Dover  na_veR_eyno/ds SuzanneGleason Doug Misfeldi 
YOUR OWN ONE ACRE PARK 
With a trimmed hedge in front, 
Located in town with 3 bedrooms, 
1300 sq.ft., N/G heat & H.W. See 
0erick Ior details. Exclusive 
FOR THE GROWING FAMILY 
Features 4 bdrms, rec room, 
workshop carport, enclosed sundeck. 
Located on a largo lot in a quiet 
neighborhood, this home is priced to 
sell at $84,900. Don't hesitate to call 








This country style home is a perfect 
place to start. Situated on a lovely 
ptece of property with approx. 1.18 
acres of room to roam, you'll find this 
home is close to town. Features in. 
clude a weg insulated newer roof ap. 
prox, 4V2 yrs. old, N/G heat, 3 bdrms, 
large bright kitchen and for the 
carpenter or mechanic a large detach. 
ed garage/workshop. For a private 
viewing or more info call Suzanne to. 
day. Offered at $98,900 MLS 
A GREAT LITTLE BUSINESS, 
with lots of room for growth. Conve. 
nience store/laundromat and 3 bay 
car wash. Recently built cement block 
building designed for a second floor, 
Comes complete with a home next 
door for owner or rent. Vendor will 




Edward Epp is a Terrace artist 
and an organizer with tAe Ter. 
race Art Association. 
By EDWARD EPP 
To remind myself of the chal- 
lenge creating good abstract art 
A look at 
str 
; I ~'~| '71  IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Caids 
the  ab  ac t  + .AGAINST + , : Ma'0r'ejl Paik Your donation Is
esthetic of early abstraction was I ." '-'~'°~ I ~1YJLLER. " ' " '7~"  . I 
inexplicably bound to t5ese ques- | 
tions of religious doctrine and 
I Utopian ideology," Whether the paintings hown in the local gallery aspire to a trans- 
poses, I attempted to paint one for cement place, I will let the 
the current exhibition on" display audience surmise. 
at the Terrace Art Gallery. Nevertheless, the mere fact that 
at least four serious local artists 
Having not painted a pure ab- continue to attempt to express 
straet since 1988, I struggled 
through a week of failures before 
coming up with one I liked. 
Abstract art's subtleties and 
complexities were reinforced for 
me anew. : 
In fact, I think that an artist 
creating strong abstract pictures is 
on the same competency level as 
a skilled surgeon performing a 
difficult Operation, or a lawyer 
running a complex defence trial. 
Abstract art in the history of 
pictorial art is very new ~ a 20th 
century phenomenon. 
Wassily Kandinsky, a Russian- 
born artist, is considered the 
'father' of modem art and the fa- 
ther of pure abslzact painting. 
Eady abstract painting was 
motivated by spiritual reasons. 
Kandinsky wrote  about the 
motivating force of spirituality in 
his treatise "The Spirituality in 
Art", He felt that pure (clouts, 
patterns and forms could create 
sympathetic response in the soul 
of the viewer• 
New York critic Hilton Kramer 
themsclves in this difficult me- 
dium ' is itself remarkable. 
Tangible Support for such efforts, 
almost anywhere, is quite limited, 
to say the least 
Artists included in the exhibi- 
tion are .Peter Dickson, Alan 
Sourer, Jeanne Thomson and Ed- 
ward Epp. There is also on( piece 
bY Calgary's Errol Lee Fullon. 
The artists take a range of dif- 
ferent approaches: Dickson paints 
large colourful stained canvasses; 
Soutar paints and arranges 
modules of paper; Thomson 
makes smal l  and intimate 
coloured water.colours; Epp uses 
acrylic gel to build up coloured 
shapes and contrasts these with 
washes of varied hues. 
The small panel by FuUon ex- 
ploits the new colour potential of 
acrylic interference paint. 
The blending of the various art- 
isis' pictures in this space creates 
a presentation, at the very least, 
exciting to the eye. 
Hopcfully this exhibition will 
provide visual challenges and 
wrote, about an exhibition of stimulus to the viewing public. 
Kandinsky's in 1981: For the artist, this show should 
"What is aspired to in this art is give support and recognitiou to 
fundamental rejection of the those isolated individualswork- 
material universe. What is ing in this media. For those who 
Your In Memoriam gift Is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your donation to the address above, along with 
the name 6f the deceased, your name and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledgement card. 
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 Victor P. Hawes, O.D. 
Optometrist 
Is Pleased to Announce the 
Opening of His New Optometric Clinic 
SPECIAL INTERESTS: 
Contact Lenses 
General Eye & Vision Care r 
LOCATION: ' 
• 1-4748 Lakelse Avenue'  ' 
~ .... CLINIC HOURS: 
9iOOam 5:30pro Monday to Friday 
11 :OOam - -  4:00pro SatUrdays 
FOR APPOINTMENT PLEASE PHONE 
638-8055 
APPEARING A'r R.E.M. LEE THEATRE- 8:00 P;M. 
yearned for is some heavenly or 
Utopian existence elsewhere - -  
an existence that abstract+painting 
is envisioned as phrophesizing 
and abetting. This is not the way 
we have come to think of abstract 
art incur own time, but there can 
be  no question that the whole 
SUNDECK 
lJ ~1-Ox~.O 
- ~l-r  -. -.+ 
~BR ~TUV,NG~O~ cR 
13-6x11-6 g 15-Ox16-8 'lO-OxlO-O 
I Poctico 
® 
• DOUBLE GARAGE 
Easy-Living 
Hillside Plan 
Noose any beautiful site for 
is ldllstde design. You'll want 
take advantage of all the 
ewe provided by the impressive 
an. From the moment you 
elk thzu the front door, you 
ill be Impressed by the spacious 
ruling o f  this design. Plenty 
' natural light is provided 
the foyer thz'u a large sky- 
ght...your sight-line travel, 
~obstructed across the living- 
mm and t]tru the large picture 
indow. To the right the room~ 
itches is complete with it,, 
wn eating area and large pant- 
~. To'the left are tl~ee good- 
.zed bedrooms and the master 
nsuite has a shower. The bright 
amlly bath Includes a big towel 
loset: Another step-saving 
~ature Is the washer and dryer 
zst of f  the main hall close 
the kitchen and bedroom 
teas. Down a wide and open 
taircase you will find a full 
nfinlshed dayllte basement 






}epth: 58L0 n 
(plus 7'-0" Sundeck} 
4ain Flooz: 1335 sq, ft. 
would aspire to expand=o I THr:_ nav neT  1. '4  I 
aesthetic horizons, this work I I l ,~ l .V l~n- -~ l  ee l .  ev i l  - - . v , , - i~ l l  
should give ~cm hcart to do so. , . . . . . . . . . . .  I T ckets" $19.75 (incl. GST)fr0m Sight &Sound. Ske~naMa ! 
The abstract painters' extdbi- I ~ " , ~  ~1~ ; T . . . . . .  vne 9~n ~W'{ ,~ ~ ~ !1 " - i 
ties opens Friday at tlm Terrace | ~ ' f , r~ , ) / .~  EC200 1051 Pw' . ,~xW,.~. ,~ l co., r . ,  , . , . .  ( ~r/] / l l / I /~ l 
:Art Gallery is on display until | r~ '~ ' ,~(~l l~  ~ o  ~1/14  '61 ,~. ,~1( ]~ ~ PRESENTED BY: ~_ - - -~- - - - -  am u X , . .~f~- -~ ;. I 
Nov•l.  Hours noon to 3 p.m. and|  ~ll~______~-allB gOO'V~=W/  ~___a l~Bk.~I  • ""--"" ' -  ' . . . .  
7-9p.m., Tuesday to Saturday. I " ' ". : ' :: : 
~ ~  . . . . .  i . . . . . . .  . ~ . . . . , - , .  • 
!! _ 
+= Li. nutv t t :  .,",:'; =_ 
~, : i House Plans Ava , lab le"  Through ,.[i L.W. CLAY 
, . ~L ' ~"  r I I  . . . .  NOTARY PUBLIC 
, Ter race  ~ "  - .... ++ r I I . . . .  4+0+ O V''  +OUO +++ +C 
+0++ ] H:tCei + I ,  .... 
.+'+,,d +.+ :++ ~ +: Telephone: 635-5533 Fax:' 635-9068 
• .,, .... =*". 'i ' I | "  Office Hours 1 2 noon to 6 p.m. Dally. Including Saturdays. 
. . . . . . .  " Evenings by appointment 
3207 Munroe Terrace I I ' 
+ +++ ~ m m m.a 2 7 3 I I I Pronedv Translers, Mortgages, Mobile Homes, Wills, Eli:. I 
MEMBER OF TIM.BR.MARTS LTD. VVV v i r ~' p 
+, • , 
Hall 
INDUSTRIAL LOTS ON GREIG 
i32 ft. frontage at the corner ot 
Greig & Clinton Streel. Lots are 
cleared and ready for construction. 
Asking $45,000 MLS. 
SUITE DEAL 
Full basement Horseshoe home with 
3 bedrooms up, 1 bedroom down, 
and a 2 bedroom basement suite. 
Natural gas heat, 5 pc, main bath 
plus a 2 pc. ensuite. Worth a look at 
$110,000 MLS. 
Ralph Gndlinski 
fridge, stove, washei" & dryer. Ask. 
ing $79,900 MLS.. 
INDUSTRIAL 
DEVELOPMENT SITE: 
Located on.Highway 16 West, near 
Contract Tire,.1 V2 acres cleared and 
ready to build on, Land is fully chain 
llnk fenced, and has !rontage on 
Brooks Street as well as the 
highway. Asking $85,000 ML5 
Rusty Ljungh 
,.<= i~, ~.. P ..~ i-/i 
I~as oeen up-graneo, Hal gas neat, 
patio door off the kitchen to lhe rear 
yard. lots of parking, and garden 
work-shop for puttering, Asking 
$94,900 MLS 
MOBILE ON LOT 
12x68 mobile with 10x20 addition 
on a 76x100 lot in Thornhill. 3 
bedrooms, natural gas heat. Ap. 
pllances are negotiabl e. .Early 
Christel Godllnski 
AND COMFORT 
ned home close to 
d and insulated shop 
it trees, and glass 
~arport and large pay. 
Main floor has a large 
,v,.w~uu,,, .,'lth fireplace, three 
bedrooms, four piece bathroom, and 
an ensuite off the master bedroom. 
Carpeted basement is partially 
finished. EXCLUSIVE $122,000. 
JUST LIKE NEW 
Completely renovated two bedroom 
home, has vinyl siding with new 
gyproe, paint, carpets, kitchen 
cabinets and twin saul'windows, 
: Situated on a large lot, just outside 
~ c l ~  limits. Well priced at $55,000 
~.~ 
Joe Barbosa 
R .q m,..~ItlrM 
~ ~ i ~ .  ~ .  , ~.,~,,~s~', :  ; ....., mm .. . . .  - ,;' ,4 
SOUTHSIDE RESIDENTIAL 
8rand new 3 bedroom home in quiet 
cul-de.sac on the south side. Many 
features including a jacuzzi tub, 
marble entry way and concrete 
patio, sidewalks and driveway. Ask- 
ing $105,000 MLS. 
A LOT OF VALUE 
Well maintained family home with 
room for the In-laws, 5 bedrooms, 
1248 sq.ft, ensulte plus 3 other 
bathrooms, family area, laundry, 
lots of storage, covered sundeck off 
dining area, gas insert in the 
fireplace, attached garage and 
much more. Lot is 70x132, land. 
scaped front & rear with established 
shrubs, fruit trees and bushes, Ex. 
elusive at $124,900 
OPEN HOUSE 
Sunday, Oct. 4192 
3674 WALNUT DRIVE 
1:00 - 4:00 pm 
Rusty 1Jungh 
In Attendance 
MORTGAGE HELPER foi i 1980 sq.fL building with part base- 
ment, carport, 1 bedroom suite 
owner, and 2.  two bedroom suites 
for income, Nat. gas and electric 
heat, storage & laundry under 1 
bed. suite. Large lot in Thernhill, 
units are non.conlo~lng. Asking 
$112,000 MLS 
COUNTRY SPLENDOR 
Attractive, bright, spacious home 
with carport situated on 4.94 acres, 
Fireplace upstairs in the livlngroem, 
and R.S.F. 80 woodstove in the 
recreation room. Beautiful grounds 
with many seasonal plants. 
A 
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A long and happy life 
A clear warm sunny afternoon 
was the setting for a peace 
gravcside service on Friday, Aug. 
28 for Albert James Edward 
Reid. 
Albert passed away quietly, sur- 
rounded by his family in Mills 
Memorial Hospital on the eve- 
ning of Aug. 24, at the age of 87. 
Albert had suffered quietly 
from cancer for a number of years 
prior to suffering a heart attack. 
Born March 30, 1905 to 
Thomas and Edith (Jacobs) Reid 
in Hamilton, Ontario, Albert was 
the youngest of six children. 
I-Ie lived the're and received his 
schooling and worked on ships on 
the Great Lakes until he was 20. 
I-Ie then decided to travel to 
Saskatchewan d harvest wheat. 
Albert realized th'c day hc was 
hired on towork with Charles and 
EmmaHull, that he was destined 
to do m0re than work the grain 
fields of Saskatchewan that year. 
Charics and Emma had a young 
daughter "Nellie", who took a 
real shine to the good-looking 
Easterner and decided that he  
would become her husband. 
It didn't happen until seven 
years later, on a fine day in May 
of 1932, when Albert gave Nellie 
his diamond and received her 
promise of marriage. They were 
married on Nov. 30 of that year in 
the minister's manse. 
The wedding pictures were not 
taken until the following spring 
and out of a necessity, known as 
The Depression, the bride made 
"Here 'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
/ 
ALBERT RE ID ,  p ic tured  here  w i th  h i s  w i fe  Ne l l i e ,  w i l l  be  great ly  
missed  by  a l l  h i s  f r iends  and  fami ly .  
Prices Effective Tuesday, Sept. 30 
to Saturday, Oct. 3, 1992. 
We reserve the right to limit quantities. 
Quantities shay be limited on some items. 
HOME VIDEO 







' The  ............... Detect ive '  
Rescuers '  each  ............. - - - 1 
_ - | KO RAINCHECKS 
.~  ~ r.~u~n~,o O^.lU G PLACE ,,M~. 0u^.~s l 
SKEENA MALL  I~,;;F~%,;'.;:~o'~:l I 
3(}0 -4741 LakelseAvenue I Sa~day am'SPml l 
. ~ Terrace, B,C. . 
her own flowers and the groom's CARS & TRUCKS 
b°utineer fr°m crepe Paper' USED The newlyweds lived with her 
parents on the farm until 1948, 
when dad C"aarles and mother 
Emma moved into the small 
farming community of Glen ~ Ewa :n G Ewe , ~askatchewan. AT  
"cided to retire from fanning life 
and moved to Regina, where Al- 
bert worked,for CmmnJns Con- RAC struction for a number of years. 
Later  he  and  Ne l l ie  worked  to-  IN TER E gerber at the Regina Inn. After his 
retirement from construction, the 
couple left :Regina in 1975, 
has toe price ofa  NewCar or Truck gotyou shaking all 
th~ WaY tothe bank 9 Here is a new s0iutionl For a 
il~Hl~t f l~  only MctEWan G~ wdl mare, your down 
EXAMPLE - -1988 
~CHEV 1/2TON ~ 
Stk.No; 92312 " , r  " ' : '0  . . . .  ~. 
• 1 ,50  : 
;i:!i: YouFinance $T0,495,00 
: • _ r " ' "  " ' '~ "'~" '~;" " ' " ' ' '" : "" 
~,Oasll Back  (Down Paymeni i . L iml t~ to $!500~00 
All F in~c lngO.A .C ,  " . ;,: " " . ' , : i  i - ' i  ,'; ' i , ,: ':: '  "" 
• ~' ':~ " " 00 '  :/ill I:CH, SE FROM:OURINVENTORY 
inventory, ~hatls ' right, when ~you purchase a 
vehicle at McEwan GM we will. make your down. 
paymem' ~:,, ,r ,~', :~ na arrange':"'='~"~:~your Tlnanc~.g~;~ ~ ~,_~i~.'=t ~{: {~ §~i~ {i~6~i i: 
OF QUALITY PREOWNED VEHICLES 
: - ' ;~'Ii981!GRAND, MARQU, IS ...~ .~ .  1990 CORSICA '~:~ ~,'~1991 OLDS ClERA.., 
. ' ,~,d '.~ brownl stk. no  92099.1 ; Air, crulse, dk, red, . 4 dr., auto, air, cruise, cass, 
~' : .  1"83"'BUICK REGAL . '~ stk: no.91491-1 white, Stk,no.-92534:1 
'~' r''' "r~ dr;,-blue, stk: n0;:92279.1' ~;'.~. " "  199{] C0RSICA . : . : " : : i991  RREFLY: : '- 
V6, auto, air, tilt, cruise, cass., 2 dr auto red stk.no: 92536-1 stk. no. 92565-1 4 dr, air, pw, pl, loaded, 
• :,.. .... 1984 TEMPO . . . . • dark blue, stk,lno..92583.1 
. :  ~4 "dr,,;4. cyl. auto•dr;greyl ~ :"; i - .  g!ey, stk..nO:.9! 507-1 - "1991 OLDSMOBILE CALAIS: 1992 gRAND AM SE 
,'.:-'~tk.. no 92095-2, ' • - -~  : !1991 SUNBIRD,, . . 4dr auto, ar;blue, :~ 4 dr. auto, alr, 4 cyl, blue 1992 GRAND PRIX . 
"' 1985 SUBARU 6L S/W . : 4 t it .auto, air; grey, . ' ' i  stk.no; 92543-1 ; "~ . . . .  . . ' stk; no. 92567-1 4 dr, air, pw,.pl, loaded, 
F 
'.~'., ~4 dr.~;~thito, sik,.no. 91492.2 - stk, n0;:92520;1 ~ " ~ 1991 CORSICAL:I";" ':' : ' .~.1992 CORSICA grey, st.k.'no. 92585-!" 
• " " " = auto a r,.whlte 4 cy '.~:. :' '~: • 6WI  auto, air white 1992 6RAND PRIX 
.' ~,"~ . . . .  . , . i . , ,=a ,  ~:','". " ;•:..-1991 TEMPEST.: ~'~ . . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  .-~ ,': " _.: .. 't~n="t~ 4 r4 dr, air, pw,pl, loaded, " 
white, stk. no. 92586.1 
1992 GRAND PRIX 
4dr., alrl pw,pl, grey,..• 
stk. nu. 92587.1 
1977 DODGE MOTORHOME 
20 ft., white, stk.no. 92553.3 
i',/..;;:,~ 1990 BERRETTA GTZ . 
,!/01lad;4, 5@d.~ air, pw. pl, red, 
~.' ' ';~ s(k:n091498-2 . 
1991 8PRIHT 1992 GRAND AM 1988 GMC 4x4 
4 di, auto, red, stk.no. 91497.1 4 dr, SE, 4 cy], auto, air, silver, Reg. cab, V8, auto, red, . 
1992 GEO METRO stk. no. 92582-1 stk. no. 92029-2 - 
4 dr, hthbl~; auto,grey 1992 GRAND PRIX , .  1989 GMC 4x4: . .  : ,  , ~'. 
Ext,~ab~ SLE, Ioade'di' exien~led " ' : '  
1984 NISSAN 2WD PICK,UP 
brown, w/1977 Okanogan camper, 
stk.:no. 92004.1 
1987 FORD AEROSTAR VAN 
6 cyl, auto, blue, stk.no. 92311-1 
1987 FORD F260 4x4 
V8, 4SP, light blue, stk,no,92244-1 
1988 GMC 2WD PICK-UP 
6 cyh auto, red, stk.eo. 92254.1 
2 dr auto,'l~ui~-'s(l~no: 92532;1 .' : .  : auto, air,' 4'cy ght'blt]e-= :~:'. ' .4  or, air, cruise pw,;p=, ozue, 
"' : . : y : , '  ; :" . "  Stk. ilp;92675".1:~'::~ ' . /~:~.~'~' stk; 'no.  92581.1 " , 
The couple journeyed to B.C. to 
live with: their youngest son 
Dalton and his family. They made 
their Ixahsiti6zi [ram prairie to 
mountaii{li~ing quite easily. 
On April 1, 1977 they moved 
again ~ this time to their present 
Terrace residence on Sande Ave. 
where Albezt~ lived with Nellie 
until his death last month. 
Albert,s great~stjoy, aside from 
time spent with his family and 
friends, was his flower garden, 
which he took great pride in, and 
his music collection. 
His passing will'be a great sad- 
ness to Nellie, his wife of nearly 
60 years. 
Albert also leaves his sons 
Delaine of Chilliwack, and 
Dalton of Terrace, as well as 
grandchildren Linda, A1, Brenda- 
Lee, Barb and Don, all of Terrace 
m as well as 10 groat- 
grandchildren - -  and many 
friends. 
At the beginningof the service, 
the family filed by *with specially 
selected small bouqhets of flow- 
ers from ~Jbcrt's garden, placing 
them on the casket. 
The eulogy, was written-and 
read. ,  by  ]~t ty -Pmn.  ,' And  
"tribute to grandpa" in the form 
of poetry was written and ready 
by Linda Barnett. 
Scriptures and the reading of 
Crossing of the Bar was read by 
Kcith Olson: 
Pastor Jake Theissen officiated, 
assisted by Garth Friesen of the 
Alliance Church at the grave slde 
serv ice .  
*****  
Author-poet Bell Watts, sister 
of Floyd Frank, will be in Terrace 
next week promoting her new 
book. She will be at the Co-op on 






1990 GMC 12 PASS. VAN 
V8, auto, air, stk.no, 91500-1 
1990 FORD F180 4x4 ,: :' 
auto, blue, stk,no. 92033-1 
1990 FORD XLT 4x4 F150 
V8, auto, air, blk & grey, 
stk.no. 92148-1 
1990GMC 1/z TON 4x4 • 
Reg. cab, V8, auto, red, 
stk. no, 92047-1 . 
1991 FORD EXPLORER 4x4 
4 dr, XLT, loaded, stk,no.92299.1 
1992 SAFARI VAN 
AWD, loaded, white, 
stk. no, 92588-1 
1992 S-JIMMY 4x4 
4 dr, SLE, loaded, blue, 
stk. no. 92589-1 
1992 G.JIMMY 4x4 
4 dr, 5LE, loaded, red, 
stk. no. 92590-1 
::::CHEV ,GEO, OLDSMOBILE; PONTIAC;BUICK, CHEVROLET TRUCKS, GMC TRUCKS 
McEwan 
Ter race  
The: Bright SpotOn Highway 16 Wes 
LIMITED TIME OFFER . . . .  
OUT OF TOWN 
CUSTOMERS 
PLEASE. CALL COLLECT 
635.4941 : 
DEALER NO.  5893 All F inanc ing  O.A.C. • 
 'McCalls Patterns 
Everyday- Everyday FABR!C 
,DEPAR  MENT 
i 






SKATE & DRESS SWAP, 
final day. Runs 2:15-6:15 
p.m. in the arena foyer. For 
information, phone Kim at 
635-6811. 
::~ FRIDAY, OCTOBER Z 
Darts 
TERRACE OPEN tournament 
gets: underway 8 p.m. at 
Legion with Mixed doubles. 
Continncs Saturday with 
men's and ladies singles and 
doubles, Sunday with teams. 
For more information, •phone 
the L~gion 635-5825. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3 
Fishing:' " 
COHO DERBY put on by the 
B.C. Paraplegic Association 
continues today and until 3 
p.m. tomorrow. Weigh-in at 
Northwest Sportsman. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 4 
Running 
ALL SEASONS' 
:MARATHON: Start time 12 
p.m. at Northwest Community 
College. Also 5kin and 10 km 
i xuns wbich st~rfat 1 p.m. at 
the college. For more in- 
formation, contact Ed Ansems 
I- ~,t 635-4670. 
Badminton 
COACHING CLINIC, Level 
:I, at Thomhill Jr. Secondary 
school, 9a.m.-5 p.m. For in- 
formation, phone 635-9419. 
Hiking 
TERRACE HIKING CLUB 
going to Insect Lookout, 
Cedarvale. For information, 
phone Vicki at 635-2935. 
: , . -  . ~ . . . .  ~ .  l ~, . . . .  
AUTUMN LEAVES nine- 
hole golf scramble at the 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club. Tee-off 1 p.m. 
For information, contact 
Brace at 635-2542. 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 6 
Snowmobiling 
SKEENA VALLEY Snow- 
mobile association holds first 
meeting of season at Coast 
Inn of West at 7:30 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 7 
YOUTH SOCCER annual 
general meeting and election 
of executive at 7.30 p.m. in 
the library basement 
SUNDAY~ OCTOBER 11 
Sports cards 
HOCKEY CARD show at the 
Terrace Inn, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
SATURDAY~ OCTOBER 24' 
Darts 
HALLOWE'EN FUN shoot at 
the Legion, open to all. Mixe d 
doubles format. Prizes for best 
costumes. Play starts at 8 p.m. 
For more information phone 
Carla (638-2080) or Betty (635- 
4880). 
TERRACE BADMINTON 
CLUB plays every Tues. and. 
Thurs. 8-10 p.m. and Sun. 7:30- 
9:30 p.m. at Thornhill Jr. Sec. 
school. Newcomers welcome, 
Contact Diane at 635-3564. 
M IXED DART LEAGUE plays 
every Wednesday night at 
Legion, 8 p.m. Fun league and 
all welcome. Just show np to 
join in. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop in 
hockey takes place at Arena 
11:45 a.m.- 1 p.m. every Men., 
Wed. and Fri. Minimum age 19 
years and limited to first 20 
[players each day. 
The Terrace Standard of- 
f i rs Sports Menu as a pub- 
lic service to its readers 
and local sports organiza- 
tions. 
I f  you have an event 
planned, bring the details 
in and we'll add it to the 
Menu. 
To make the following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p.m. 
Thursday. 
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THE ORANGEMEN turned the Terrace arena into a red light distdct during the.SkeenaHot.elTodd 
Gieselman Memorial hockey tournament final as they shelled the KRimat Tricks 11-0. The victorY -
was the Thornhill Motors squad's second in as many years. Norm's Auto beat out Precision 
Builders for third spot in the season's opener which attracted 10 teams from across the region. 
Orange crush on ice 
The opposition called themselves the Tricks, but orange machine got into high gear and a 5-0 lead. 
had none that could stop the Thornhill Motors 
Orangemen juggernaut. 
Defending champions, the Orangcmcn pulped 
their Kitimat opponents 11-0 to again take top spot 
in the Skeena Hotel Todd Giesclman Mcmofial 
hockey tournament, Sept. 20. 
The Motors men wasted no time asserting their 
dominance. After Richard Fcrguson had opened the 
scoring, Chris Wilkerson netted a couplemore to 
put them 3-0 up just I0 minutes into the game. 
Although the Tricks managed to temporarily stop 
the rot in the remaining 20 minutes of the first peri- 
od (the format for the game was two 30-minute 
halves), they couldn't get a marker of their own and 
the score remained 3-0 at the interval. 
And it took another seven minutes of the second 
period for the Orangemcn to get through Kitimat's 
dcfence again. 
Goal four came on a spectacular, unassisted effort 
by G-arth Muller and seemed to ignite the home 
team. 
Moments later Troy Farkvam took a pass from 
Brad Owens and buried it behind the goalie as the 
That same duo combined for goal six with Steve 
Turner picking up an assist before Muller picked up 
his second of the game from Owens and Wilkerson. 
The sky had by then well and truly fallen on the 
Tricks who began to collect penalties as if they 
were Gretzky rookie cards. 
The Orangemen took full advantage, turning the 
red light on five more times in the final 16 minutes 
to complete the shutout rout. 
Thomhill Motors and the Tricks bad earned ~eir 
berth in the final by finishing top of their group 
after the opening round robin games. 
It was another shutout in the game to determine 
third place, Norm's Auto dropping Precision 
Builders 3-0. 
Smithers Harley Davidson took fifth spot, Weldal 
of KJtimat seventh and Skeena Hotel ninth. 
Ten teams from across the northwest took part in 
the three-day tournament which organizer Chris 
Chicoine described as a real success. 
He also extended the Skeena Hotel team's thanks 
to the individuals and businesses which bad helped 
make it just that. 
Curling: 
Locals to take 
on champions 
The Terrace cuffing club will 
play host to one the world's top 
ladies' rinks next month when 
Julie Sutton brings her team to 
• town. 
• Sutton will be accompanied by 
~ sister Jodie playing third, Mclissa 
" Soligo at second and lead Kari 
Willms. 
A~d local curlers are being 
givcn an opportunity to learn 
from the Canadian championship 
winners during that Sunday, Oct. 
11 visit 
Club manager Kcvin Jcffercy 
said Sutton will conduct a clinic 
from 2-3:30 p.m. 
At 7 p.m. Sutton's rink will take 
to the ice again, this time to pit 
their skills against a local four- 
.- some.  
In between, the club will be 
putting on a dinner, beginning at 
4:30 p.m. 
Jeffery said the club is using the 
visit to raise money for a much- 
needed air exchanger for the up- 
stairs viewing area. 
Tickets are $20 and entitle the 
holder to take part in the clinic, 
enjoy the dinner and watch the 
challenge match. 
~ They are available from the 
curling club (635-5583) or Rose's 
Ladies' Fashions on Lakelse Ave. 
With the final touches being put 
• to the ice late last week, Ieffery 
• expected the club to be open for 
practice sessions any day now. 
= That opportunity is certain to be 
grabbedby the brave quartet who 
are going up against Sutton. 
He  said. regular season curling 
:= action will kick off with the 
Ladies Potluck on Wednesday, 
Oct. 7 followed by the Friday 
night mixed league kickoff on 
Oct 9. 
Club president Ron Townley 
said all other leagues will swhtg 
into action the following week. 
He noted curlers have been 
quick to sign up for mixed 
leagues, the Friday night berths 
all having been filled already and 
only one team spot open on 
Mnday nights. 
However, there's till room in 
the Saturday night mixed. 
The same applies for both the 
Tuesday and Thursday night 
men's and the ladies' Wednesday 
night leagues. 
l~or those who prefer to do their 
curling on the weekends, there's 
the Saturday morning commercial 
league and Sunday aRemoon's 
family league. 
And for . competitive teams, 
there's the Monday night Super 
League. That's sponsored by the 
Inn of the West, plays 9-11 p.m. 
and there's mopney on the line 
every week. 
Anyone wanting to register for 
or get more information on Sun- . 
day's family league can phone " 
Suzetto at 635-2523. For al l" 
others, drop by or phone the club. 
New this year is the introduc- 
lion of a junior curling program, 
said Townicy. This has been 
made possible by the purchase at 
the end of  last season of sets of 
special lighter-weight rocks. 
Pointing out the standard 40lb.- 
plus rocks had been just too much 
for young players to deal with, he 
said a similar program in Prince 
Rupert had been extremely suc- 
cessful. That program will run '- 
Sunday mornings. 
Last hole thriller 
club title match 
Jim Holland is this year's 
Skeena VaUey Golf and Country 
Club men's champion. 
But the Sept. 19-20 battle for 
the title went right down to the 
final putt. 
Jim Riglcr, runner-up in June's 
Men's Open, had taken the lead 
on the first day of the36-hole 
tourney with a four-or@ 74. 
That left Holland four strokes 
adrift but the chase,was:on.from 
the opening drive 0fday tWO. 
Rigler's lead evaporated quick- 
er than the previous day's rain as 
he snuggled tO a five-over 40 on 
the front nine. 
Holland emerged from the see- 
saw battle that followed with a 
two.stroke dge going into the 
final hole. 
Rigler bad one last chance to 
get back into it with a 12 foot putt 
that would have given him a bir- 
die and forced a playoff. 
It was not be, however, and he 
settled for a par. Holland's bogey 
was enough to hang on by a 
single stroke. 
Holland recorded rounds of 78 
and 73 on the way to his 11. over 
final of 151 and the low gross 
title. 
Rtgler shot a 74 and a 78 for 
152 and first spot in first flight 
low gross. ' '~:. :;~ 
• Mickey Johnson,~ finished at 
156, three clear 0f~!: Ken 
, Strymecki. 
Tim Kellar took the low net title 
with s 133, two ahead of John 
Taylor, who picked up top spot in 
the first flight low net. 
Third flight player Dallas 
Stevenson lifted his game sharply 
for the event, finishing with a 140 
net, third best of the weekend. 
That was one bettor than first 
flighters Rick Letawsld and 
Clayton Lloyd-Jones and Bob 
Maisonneuve, the top second 
flight performer inlow net. 
A total of 83 golfers teed off for 
the event, easily eclipsing the pre- 
vious highest entry of 65. 
The club champ!onsbip was the 
last major tournament of the sea- 
son but there's till lots of time 
for golfing before the snow flies. 
Manager Brace Carruthers said 
the fmal event on the club's 
calendar is the Autumn Leaves, a 
nine-hole open scramble set for 
Sunday, O.ct. 4 beginning at 1 
p.m.For more information, con- 
tact Carruthcrs at 635-2542. 
Coho derby 
extended 
Skunked on the river last 
weekend? Or maybe decided 
the water was too dirty to try 
for a winning fish in the B.C. 
Paraplegic Association coho 
derby? 
Well, you have another 
chance. 
The filthy condition of the 
Skeena last weekend persuaded 
organizers to extend the derby 
to include this Saturday and 
Sunday, Oct. 4-5. 
The entry fee is $15 with 
money raised going towards the 
purchase of needed equipment. 
Prize wH! be awarded for the 
biggest coho caught, hidden 
weights and the youngest and 
oldest successful anglers. 
Entry forms are available at 
Northwest Sportsman, Sight 
and Sound, the Co-op, Elan 
Travel and the lottery booth 
next to Woolworth. 
The weigh-ins will again take 
place at Northwest Sportsman 
and the close off time is3 p.m, 
Sunday. 
GREEN GRASS, a 
green light and a 
mean machine. 
That's all snow- 
mobilers need on the 
northern grass drag 
circuit as they wait 
for the white stuff to 
blanket the coun- 
tryside and allow 
them to hit more fa- 
miliar trails. Terrace 
racers recently went 
through their paces -- 
and grabbed prizes -- 
at the third annual 
Smithers event. See 
these pages next 
week for the story 
and full results. 
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Progress 
w,thout pain 
So, you do love yoursdf, you 
will be your own beat friend 
and you will create Friendly 
Time. 
But you want to accomplish 
the best results you can 
without undue pain or injury. 
Gteatl And. you are fight, 
there is a fight and wrong way 
to fitness and well-being. 
Start slow and slowly in- 
crease your activity level. 
You want to entice the body 
to grow - too much, too soon 
only leads to pain, injury and 
disillusion giving an excuse to 
retum a sedentary lifestyle. 
The tortoise won the 
race through steady, un- 
relenting determination to 
the goal 
Your efforts should make 
you feel energized and excited, 
promoting the desire to do 
more. 
Start with shoxt, daily, con- 
scions efforts - -20  minutes is 
sufficient. 
Try different activities:walk- 
ing, biking, dancing, Swim- 
ming, skipping- rope,-climbing 
stairs or any active sport. .. 
Aesop's fable, The Tortoise 
and the Hare, offers a guide, 
The tortoise won the race 
through steady, unrelenting 
determination to the goal while 
the haphazard ham presumed 
what the result wo~ld be and 
burnt out his energy by doing 
too much too soon. 
Not that I want to promote 
the idea that it's only in the 
winning. It's very much in the 
doing. 
It is important o enjoy your 
activities because the real joy 
(and the winning) comes from 
how you feel about yourself 
everyday. 
As mature adults, we know 
to read the posted signs and 
when they say "bumps 
ahead", we know the road 
won't always be paved and 
smooth. 
There are five components o 
fitness and well being; 
* flex~ility, 
* cardiovascular fitness, 
* muscular strength and tone, 
* proper nutrition, and 
* relaxatiom 
• In ~ture articles, I will take a 
comprehensive look at each 
component so you can develop 
~a personal fitness program to 
suit your needs and aspirations. 
Remember, the body cannot 
store fimess. And too much, 
too soon can promote pain and 
injury which won't help you 
attain the goal of a healthy, 
happy and fit body. 
, ,m, , , ,m ~ 
i111 ~.  






OF THE WEEK 
1. Office Assistant- 41 hrs. per week 
2. Two positions to supervise young children 
Thurs. only,9:00 am, 11:00 am OR 
Mon., Wed:, Thurs., & Fri. 10:00 am- 
11:30 am or back-up 
3. Companions for residents of Terraceview Lodge 
W I=,I~OVIDE.~ DIRECTORYOF ?INFORMATION 
" • .'';~:":F'OR SE-NIORS! ':•~~ ? ": ....... " . . .  
4506Lakelse:Avenue phOne 6 38-1 3 3 0 




STARTS OCTOBER 1 
CHECK IT OUT! 
,SCORE.BOARD', /, 
Golf 
SKEENA VAI.I.EY MEN'S 
CI.IIB CHAMI'IONSIIIP 
OVERALL  LOW GROSS 
J im Holland - 151 
OVERALL  LOW NET 
T im Ke l la r -  133 
FIRST FLIGHT 
Low Gross: 
1) Jim Rigler - 152 
2) Mickey Johnson - 156 
3) Ken Strymecki- 159 
Low Net: 
1) John Taylor- 135 
2) Rick Lelawski - 141 
3) Claylon Lloyd-Jones - 141 
Hockey 




Thornhill Motors Orangemen 
11, Kitimat Tricks 0 
' Third place 
Notm's Auto 3, Precision 
Builders 0 
5th: Smithers Harley Davidson; 
7th: Weldal Kitimat 
9th: Skeena Hotel 
SECOND FLIGHT 
Low Gross, 
1) Bob Lawlor - 166 . 
2) Dave Comlbrl - '173 ~ - -. 
3) Terry Irving - 176 i 
Low Net 
1) Bob Maisonneuve- 141 
2) Ed Kormcndy- ] -42 ~: . . . . . .  
3) Don Collison - 143 : 
THIRD.FLIGHT 
Low Gross 
1) Jake Dejong- 192 
2) R011Marhaucr-194 ' 
3)S(anBraZcaU - 194 . 
i t:0w N,:, 
Stevenson- 140 . .... 
2) D ick  Sh indc  - 147 
3) George  C la rk  - 148 
This space 
is all yours! 
To get your results on 
'COREBOARD drop 
them in at the office at 
4647 Lazelle, phone 
Malcolm at 638-7283 or 
fax them to 638-8432. 
this Sunday from 10:00 am til 2:00 pm 
FEATURING... EGGS++BACON+'+ SAUSAGE 
WAFFLES++MUFFINS++HASHBROWNS 
FRESH FRUIT++ and of course our 
FOOD/BAR 
"~. over (~0 i~me of unlade and dcer~r'¢o 
.~c~o ~-'~ 699 
~,, CHILDREN UNOER 10 ~5.99 
TERRACE LOCATION ONLY 
. c  
-7, 
4736 LAKELSE AVENUE 
ONE" 
STOP 
~,= IP  • 
Ladies & Gentlemen... 
...I !'s Auction Time/ 
% 
r f . . . . . . . . . . .  • ~ ...... "-:'~, ',',"'J A'~Y~-'Jr'"-z"vz~ ~, - : - zv ' ' l l l k ' - t~r - - - -2 ' '~  . . . .  
, ..... Te  r race   rena ==,anq Uet  
Saturday, October 3 
1:00 P.M. SHARP (VIEWING 10 A.M. UNTIL AUCTION TIME) 
New Furnit ire Auction 
MAJOR CONSIGNMENT OF NEW FURNITURE 
FROM THE CALGARY TRADE SHOW 
,~- Complete 9 pce. dining room suites 
,~Oak table with solid oak chairs 
Oak roll top desks, office chairs 
~- Living room suites 
,~ Leather sofa, love seat 
,~ A.ssortment of bedroom suites 
ring & mattress (all sizes) brand nam 
Kitchen dinettes, 5 & 7 pce. sets 
,~. Brass beds, all sizes 
Small brass ware, glassware 
Large assortment of table lamps 
• , plus much morel 
SEMI TRUCK LOAD 
DON'T MISS THESE 
• <,); , 
I ii 
,YOUR DECOR: -= 
Terrace Carpet Centre 
: 3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W. 
~ ' : , .  , ,  ' TERRACE 
635-2976 
1-800-665-1657 
. . . . . ?  • - .  
, i  
Plannow to attend thisauctior 
rMASTERCABD WELCOI~ 
3 
Make a great discovery; . , .  You n uu y l~u yuu ulu 
! 
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Laws of the river 
) :  
Fishing has its own code of =.= 
immutable, Murphyish laws. 
For example, most of us 
know the hoary axiom that 
says the largest fish will be the 
one you lose. 
A heart wrenching example 
of this truth involved the Keep- 
er of the Copper River, Gene 
Llewellyt~. 
Gene tells of the time when 
an American Angler of the 
loud and obnoxious persussion 
badgered him for a week. Ap- 
parently the fellow had heard 
tell of Gene's talent with rod 
and line and wanted to fish 
with him in the worst way. 
Time and time again Gene 
begged off then finally, when 
the urge to angle became too 
great, gave the fellow the slip 
and headed for a favourite run 
on the Copper where he 
hooked the Moby Dick of 
steelhcads. 
After the epic tussle you'd 
expect from the stcelhcad of a 
lifetime, Gene managed to 
bring the fish near the beach. 
As soon as it saw him, the 
brave creature found another 
rcscwe Of energy and bolted 
' into the d~per water. 
Once, twice, three times, this 
happened. Each time Gene 
wished he'd had somebody 
there -- even the American -- 
to help beach the great fish. 
At the moment of u~th the 
fish came unstuck. 
Gene tried to pounce upon it 
but missed nnd the shiny slab . 
slipped from shore to shallows, 
then swam into the shadows. 
,Then there is the' law that 
decrees the distance from the 
, fiver to the truck will be exact- 
ly twice as long as the distance 
from the truck to the river. 
I realize this sounds pretty 
cryptic, like the sound of one 
hand clapping and all that Zcn 
hokum we heard during the 
Age of Aquarius, but I've 
:tested it snd can attest to its 
'validity. 
If you're still skeptical try 
walking to the stream, 
~(pr¢~][ably+,d~rough an old 
'!i': zeliadc"'your step~' m~d 'E0in+~ ' '  
and tell me I 'm wrong. 
And what .about this time 
tested maxim: the fly the fish 
are salivating over will bear 
The Skeena 
Angler 
by Rob Brown 
absdutely no resemblance to 
the more than 500 meticulous- 
ly tied patterns you have 
crammed into the dozens of fly 
boxes jammed into your fmh- 
ing vest. 
Dyed-in-wool dryny men 
know this one and its corol- 
lary: you will have only one 
specimen of the fly that  
matches the hatch. 
This last law has almost no 
exceptions. Be assured that the 
snags lurking unseen under the 
water and the bushes in back- 
casting range treed will also 
have an insatiable appetite for 
that last productive dressing. 
And what about that irritat- 
ing principle that says it will 
always rains on long 
weekends. It seems God has 
decreed this will invariably be 
so on Thanksgiving when the 
rivers are plugged with trophy 
gamcfish. 
If you haven't noted this be- • 
fore keep an eye out this year. 
You will see almost no predpi- 
tation fez a few weeks. The 
rivers will dear and drop, then, 
with Turkey Time fast ap- 
proaching and all the anglers 
off work, the skies will open 
up, it will rain cats and dogs 
and hamsters with a few 
budgerigars thrown in for good 
measure and enough water will 
cascade from the heavens to 
float an ark to the top of  
Thoruhill Mountain. 
And then there is the eternal 
law which ensures the hole you 
put in your waders will be one 
centimeter below the water 
you must wade in order to 
catch a fish. I managed to beat 
this one on a cold December 
day when Paul Scales and I 
ventured forth after a Christ- 
mas Stedhead. 
The fiver was so low that one,',~ 
,,~-- "~ .+. "'~. ' ~..;d ++,'"+.. "+..,+ ..  ~.,:+, *'~¢,~,: +, lia~i.,.onqy~to .,wade +tO ,on . 
~*' al~kJes to effectively cover the 
water. On the way to the 
• stream I stumbled into a sharp 
stick skillfully set by a Viet 
Cong beaver. 
TERRACE VOUTH SOCCER ASSOC. 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING ' 
Wednesday, October 7, 1992 
7:30 p.m. 
Library Basement * Everyone Welcome 
Northern 
Computer 
'K TO SCHOOL 
SALE 
 EPTEMBER 30/92 
4720 LAZELLE AVE. TERRACE B.C. V8G 1T2 
PH:638-0321 FAX: 638-0442 
The Terrace, 
. ,  Curling Associatmn 
presents 
THE CANADIAN LADLES 
CURLING CHAMPS 
I JULIE SUTTON RINK Sunday, Oct. 11, 1992 Cost: $20.00 
Clinic: 2:00 - 3:30 pm 
Dinner: 4:30 - 6:30 pm 
Match: 7 :00-  9:00 pm 
Tickets available at Roses Ladles Fashions 
or the Curling Rink. 
/ 
I looked down to see a nice J 
round hole in -- you guessed it ] -- the toe of my boot. 
Fortunately there was shelf 
ice alongside the river. I was 
able pnt my punctured lcR boot 
atop the ice, my right boot in 
the ankle deep water then half 
skate and half wade 
downstream simultaneously 
casting a long line With my 
two fisted fly rod. 
I caught a fish to spite the 
beaver. 
One of my favoufites is the 
law that says when you go out 
after trout with light rod and 
line you will hook a tackle 
busting salmon, and its brother 
that when you go out looking 
for salmon you will wind up 
derricking tiny trout from the 
s t ream.  
There many other laws. 
Fishermen know them well: 
* the piece of equipment you 
need Will be in. last pocket in 
your vest; 
* only immorbls will arrive 
at the water with all their 
equipment; 
* the last pocket of your vest 
will a few inches lower than 
the deepest pool you must 
wade (many a soggy sandwich 
and waterlogged camera bears 
silent witoess to this truth); 
* a raincoat in the truck will 
bring rain; 
* you will always feel a 
bowel movement coming on 
after the suspenders on your 
waders have been snapped up; 
* the fly that raises the 
largest fish will have donated 
its point to the rearward rocks. 
These, then, are but a few of 
the snares set by the 
mysterious and mischevious 
crew that keep the spheres 
tu'ming in such a way as to 
keep ~ings ,from getting dull. 
• ':=:"~." "t : . "' . . . . . . . .  
EYES ON THE PRIZE. Arrows enthusiasts Annette Hiren (left) and Joyce Bradley Will De among 
the hundred or so players from across the northwest who will be aiming for trophies and cash at 
this weekend's Terrace Dart Open at the Legion. Both have opened the new season with some 
sharp shooting and are currently tied for top spot in the ladies' Wednesday night league. The 
tournament begins Friday night and continues through until Sunday. 
Fancy dress darts plan 
Ghosts, ghouls and things that go bump in the pan and gift certificates from local businesses and 
night will be gathering at the Legion Saturday, Oct. 
24. 
That's when the local ladies' league is hdMing its 
Hallowe'cn Fun Shoot. 
One and all, experienced players or beginners are 
invited to don a costume and join in an event which 
promises to be a howling success. 
The game will be mixed doubles and, because 
parmers will be selected on a blind draw system, 
there's no telling which witch or warlock you'll end 
up playing with. 
Thcrc'll be prizes for the best costumes and for 
the top players on the night, but organizers cmpha- 
eateries. 
Entry is just $5 per person and, with play,begin- 
ning at 8 p.m. sharp, players are asked to show up 
by 7:45 p.m. " " . 
Now in its second season, the ladies' league is 
also looking for more players to join in regular 
Wednesday night play. 
"You don't have to be a pro to compete," An- 
nette Hircn sUesscd, adding the experienced players 
would be happy to teach any ncwcomem how the 
game is played. 
It costs $2 per week to play with that money 
being used to buy trophies and put on an end-of- 
size it's not just the winners who will go home with season dinner. 
' something. ~- -, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ...... ,~or,~tore'Ipfgrma~,.~.~ on t.h~:l~.e) ~hq~'~arla" 
':Last year prizes inclu~lcd a clock, electric frying' (+38-2(~84})~':'~tty* (635-48S0). 
3( /o ow -a,,=o/om 
• v FOUR 111R|$ 
INVICTA GS OUR BEST ALL-SEASON 
P165/80R13 XNW $81,20 eo. $69,60 $75.40 ea. $ t 62,40 
PI75/80RI3 XNW $88,20 m. $15.60 $61.90 eo. $116,40 
PI85180R13 XNW $91.70 ea. ~78.60 $85.15 ea. $113o40 
PI85/75R14 XNW $94.DOea. $11.00 $67.75ea. $119.00 . 
W :" 1 
'/ 
t l  "¢4~1s O~tt dis 
,,= ~., .ov,oP .... ot,-°';~;~:,~,o,'- 
-~s~k¢~'~'  • - . . t to  co~S~"=, sm~ ~'= ,,¢sts. • , -  to 
't~¢ u,c~twns ._.,,oCtV©tt~ " ...t~t co~ .... . ~o~s,," 
~,-* .... *^ @4 fWt r~N,'~t~ " t  Get up to $100 rebate 
when you trade-in your \ 
set of 4 tires for \ i 
Aquatreds, Ask about c/,a~i 
Aquatred's unique design P~' 
and warranty. ~.~c~ 
i 
~¢g~ce 
("dl fl)r .q/t'~ =rot pd~.'t'~ (m ~lditklml ~k' kc.'nL~, ~k' cn~k (kl ,  llkh ITS)2. No c, r4t ckJwn. No intctt.~l 
with up t,| f.ur n~pllllt~ tq)ixl)' (.1 p t t~ t, xc't1.1Jirl~ SZrdLlX)ttdn~ im~ tTt*dll ~rds. ~¢ mnktpmtn~ 
Rt;dkl~ [.r&laiK ~'(;t'l ~I X) it, dc.tn n:hatc rot 15' lit~s, SlY) for I1". $(1(! lot 15", 
513o-A.wy 16 635-4344 " 
-.*..+ 
. "+.: , . 
PIIS/'~R| 30~ [W/L 
AU. .S I~ RADdALS 
EAGLE ST 
PI75r/oRI382SR~ $~L00' 
PI 8.5F/C~ 13 8.% R',M. $TL00 
PI95/FORli 90~ RWZ $87~0 
F~5/70RI493S ~'#,. Sg"J.O0 
Formerly Contract Tire - 





By MARY HERNES 
The Terrace Youth Soccer 
Association will be holding 
its annual general meeting 
on Wednesday, Oct. 7 at 
7:30 p.m. in the library 
basement. 
At this meeting we will be 
reviewing the 1992 season 
and discussing, plans for 
next year. 
This has been a full season 
with weekly games from 
May to August, a mini- 
festival, a two-week tourna- 
ment in September and 
many out-0f-t0wn games. 
Many dedicated people 
have volunteered numerous 
hours both on the soccer 
fields and behind the scenes 
to .give the. youth of our 
community a worthwhile 
experience. 
No-one/in theorganization 
gets paid so we owe each 
and every one ef them a 
vote of thanks. 
The executive have put in 
a lot of extra work as only 
half the positions are filled. 
We need more volunteers 
help your own child and 
others enjoy the world of 
soccer. 
I would like to encourage 
each parent to volunteer at 
least, one year to f'md out 
how much work goes into 
an organization this size. 
Each person has 5,040 
hours in a month. Spending 
three or four of those hours 
helping Youth Soccer 
would be time well spent on 
your child's behalf. 
Please, come out to the an- 
nual general meeting on 
Oct. 7 and show us how 
much support we can 
anticipate. 
'k "k "k 'k*  
Photos taken by Murray 
Metealfe can now be picked 
upat  his studio en Lazelle 
A~'e. 
Team photos taken by Val 
BeUina are also readyand 
will be available at the an- 
nual general meeting or by 
phoning Val (638-0116), 
Bey (635-3719) or Mary 
(635-3475). 
Uniforms should be 
for the board, returned to your coach as 
It is not necessary to know soon as poss~le or All Sea- 
anything about soccer. What sons Sports clearly marked 
you do need is a desire to with the name of the team. 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dr. Paul Clark 
• optometrist 
is pleased to announce 
Dr. Paul Neumann 
optometrist 





• Piano Tuning, 
Regulation & Rebuilding 
as an associaie in his clinical optometric practice 
Septeml~e ,. ++2. . . ,  ...... 
,; ~:~4550 I~.kelse Ave,, Terrace 





Getting Started in Coaching, a 
series of five booklets designed to 
help first-time coaches learn the 
basics of coaching popular team 
sports is now available through 
the B.C. Hockey and B.C. 
Ringette associations. 
The series is part of a federal- 
provincial program to raise 
coaching standards inall levels of 
sport. 
Costing $7 each, the sport- 
specific publications cover hock- 
ey, ringctte, baseball, softball and 
soc.~er, 
They provide novice coaches 
with practical information on 
communicating with young 
athletes, planning Safe and enjoy- 
able practices and teaching skills. 
The booklets contain step-by- 
step guidelines,'illus~ations of
basic skills and sample practice 
plaitS. 
An estimated four million chil- 
dren play sports each year across 
Canada nd more than 60 per cent 
of coaches work with youngsters 
between the ages of six and 13:  
SHOPPERS DRUG MART 
CORRECTION 
Re: September Clmulw Vel. 28 No. 40 
TOBACCO ISA 
DRUG, 





Cares if you are new in town 
and feel kind of lost; If you've 
i ust added a new son or aughter to your family; If 
HE has finally asked you to 
become his wife; If you or 
someone in your family is 
celebrating avery special oc- 
casion... 
Who ? 
SINCE 1930 ~LTD,  
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Phone Diana 638-8576 
Phone GIIIlan 635-3044 
Due to supplier problems, there Is a limited quantity available of the discon- 
tinued Rialto Glycerine Soaps No. 80413 
(Apricot), No. 80415 (Yellow Grapefroll) 
an~ No, 80416 (Passion Fruit) and 
therefore NO rain cheques will • be 
avallabie for these products. 
We apologize for any inconvenience this 
may cause our customers. 
uw,uu = = a Allan Banner 
P Estimates 




FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? ,~ 
,Call us to arraRge for a free , ) 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
564-1111 OTHER SERVICES PROVIDEO: | (604) 
Toll Free: 1-800-663-5103 • Fire & Water Oamage Restoration I
• Odour Control * Pet Odour Control I 
DELOITTE & TOUCHE INC. + \ '  PHONE 
#800- 299 Victoria Street I ~  635-3558 ~|  
Pdnce George, B.C. i+,o,,... ~.,,..+° Im~l 
V2L 5B6 " - 
DR. HARRY MURPHY ] 
Optometrist 
4609 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
354 City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 
Would like to introduce 
DR. RICK HEYDEN 
Optometrist 
who will be joining his Terrace and Kitimat 
practices commencing 
Tuesday, August 25, 1992. 
FOR APPOINTMENT GALL: 
635-5620 (Terrace) 
632-2821 (Kitimat) 








The Good Guys At . . . . .  ~ . ,  
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS " • i + 
~ " 
pretty face plus powerful 
pedormanca. Kenwood's breakthrough 
DFP system gives you surround sound 
ambience without rear speakers. Smart AI 
operation takes rare of the details• 
I -100 
St , I rate  Powir amplifier for P~fltt , i r fo tmaet l  
BEAU11FULSTYLE 
YOU might expect a system v~th this many 
features to be large and complicated, but 
Kenwood's UD-100 is small and easy t~ use 
Much of the credit goes to Kenwood's At system 
of computerized "acoustic intelligence", AI 
take~ care of details Izke adjusting the Graphic 
~Equalizer and setting recording level for ECRS - ~  ' ~ 
lieD-to.tape dubbing. It also gives you "smart" ~,~ 
I t imer  operations and optimally adjusts loudness. 
l~e  sound is powerful and ultra.vure, thanks to • r.~ 
lcompletely separate 
l t i on .  ItS 4<hannel S~ ~" 
1 ~J['~.ally designee ~ 
1 ~d 's  new Oic 
l ~i,'~,lem, " 
| I~he¢ reason for 
I mtIT~ T'fO n t Ambien, 
1 l ~  parers inpu 
~ t h e  "dlte( 
+ ++++++ | |
i~  i ~++ ' ' l
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE TODAY! 




MODEL 130-A BLACK EBONY 
"COOSEMANS"PROFESSIONAL UPRIGHT 
1480000 • retail 
OFFICIAL DEALER FOR SAMICK PIANOS, OTHER MAKES 
ALSOAVAILABLE. NEW & USED. 
B.C.'S Most Competitive Prices 
Jose Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave,, Terrace 
635-9275 
A German car 
that speaks your 
language. 
340" 
When it comes to affordable German • Front and rear stabilizer bars 
engineering the Volkswagen Golf is right • Height adjustable, reclining front 
on the mark. seats 
• 100hp 1.8L digifant fuel injected en- Drop by for a test drive and let's talk. 
gins @Gol f  • 1145 litres of cargo space 
• Tachometer with digital quartz 
chronometer 
+ Q81", o~,  f~lght md I ~  In~k~mtk~ exlr¢ I~N¢er n~Y lell for kin' 
@ Columbia Auto Haus Ltd. i~'"~"~ ] 
37/'9 RWER DRIVE TERRACE, 635-6717 I r~'~__L. ~ 
AVE MON 
........... ~"~ ' "':+;~i ~ 117 :!~, 
" ;! ;,'i~lq~l i 
9~ 
s/69 
Furn, turle _ j | 
Choosing to buy furniture & mattresses 
anywhere lse is like choosing to pay higher prices. 
'LL 
[l~Low cost  warehouse operat io n 
lIB/No commission sales f;a~ 
~ No membership lye 
Direct, £a¢tory pUmhaeee 
Huge ma - 
. nufa¢turere, dlscouMte 
= Volume aeale. Warehouse pri~Ine 
Y Latest  61; le 
',Y s ~ larse se le~|on 
4730 Keith Avenue 
635-4111 
OPEN TOTHE PUBLIC: Monday-Wednesday & Saturday: 10 am ~ 6 pm 
Thu, s, Jay& Friday: 10am pm ~]  [ ~  ~ 
Sunday: Closed. 
L638,SAVEI 
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CTION AD S , , . . . .  
BUY v"SELL  'RENT  "TRADE 
.-ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Class i f ied  and  C lass i f ied  D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stst holiday fa l l s  sn  s 
:' Ss turdsy ,  Sunday  or Monday ,  the  dead l ine  Is Thursday  a t  
5P .m.  fo r  a l l  d i sp lay  snd  c lass i f ied  sds .  
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C VBG 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
• Visa or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have you Visa or Master- 
card number ready. 
20 words (first Insertion) $6.28 plus 12¢ for additional words. °(AddF 
I tlonsl Ineertlone) $3,50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9,96 for 3 w~eks 
(no1 exceeding 20 words, non-commercial) Prloee Include 7% G.S.T. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1. Real Estate 
2, Mobile Homes 
3. For Rent 
4, Wanted to Rent 
5. For Sale Misc. 
6, Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 












20. Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22. Careers 
23. Work Wanted 
Motorcycles. 24. Notices 
Snowmobiles 25. Business 
Boats & Marine Opportunities 
Machinery 26, Personals 
Farm Produce 27. Announcements 
Garage Sales 28, Card of Thanks 
Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
311 Auction Sales 
32, LeBal Notices 
33, Travel 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads 
under appropriate h adings and to set rates therefore and te 
determine paoe lecaUo~. 
The Terrace Standard reminds ndvedlsers that it is against 
i: the prov nclal Human Rights Acl to discriminate onthe basis 
of children, marital status and employment when Placing "For 
Rent" ads, Landlords can state a no.smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, ediL 
classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any 
answers directed to the Hews Box Re~ Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement a d 
- box renaL 
Box replies on "Held" Instructions ot picked up within 10 
,'.days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailing Instructions are received. Those answering Box 
, Numbers are requested not to send originals of documents to
• avoid loSS. 
All claims of en'ors in edveriisementa must be received Uy 
: the pubflshei" within 30 days alter the first publication. . 
~ "It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he 
,hablllty of the Terrece Standard in the event of failure to 
.[ publish an advertisement as I)ubllshed shall he limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for only nne incorrect insertion 
:~ f= the portion of the advert.ainu spaon occupied by'the tncor. 
' : rect or omitted item only, and that here shall be no ab ty n 
any event greater th.~ the amount paid f0~ such adve~slng. 
1. Real Estate 
GRANISLE. 3 BEDROOM HOUSE in town. Com- 
pletely furnished, plus 19' boat. Offers to 
$55,000; for total package. 1.697-2347,p21 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Approx. 2 acre corner 
lot in Kleanza, Includes 3 bedroom home with 
.~ approx. 160p,~sq;ft,,Ha's largeioardon, 3 bay 
: shop and wG~sfiop,.asking.$82 O00;;Finaoc~: ..... 
[ng ava able,;~'l{h 22Yo down. Form re nfor- 
" rnation call: 635-7650 or 842-6453. 4p21 
/ TWO ACRES LEVELLAND. Has well, hydro, 
= and old buildings that could be used as a barn. 
635.5061 3p22 
SIX BEDROOM HOME ON ACREAGE 10 rnln. 
from Terrace, Ideal bed & breakfast. Be ready 
,for the ski soason1635.5061" 3p22 
LOT FOR SALE. MEDEEK AVE.; approx. 
150x70. Close to hospital and schools on pay- 
ed cul-de.sac, $15,000, Call 638-8053 3p23 
GOOD 3 BEDROOM FAMILY HOME In 
-Horseshoe. Very comfortable, tastefully 
decorated. Finished basement, close to 
schools and shopping. Priced to sell at 
$98,500. Call Carol at 635.7829 (week) bet. 
ween 8:30- 4:30, or 635.9654, 3p23 
ON THE BENCH, 3 BEDROOM HOME with 4 
pce: bath, N/G, ,cherry trees, close to school. 
I-las a 1279 sq.ft, retail building with 2 pce, 
washroom. Excellent Daycore or small 
business potential. Phone 635.2224. Ask for 
Sbanon or leave message. " 4p23 
15 ACRES SKEENA RIVER FRONTAGE with or 
without large home on separate acreage. 
Could be used as a fishing lodge, 635-5061 
3p23 
1 YEAR OLD HOUSE, WITH 3 BEDROOMS up, 
1 dow~., double garage, fenced and land- 
scaped. Asking $142,000. To view, 3703 
Walnut Drive, Thornheights, 635-5775. No 
realtors, 5p24 
I ~< i'~:i~!~i:::':;" .  '! :,.. ~..~,:4~t!~:~, ' 
4819 SCOTT AVENUE 
$122,000 
View, Location, Quality 
3 bedroom spa¢lcus home, close to 
schools, central vacuuming, natural gas 
heat and hot water, fireplace In tivingroom 
and approved woodstove on main level, 
partially finished basement, attached car- 
port and large paved driveway, wrap 
around sundeCk, satellite dish, wired and 
insulated shop in the back, 
For more information, please call Lynda 
Royce, Exclusive, ot Terrace Realty Ltd, 
Home 638.1073, office 638.0371. 
t 
1. Real Estate 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING WORKS! You're 
reading this aren't you? 638.SAVE. tf~ 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams 
Lake, B,C, V= hour from Salmon Arm - 45 
rain. from Kamloops, 10 rain. from Shuswap 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters, Showing excellent return in an 
area of growth and terrific climate, Start the 
New Year on a positive note, Phone 
1-679-8904 If n37 
PRICE REDUCED FOR QUICK SALE, 1240 sq. 
ft., 3 bedroom house close to schools In Thor- 
nhgl. 80' x 200' lot. New rugs, paint, siding, 
cement ring wall and 24' x 30' shop. Im. 
mediate occupancy. 0nly $73,900..Phone 
835-9530. 4p21 
SPRING CREEK ~UBDIVISION, large partially 
treed building Iot,$29,900. 638-8345. 3p24 
OPEN 
HOUSE 
:~:"'~:::' ~ : i ido  % 4 :00  pm 
• 3674 Walnut  S t reet  
October  4 th ,  1992 
Rusty  L jungh in At tendance  
Ter race  Rea l ty  Ltd,  
638-O371 or  635-5754 
i 
OPEN HOUSE 
3:00 pm - 5:00 pm 
CHARACTER HOME 
In immaculate condition, large lot, 
walking distance to everything. 
JOYCE FINDLAY 
RE/MAX OF TF.RRACE 
635-2697 (h) 638-1400 (w) 
2. Mobile Homes 
14x70 TRAILER ON PRIVATE LOT for sale. 
Priced in the 40's open to offers. 
635-3428. 6p21 
1984 (14x70] mobile home; 28 by 14 addi- 
tion and a 8 by 16 sundeck; washer & dryer; 
fridge & stove; freezer; RSF; central air condi- 
tioner; window coverings included; fur- 
nishings negotiable; $32,000. Call 845-3589. 
4p21 
1971, FOUR SEASON MOBILE HOME: 12x72 
3.bedroom, 2 pushouts, gas heat, gas hot 
water, appliances included, asking $10,500:. 
Excellent shape, call 845.7310 4p22 
12x68 MOBILE ON PAD, 3 LARGE bedrooms, 
addition, sundeck and fenced yard. Newly 
renovated, call 638.8348 3p22 
14x70 MANCO MEAOOWBROOK MOBILE 
home, Expando livlngroom, fddge/stove, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher, N/G. Priced fcr im- 
mediate occupancy, Call 635.7411 3p22 
1981 MANCO 14x70, NEW CARPET and 
paint, Must be seen, Immediate possession 
available, $32,500, or best offer, 635-5786 
-8p23 
i Shaunce Krulss81brink In Attendance 
4911 MeDeek 
Saturday, Oct, 3/92 
10:00Rm - 12:00pro 
Ca.du , 
Wlghtman & Smith 
Realty Ltd, 
3227 Kalum St, 
635.6361 
2. Mobile Homes 
1982 14x70 MANC0 MAJESTIC, two factory 
additions, 1150 sq.ft., five appliances, ex- 
cellent condition, $29,500. 638.8345, 3p25 
/ l l | l l i l~ ' l l k  U I IU  n I IV IUUU,  i v  u ' I " |U  
Well laid out 3 bedroom mobile home, 
12'x68', with attractive addition. Natural 
gas furnace is three years old. Included 
are refrigerator, stove, washer, dryer, and 
blinds. Fenced yard and deck. 
For more information, please call Lynda 
Royce at Terrace Realty Ltd. Home 
638-1073, office 638-0371, 
3. For Rent 
ROOM FOR RENT: FOR GENTLEMAN, with kit. 
chen facilities, 635-5893 3p24 
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT. 
Ridge/stove, hook-ups for washer/dryer. No 
pets. References req'd. For appt. to view call 
635.3360. 3p22 
2 BEDR00M APARTMENT, Call 638.0526 
• 3p23 
FOR RENT: ONE AND TWO BEDROOM apart. 
ments. Call 635-5968, 6p23 
ONE BEDROOM CONDO FOR RENT in 
Woodgreen condominiums in Terrace. Avail 
Oct. 1. Newly renovated. C/W balcony, N/G 
fireplace and dishwasher. Centrally located, 
Rent $618/month, Call 632-6726 or 
635.7586. lp24 
CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE, FULLY lurnlshed. 
All you need is food, Private Be~ch, 
$350/week, Call 798.2250 or 798-2228 
8p24 
ROOM AND BOARD FOR WORKING PERSON, 





~,.::Quiet & Ci~ah ) ~ ~ 
Recreat ion  Complex  
Racquetba l l  Cour ts  
Gymnas ium 
635-5968 
2607 Pear St, 
WEEKLY & MONTHLY 
RATES AVAILABLE 
OFFERING 
• Large Comfortable . ~)enT~s 
Rooms, 24 Hour 
• Kltchenefles, Indoor Restaurants 
Pools, Saunas, or Heartland 
Jacuzzls Restaurants 
(some locations) • Colour T.V.'s 
LOCATIONS 
• B.C. • Pr ince George 
• Blue River • Revelstoke 
• Cache Creek•  Smlthera 
. Cast legar • Terrace 
• Cranbrook • Vernon 
• Kamloops  • Williams Lake 
• Ke lowna • ALBERTA 
• McBr ide • Calgary 
• Pentlcton • Edmonton 
• Pr inceton • Lethbridge 
T0LL FREE RESERVATIONS 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft plus basement, 2 baths, 
private yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston. Phone 845-3161, 31ffn 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town, 
Fridgelstove, security entrance, Paved park. 
int. On site management. 635-7957 15fin 
TERRACE BED AND BREAKFAST, rooms by 
the night or by the week, Call 635-5537 or 
638.0888, leave message, 6c20 
FOR RENT OR FOR SALE, 3 bedroom home In 
Granisle Includes fddge and stove and garage. 
Available immediately, Call 845-7568, 4p21 
CONDO FOR RENT In the BaJa, San Jose. Fully 
equlped, weekly rate. Please call 635-3728, 
3p22 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION. PRIVATE 
bedroom plus cable T.V., hydro, Shared kit- 
chen & bath. $295, 635-3772 3p22 
TO SHARE: LARGE HOUSE IN Horseshoe area, 
Vz rent and utilities, 635-5042 3p22 
3 BEDROOM FULLY FURNISHED EXECUTIVE 
home available immediately. Non-smokers, no 
pets, References required, Please call Karen 
at 635-6597 or 1.945.8491. 3p23 
FOR LEASE 
9,000 sq.ft. SHOP 
And o f f i ces .  7',/= ton  
overhead c rane ,  gas  heat ,  




880 & 1,320 SO. FT. 
12'x12' overhead door, washroom and 




RETAIL OR OFFICE 
5,700 SO, FT. 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
PHONE 635-7450 
3,500 SO.FT. WAREHOUSE 
& OFRCE 





....... CORNER'OF KAI'UM &;BGOl"r , ii 
CLOSE TO.TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water I~lclud.' 
ed. Carpeting, storage space, References 
required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt, $525,00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $600,00. 
No pets. 
PHONE OmCE 635"5224 
FOR LEASE 
OFFICE -- RETAIL - CLINIC SPACE 
Central Location - Of! Street Parking 
1,400 sq,ft, Ground Floor 
900 sq,ft. Optional Second- 
Floor Apartment 
Warehouse/Storage Space - Optional 
AVAILABLE OCTOBER 1, 1992 
Phone 635-2252 (Days) 
635-5531 (Evenings) 
Fax 635.7122 
4. Wanted to Rent 
3-4  BEDROOM HOUSE URGENTLY NEEDED 
fcr responsible family with quiet dog. 
References, Needed no later than Oct. 81. Call 
638-0091 after 3:30 pro, 3p22 
MATURE COUPLE TRANSFERRED FROM Van- 
couver with 12 yr, old daughter and well 
behaved dog and cat looking for 2-3 bedroom 
house in Horseshoe area. Please leave 
message at 635.2803. 2p24 
WANTED TO RENT: SINGLE COLLEGE mother 
of 5 desperately seeking accommodation. 
Need 4 bedrooms, reasonably priced. 
References available, non.smoker, non- 
drinker, Phone 638.0441 1 p24 
I 
A second home 
at beautiful Babine Lake 
from as little as $20,000. 
• .~,.~.~-~--~ . / . -~~: ' :  ~ 
• Situated at Gra~le, In centrnl Bflt~ Columbia, 
. Ideal for flshix~, hunting and year-round recreaUon. 
. Loz~est natural ake I. B.C, 
. Less than two hours drive fro= S~thers' sirport, 
. ~ conveniences In the town of Gra~e, 
. ~ lots fully-serviced. 
.1~o and three-bedroom znodem bom~ ~th 
. Prt~ from $20,000 to flS,000. 
For ~ta~ ex a1~o~tments, call 1.697-2201. 
ot write to. Ho~,  Box 2000, (~ le ;  BIC. T00IW0 
I 
5. For Sale Misc. 5. For Sale Misc. 
J.D. 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 1991 30hp EVINRUDE WITH 24' plywood 
etc. $1400,00 0,C.8 Crawler Cat, blade & riverboat (beat needs minor repairs), $3,500 
bucket 80% new. $5500, 32 ft, house boat firm, Satellite dish with receiver, still new, 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer $2000 firm. 1991 Ford F150 Supercab 4x4 2 
• $19500, 82 lade 2.door auto • good CORd. tone black & burgundy, fully loaded, running 
$1500. 14 ft, Td-hull speed boat - 50 horse boards, box liner,still new. Asking $21,500 or 
menk, trailerS2800. Clean Okanagan Camper take over payments, Call for more into, 
• hyd. Jacks, $2000. New Kuboda tite plant & 697.2747. 3p22 
battery change $550, Ken Allen Box 161 UTILITY TRAILER (bought at K.Mart) c/w 
Granlsle. Ph. 697.2474, 19tln spare tire, box and cover. 635-2215, 3o23 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, KATO-BRUSHLESS GENERATOR: 120-240 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and volts, 15KW with Perkins, 4 cylinder diesel 
all demands for size and volume, Will engine, just overhauled, Mounted cn skids, 
negotiate custom sawing, lugging and/or pur- $6200. Call and leave a message: 845-2329 
chase of pdvate wood. Bums Lake. 695.6365 (Houston) 4p23 
or 695.6391 fin4 • " 
1980 COLUMBIA SHORT LOGGING trailer, 
MENS MICRON GOALIE SKATES, size 8, very Good rubber, good condition, sot 8' log0ing 
good condition; $90,00 Yamaha Alto Sax. bunks, headache rack, drop hitch, load pipes. 
recently reconditioned, $500.00 1.692-3292 eves, 4p21 $5,5000S0. 1,698.7627, BUrns Lake. 4p24 
FALL CLEARANCE - RAINBOW TROUT. Fresh 
1991 30 H,P, EVENRUDE with 24' plywood from our tank. Up to 2 Ibs, live weight. $1.50 
riverboat (boat needs minor repairs) $3,500 per lb.: 20 Ib order Is ,$1.25/Ib. McCracken 
firm. Satellite dish with renelver still new Springs Trout Farm[ Toploy : 1.696-3221 
$2,000 firm, 1991 For~ F.150 Super Cab 4p23 
4x4, 2-tone black & burgundy, fully loaded, 
running boards, box liner, still new, asking WASHER & DRYER. ASKING $600.6 yrs. old. 
$25,000 obo, Call for more Inlo 697.2747, Call 635;7972. lp24 
4p21 CONVERTED TO NATURAL GAS: selling 3 year 
1981" 4 CYLINDER FORD MUSTANG G.C. Per. old Jetglas electric hot water tank. 50 US 
table manual typewriter. Electric typewriter, gallon,capacity. $125, Baby portable bed and 
Video camera, new utility trailer, Call play pen, Used twicei Durable blue nylon, 
632.7473. 3p22 comPlete with foam' mattress and carrying 
PERSONALIZED CHILORENG BOOKSI Imagine bag. $50. Phone 635.5603 2p24 
your child as the start Exciting and educa- YOU COULD EARN FREE TOYS Just by having 
tional. Choose from "My Mermaid Adventure, a dame In your home. Call Lisa for more inlo. 
My Dinosaur Adventure, My Teddy Bear 638.8639. Those are high quality, reasonably 
Adventure", and more. $14,95, Call "My priced educational toys. 1"p24 
Treasures" at 1-800.663.BOOK (2665), 4p22 CRAFTSMAN 6&118" JOINTER PLANER and 
TREADLE SEWING MACHINE, $350; old wood motor and stand. Like new. 638.0084 1 p24 
dressers, $40,$60,$160; hutch,.$50; wool CEDAR SHAKES: 24" SPLIT TAPER. $95 a 
8'x12' rug, $200; school desk, $20; persian square. 842.6220. 4p24 
lamb coat large, $80; lur jacket small, $20; 
Ih size violin, $300; left.hand guitar, $375; NEW LADIES FULL LENGTH WINTER COAT, 
casio keyboard, $150; baby rocking cradles size 12/14.$t00. Radio/cassette player and 
pine, $100, birch, $280; spaltod birch .50 BD. turntable with stand. Speakei's not include0, 
FT.; adult violin, $300; x.country skits; tdkes E.C..$125. Living room suite, (couch, chair, 
& bikes, $10.25, wlro fencing, $10.50; chllds ottomanl 2' end tables, round coffee 
iplaygroundequlp.,$30. Ca[1635-1187 3p22 table.).$1200. 638-1325 (leave message) 
FOR SALE: PREFABBEO, WOOD constructed 3p24 
utility sheds, garages, workshops. Also trailer VILAS MAPLE CHINA CABINET, Blue Moun. 
skirting, decks and fences, joay shacks, snow taln pottery tea set w th=tray (two tone blue). 
roofs, DIrk Bakker 688-1768 (evenings) 6c23 847-4753 after 5 pm, 4p24 
SHOP N0W.FOR X-MAS: 01d cook stove, large 
Canad ian  Distr ibutor of  the • trunk, Conadldn 125th coins, old timers but. 
Cordon Bleu Kitchen tons, large old scale, butter 6hurnl old milk, 
Nutrition Product Line avon, medicine, colbalt blue bottles, old 
magazines, old boxes, bags .sheep wool. Nor. 
by Regal ma May's collectlbles in Tolkwa. 846.9751, 
is expand ing  into NW B.C. t 4p24 
5 positions available, Tralnlng 
provided. Applicants must have 
auto and need to earn 32DO/month, M0.NA FOODS 
For  interview, ENTERPRISES LTD. 
phone 591.7146 
MUSHROOM 
SCREENED ,<.v .  , , . - - - - - - -  TOPSOIL DEPOT 
DRAIN ROCK OPEN 
BEDDING SAND 
5pro  t i l l  8pro  
ROAD CRUSH 
I PITRUN GRAVEL Across from Copper Mountain 
School ('l"homhlll) 
6 3 8-8 4 7 7 ALSO BUYING: ChaR=mile,, King 
Boletua, Lobster Mushrooms, and 
SKEENA more. Pines too. 
CONCRETE 635-5645 
PRODUCTS 
6. Wanted Misc. 
D R Y TO P ,F YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's lur- 
nlturo, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs Canada 
G U T T E R S  (504) 866.5003 to ensure it meets current 
Safety Standards. The sale of non compliant 
produi:ts not only could result in a tragic acci- 
dent but also is a violation el the Hazardous 
Products Act, tin 
Speciallzlnl 5" continuous, 7. For Rent Misc. 
steel or aluminum gutters, .= INSIDE STORAGE FOR BOAT, Motorhome, 
Insta l lat ion,  repa i rs  & vehicle, etc, Garage size 10x24. 635.5177. 
,. 3p23 
c lean ing ,  
SERVING TERRACE, J MINI STORAGE UNITS il 
PRINCE RUPERT, SMITHERS * Budge.t'l~rlced I 
AND KmMAT • 24-hour access | 
Window & Door  Screen  • Port.A-Stor units also available I
Repa i rs  Too  635-5350 I 
Call Steve 638-0838 
I i i  
BAILIFF SALE 
1989 Ford Tempo GL, 4 Cyl, Automatic, 
Power Locks, Tilt, amlfmlcassette, 1989 Mercury 135 HP Outboard Motor. 
Cruise, AIC, 63,896 Kin. 
1987 Pontiac Bonneville, 3.8L, Auto, For ~n appointment to view, 
Cruise Control, A/C, lots of extras 
133,834 ~m. (~all 836-7649. All sales are on e 
'as Is.where Is' basis, no warren- 
1988 Ford Ranger 2,9L, 5 speed, AmlFM, dos or guarantees are Implied or 
86,524 km, given, 
1988 GMC S-15 Club Cab, 4 cyL 5 Speed, 
AM/FM Tape R. Jonoe 
r--SUPER SPECIALS--'q 
Portland Cement only ....... $8 , ,5Oper  bag 
Patio Blocks 8x]G only ............ $1 .OOo- -  
NEW SURPLUS LUMBER 
FOR SALE and Many Other 
Construction Supplies 
EcHo CONCRETE & BRICK 
4430 Keith Ave. 
635-9191 
¢. 
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7. For Rent Misc. 
SHELTERED WINTER STORAGE AvaRable for 













Winter storage space is 
available:for your boat, 
camper or motorhome. 
-;-;-. 
, Roofed, lighted, fenced 
compound 
. Guard dog protected 
. Reasonable rates 
40 YEARS IN THE 
BUSINESSI 
Where your R/V storage is our 
business, not a sideline. 
PHONE 
798-2267 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT 
8. Cars for Sale 
1979 OLDSMOBILE, 8 CYL, AUTO, PS/PB, air, 
tilt, cruise, new baltery, brakes exhaust, ires. 
Excellent buy at $2250. 638.0258, 3p23 
1980 FORD ECONOLINE CLUBWAGON. va, 
351 Windsor, automatic, AM/FM radio, 
cassette, dual tanks, side and rear tinted win- 
dows. Ideal for mushroom picker, $3,900 
OBO, 635-2513. 2p23 
1985 MONTE CARLO SS, LOAOEO. Mint con- 
dltion. 57,000 km. $10,450, Phone 
635.9525. 3p23 
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, LOADED, 5 speed with 
sunroof. High quality stereo. Excellent CORd. 
$9,800 060. Call 638-1896 2p24 
1980 FORD FAiRMONT STATION WAGON. 
New battery, radiator, U-joints, no oil added 
between changes, Clean inside and out. 
$2000 OBO. 635-2453, 3p24 
1983 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK. $2300. Call 
635-7903 after 5 pm, 3p23 
1989 PLYMOUTH ACCLAIM. G,C. A/C, 
85,000 km. 635-4429 days, 638-0160 even- 
inns. 3p24 
1989 4x4 SUZUKi SIDEKICK, Great mileage. 
New engine, extended wsrranty, excellent 
condition, $10,500 OBO. Call Doug/Cindy 
1-696-3290 eves, or leave a message. 4p24 
A NEW CAR AT 
A USED PRICE 
Estate Sale -- 1990 Chrysler 
New Yorker 5th Ave,, in NEW 
i condition; but just new 1/2 pricer 
$19,900 oo with NO GST 
Phone Wayne at 632-6401 
• JUST IN TIME 
FOR WINTER 
1991 Subaru Legacy Wagon 4x4 
Showroom Condition 
Only $19,500 oo 
Phone 632-6401 
or Fax 632-6889 
8. Cars for Sale 
CLASSIC 1965 MUSTANG; REOUILT 289 high 
pedormance ngine and. transmission. Ex- 
cellent cord, Body completely restored, New 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 FORD RANGER XL 4x4, 2.9 litre engine 
with rack and canopy. Low mileage. Excegent 
condition. Asking $8600. 635-7400 after 7 
pro. 15tfn 
1979 CHEV V.8, AUTOMATIC,-PS/PB, good 
tires, canopy, wooden side racks, 8' camper, 
$3,500 OBO. 846-9751 4p23 
1984 FORD BRONCO II, 5 SPD., AM/FM 
cassette. Excellent condition, $4995. 
635-9069. 3p23 
1986 NISSAN 4x4, P/S, P/B, 5 spd, low 
mileage, now tires. Ready for camper. Ex- 
candy apple red porsche pain~,.$7,900 OBO collent condition. Reduced price, $6400 OBO. 
Includes'z~over $2"POO"! In;r spare," parts:, w 635:52"/3.eveqings.. 4p24 
639"9323/ " ' ;  '"' ' :'" " "" 14tln .TWO 1930 CHEV TRUCKS. One runs, one for 
1990 FORD':!TAURU8 ' 3'~ltr. automatic with - parts'. 635.3780 3p24 
overdrive, p/w, Cruise, air; stereo, alrbag, blue FOR SALE: 1978 FORD BRONCO. Excellent 
Interior/exterior, 40,50.0 kin. $9,900 OBO. shape, new paint, rebuOt came(] 351, r~st 
692-3805. 4p22 replaced with metal, new tires, $7,500 OBO. 
MUST SEW 1982 MERCURY COUGAR. Ex- Call 845-7243(Houston). 4p24 
cellent condition. Asking $1,300, Call 
635-3102. 3p22 10, Aircraft 
1987 DODGE CARAVAN. Excellent condition. 
Call 635-7209 • ": 3p22 
1980 DODGE OMNI 4 SPEED, GOOD'condition, 
good allsassonal t res~.:Reduced to $950: Call 
635.3048.:; - 3p23 
ONE LOW-WING RADIO CONTROLLED airplane. 
72" wingspan, :60 size K and B engine. One 
high Wing Kadet rainer, .40 sized engine with 
7 channel radio. One full fuselage' Jot ranger 
radio controlled helicopter with hen radio and 
new .45 engine, 48" main rotor. Phone after 5 
pm. 632.6809" 2p24' 1986 IROG Z..LOW MILES. NEVER winter 
driven. Fully loaded. Excellent condition. 
$10,500. 635-1310 3p23 
1988 SUBARU STATION WAGON 
45,000 kin, 5 spd., AMIFM cassette,, roof 
rack, excellent condition. $7,000. Call 
635-2116. 3p22 
1085 CHEVROLET VAN. EXCELLENT 
lion. $4,500 OSO. Call 635.7971 "' 3p23 
1984 VW VAN. EXCELLENT CONDR--~'. 
$5,300. 635-6785 afternoons & evenings 
3p23 
S.A.  
Wants Your Late : 
Model Used Vehicle 
Shoppers Auto Mart Is look- 
ing to buy top qualify used 
cars and pick-ups for CASH. 
Drop by and see Rick for:a 
FREE estimate today l
SHOPPERS 
~ A R T  
15. Machinery 
03 CAT PLUS BACKHOE, $16,500.9 U 06 
Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 2.0C3 
Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & OC3 Cat parts. 2 
• 20' aluminum boats. 1.697-2474, 
1.697.2393. 16fin 
RENT TO OWN, 100% financing available. All 
types surplus construction equipment. New 
tilt deck equipment trailers in stock. Call In- 
land Equipment Sales~ Penticton 493-6791. 
4p21 
SET 8' LOGGING BUNKS, HEADACHE rack, 
drop hitch, lead pipes, Offers, 1.698-7627, 
Bums Lake. 4p22 
MOVING & MUST SELL: 1986 Case Super E 
Extendahne loader. 1985 Case 580 E 
Backhoe loader, 1987 Case 1835 B Skidsteer 
loader. 1979 Int'l 5.series tandem gravel 
truck, 1977 Int'14300 Transtar tandem gravel 
truck. 1974 Ford tandem gravel truck: Lots ol 
misc, tools. Call 635-7640 for more inlo,2p22 
1988 - 936E WHEEL LOADER, Wl 2.7 Yu 
bucket, ike new condition, 20.5x25 tires, 
90% remaining. Asking price $45,000, Call 
638.4600. 4p22 
1986 PACIFIC 510 LOGGING TRUCK. 3406 B 
400 with brake saver, 15 speed. SSHO 4.10 
differential, c/w 1988 Columbia Tri-axle log 
trailer. Excebentcondition. 635-4737. lp24 
16. Farm Produce 
RED POTATOES FOR SALE. 100 Ibs. 1or 
$20.O0.WIIIdellverin town. 635-2729 6p23 
GOOD QUALITY HORSE OR CATI'LE hay. 600 
lb. round bales. Call 690-7490. 4p24 
GOOD QUALITY HAY, NO RAIN. $3.50/bale. 
635-3380. 6024 
18, Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS & 
parts, We rebuild standard transmissions, 
transfer cases and rear ends. Bel-Air 
Automotive Auto Parts and Service. Phone 
846-5101, Telkwa B,C. 16tfn 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: back filling, levell- 
Ing, earth auger, backhoe, snow removal, 
clean up, sweeper/collector. Residentiallcom- 




PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 




CHILD CARE? ; 
Day care spaces are 
currently available in some 
day care centres or family 
homes for children aged 
2 and over. 
For a list of what's 
available call: 
SKEENA CHILD CARE 
SUPPORT PROGRAM 
20. Pets & Livestock 
SHELTY PUPPIES from quality stock, Here and 
arriving s~on, Sables, Tri's, Slues, breeders or 
pets. Guaranteed in writing. Reasonable. 
Misthllls 1.692-3403; 4p21 
4 YEAR BUCKSKIN MARE. 14 hh, very showy, 
very quiet. Started. hitched to cart, driven, 
some riding. Good with kids. 1.694-3376, 
4p21 
HORSES, 7 year old Quarter Horse gelding 3 
year old registered lilly. Both green broke. 
1-699-6990. 4p21 
7 YEAR OLD QUARTERHORSE/Appaloosa 
mare. 14,2 hands. Chestnut. in training with 
Holly PotUnger for 2 months. $2200 or best 
offer. 846.9863, 846-5583. 4p21 
POLY-PAY SHEEP. LAMBS DRESSED OUT 
$2.50,per lb. Rams for breeding, $100 each. 
Ewes, $75 each. Fleece $10 each. 
1-694-3796. 4p22 
NEAVE'S GENERAL STORE, FRANCOIS LAKE. 
New full size western saddle/bddle, $375. Set 
stainless steel hams. Carry full line horse 
tack. Will special order any item. Competitive 
prices. 1.695.6391 4p22 
ROTrl PUPS, CKC REG'D. Chmp lines confor- 
mation, obedience. Bred for excellence- 
disposition, intell, family raised. Avail 
30.09.92. Approved homes only. Call after 6 
pm or leave message (604) 847-3110. Prices 
$95041200. 4p22 
ONE YEAR OLD NEUTERED, registered 
purebred boxer for sale to good home. 
638-1636. 3p22 
ATTN: HUNTERS[ THERE ARE STILL some 
well.trained pack llamas available. Waiter, 
1-694.3456, Bums Lake. 4p23 
I WILL SELL SOME OF MY beautiful young 
ScoOsh Highland cows and calves. Phone 
Walter at 1-694.3456, Burns Lake. 4p23 
BISON: MALES, FEMALES AND long yearlings. 
Phone Walter, 1.694-3456, Burns Lake. 4p23 
FOR RENT: BARN & FIELD. Room for one 
horse. Water and light supplied. Available Im- 
mediately for $125/month. Leave message, 
638-8459 3p23 
CUTE & CUDDLY WHITE MINIATURE 
samyode-cross, 11 wk. old pupples. Shots in- 
cluded. $100. Call 635-4600. 3p23 
FOR SALE: WELSH MOUNTIAN PONY colt. 4 
months old. 846.9863 or 846-5833. 4p24 
21. Help Wanted 
FULLY QUALIFIED PART OR FULL-TIME hair. 
dresser. Apply in person to L.A. Looks in 
Houston or call 845-2444 4p22 
LOOKING FOR ~ RELIABLE BABYSITTER for 
occassional evenings. References required. 
Call 635-2435 lp24 
HIRING: LOCAL FAMILY RETAILER needs 
help. Training not necessary. We require a 
mature, enthusiastic hardworker. Needed are 
~:, :full or.pad-timesalaspeople. Apply in writing 
-~to-Box 5Or. c/o Terrace--Standard, 4647 
T'-[~ei~e Ave, Te~ce, B.C. VaG-1S8 3p2~ 
RESPONSIBLE BABYSI'n'ER IN N.EBY area. 
References required. 635-131 O 3p23 
WOOLWORTH ACCEPTS APPLICATIONS for 
employment every Wednesday. For an ap. 
plication & interview please apply In person 1o 
personnel dept, 1 p24 
BACKHOE OPERATOR NEEDED,with minimum 
2 years experience road building, Reply with 
resume to Box 205, c/o Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle, Terrace B.C. VaG 1S8.. 3p24 
$2004500 WEEKLY[ Assemble products at 
home, easyl No selling: You're paid direct. FuI- 
ly guaranteed. No experience necessary. Call 
1.504-641"-7778 Ext. 565, 24 hrs. lp24 
6412 Hwy 16 West door to door service. We come to you. Small I - I 
T E R R A C E, B. C. 15. Machinery dogs/cats, large dogs. Apts. Pdne varies on 
- -  1987 BOBCAT 743. APPROX. 5000 hrs. slze. 635.3772 or 638-1977 'Joanna'. 6p22 I EalTIU_p. !Q $30,OOO in3  i 635-5553 o,ese, engine. Asking $9,500. Trailer OP- SPRINGER SPANIEL PUPPIES. Nine weeks old- [ months'f lshing .Inlon.;.con.-J 
tlonal, 632.7653 3p22 AIl"verand white. Phone 845-2022. 4p21 I struotlon, canneries, oll.f)elds I 
i '  plus morel  For immediate I • ' REGISTERED ANGORA GOATS for sale. Mohair 
i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - = " I also avPJlable. Phone 1-694-3771 weekends or I " response  call I 
BnNTH" $ SpECial--'1 I afterO:3Op.m, weekdays. 4p21 I : .......... I 
I / l i l l l , ] l  I l l l ,  I i ns , , ,  I | YOUNG COCKATIELS, Quaker Parakeet', I 1 .504-646-4513 EXT. I 
I PO A lk l  I"% / I Ring neck Parakeets fOr sale by smail breeder" , I 1(565 (24 hrs.) I RTL ,,,u , , - - , ,  | | Also bonded and proven pairs of adult I ~u" '  . . . . . . .  ' l 
! , !  OU / I cockatiels, 1-045-7171. 4p21 _ ' 
iCEMENT ' -o  II • er bag '" Only ....... P I . . . .  i 
__ . ,  ..IpATIf3 / |  I Janes Pet Gallery ' • 
Ir-- = - ' - -  . . . .  ' $1  00 / I  I oog,.d co, 
IBLOCK  8x,8 Only es©h I I I 
- -  ' ...... - -  / I • Pet PortraRs 
SKEENA CONCRETE PRODUCTS / I Origi=X.o, stdPor#,it. "~8#"" 
, . 3751 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. • 1 ] ., Dogs, C.al~,Hor~esmdWlld~'e 635-6552 
I I I I I i 
23. Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
risers that the human rights code in British 
Columbia Iorb]ds publication ofany advertise. 
ment in connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
origin, or requires a job applicant to furnish 
any information concerning race, religion, col. 
our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'maw Is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
'female' is used, read also as 'male'. 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please be 
sure you have the correct box number as 
given in the ad. Address to: File , The Tar. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazel[e, Ave., Terrace, 
B.C,, VaG 1S8. Please do not include bulk 
goods or money to Box replies, 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Forms, 
framing, siding, finishing inside or out. No job 
too small. Mike Gray. 638.0822 32tfn 
PIANO LESSONS JUST FOR FUN, or study with 
the Toronto Conservatory Program. (Gr, I.X 
and A,R.C.T.) 22 years of qualified teaching 
experience. Certified Kelly Kirby, Kindergarten 
plane teacher, with L.R.S.M., B. Music, M. 
Music, and I~.M.T. Call Jesslca Okimi at 
635-4825. 8p21 
MOM OF ONE WILL BABYSIT in my home 
weekdays. Call 638-1662 3p22 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY .HOME on Scott Ave. 
Have lots of experience and references. Ages 
1V= & up. Call 635-3246. 3p23 
WILL DO HOUSEKEEPING. RELIABLE and 
honest with very go~ references. For more 
information call 635-5679 or 635-1171 after 
3:00 pro. 3p23 
ALTERATIONS AND GENERAL SEWING and 
handmade crafts. Ask for J.B. Phone after 1 
pm. 635-2435 3p24 
To get your results on 
SCOREBOARD drop 
them in at the office at 
4647 Lazelle, phone 
Malcolm at 638-7283 or 
fax them to 638-8432. 
I I  
23. Work Wanted 
WILL BABYSIT IN MY HOME. pra.sehoolers 
(newborn & up). Munroe St. on the Bench, 
Phone 635-5498, 3p24 
CONFIDENTIAL BOOKKEEPING SERVICE. Small 
business or self.employed. Mary at 
635.7474. 12p24 
"SWINGSHIFT" LIVE BAND available for book- 
ings, 1-695.6469 after 6 pro. 4p24 
Journeyman Carpenter 
Will do finishing, renoqations, Install 
cabinets, patio, painting, Also will build 
furniture. 
Preflnlshed Hardwood Floor= 
Walnut, maple, birch, ash, oak, cherry. 
Available in natural and various colors. 
1 $ (No sanding required) Size 2V= x 3/4 x t/4 
CALL 635-6277 (leave e message) 
WENDY'S 
FAMILY DAYCARE 
,k Quality licensed care 
for all ages. 




ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638.1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:56 Worship Servics 
Children's Praise Hour 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
FILIPINO 
CUISINE. SONGS & DANCES 
(Terrace Filcen Assoc.) 
6:30 prn- Saturday, Oct. 17/92 
Arena Banquet Room $25,00/person 
L mlte.d tickets available at N.W. Specialty" Foods, 4621 Lazelle 
The Skeena Hote l  HoL .ck_ey C lub  
Would Like to Congatulate ': 
The  Thorn l i i l l  Motors  OrangeMen 
For Winning the 3rd Annual 
Todd Gieselman Memorial Hockey Tournament 
We Would Like to Thank the Following Sponsors 
Totem Furniture R.D. Middelton Trucking 
McAlpine & Co. 
Kalum Tire 
Remax of Terrace .... 
Braid Insurance 
Safeway 
Christies : = 
Cedarland Tire 
All Seasons Sports 
Dairy:Queen 
Skeena Hotel 
/Shoppers Drug Mart 
Totem Press 
11. Recreational 3 Vehicles 638-111 RosesShop ' SkeenaBeverages Skeena Cold Beer & Wine Northern Computer Inc. 
1975 DODGE TRIPLE E. MOTORHOME. Recon- - -  ~ ~1~|~11~ II | L l l l '~  II I A Special Thanks to Cord Gillis & John Evans for all their help, 
ditioned. Sleeps 6. 3 way fddge, stove & tur- 
Race. 632-6043 3p22 
8' CAMPER. VERY GOOD CONDITION. $2000. IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place ~ost  and I fu l l y  I l censea ,  czeu~uutuu I r | 
635.9069. . 3p23 Found Classified. Phone 638-SAVE before 12 | I~ l~ l iR t  Clientele not I / i 1992 19' TRAVELAIRE TRAVEL TRAILER. Noon Saturdays. • I . . . . . .  " , : ,= ; . . .~ ; , ;~  I I M nt •Awning Iow-llte, dry weight 2,860 Ibs,' LOST: ONE LARGE MALE NEUTERED CAT, I ' " "  . . . . .  " '  I pulled by'4.3 VB. Save $3,000. $14,500. Call 0eclawed, solid black (5 yrs. old), named Ted. I ,~,_,, -s- . . . . . .  I 632.4828. 3p23 dy, wearing whte flea collar. Lost from 4500 II ~z4lS I ( l i i lO lU .  | 
block of Scott. Last•seen Sept, 10192. Call I ~ r j  e. ~ A ~ rj) i 
14. Boats & Marne: 638.8100. 2p23 I I0 t ,~  "L* l 'Of - -  I If you're reliable, then we 
I ' have an excellent opportuni- e 
I~OR SALE: 16 FT. ALUMINUM PRINCE craft,. LOST: BLACK SUEDE LEATHER JACKETwlth I "| | ty to make additional in- | 
forward controls, start &steodng 30 hp. paisley trim on shoulders. Lost at Hanky . 
Mariner outboard, also included 1-8 hp. Panky's on Sept, 17192. Reward offered, 1 i come in your spare t ime. l 
Madner brand new kicker, a six foot inflatable 635.4967. . 2'1)23 CRUISE L INES 
with 21/= hp Madner; Boat cover, oars, life FOUND: AT CHRISTY PARK. Raincoat & ' / I If you or someone you know | 
sweatshlrt Phone 635.3475 2p24 | I is interested, then give us a | jackots, 2crabl2shrimptraps, complete with . . NOW HIRINB. / / call TODAY! 
trailer. $8000 Firm. 635.6617 days, i 635.9023 evenings. 3p22 NOTICE TO PERSON WHO CONTACTED me I regardino lost bright orange teethlng bal l .  $300/$900 weekly, 
ORDER NOW IN TIME FOR THE SEASON. Please call me again as I misplaced your ad- nhntnnr=nhore tr~Hr n.|tlno | BACK.UP CARRIERS 
Steelhead spinners custom tied flies. Boyce dress. Phone635-2940. 2p24 ca;nowo~ke~s~,dec,~=l~an;slo;us . NEeoEo - , | I . . . . . .  I BACKUP c,nR,ens / l 
Fishln' Works. P.O.Box 1347, Bums Lake, , r I I  M,n:v,staana IARENEEOEDFOR | ~ | 
B.0. VOJ.1E0 4p22 FOUND: 2 MTH. OLD PUPPY. Seems to be a . • shepherd. On StraumelN,Kalum TrallerCoud. morel Hawaii, Caribbean, l Agar, MoaeeKarea IALtOFTHEUPLANOS I ~ II 
I 4600. 4700 elock IANr~ °nNHIt'L | '~ I 
than25' CAL50 GLASShrs. on1976rebultCOMMANDtwin 165bridge'hp MercLeSS 638-8054. 2p24 uanamas, 1 t.z.n. ~ • ~ I 
Cruiser Motors and leg, EZ load trailer, Good FOUND•: 6-7 MTH CALICO CAT. Bolderwoud 1-504-646-4500 ExL C5§5 
Trailer Court, brown flea collar DK/PK - - .  / Ter race  S tandard  , /~ 
cond i t ion .~Lots  of extra's. . . . . .  1692-7291.m.n. " 4:? 2Burns 63-5-1338. ", 2p24 Z4 noun, l/ 638-7283 / 
24 RBNELL IN G.C, FULL HARDTOP, sleeps - - ~ - - 
5. Stove, slnk, lcebox. Recently rebuilt VO &- 20. Pets & Livestock ~ THETERRACE & DISTRicT i leg, Trailer, 635.4429 days, 638.0160 even- 




Glint Drummond with pet ferret "Phoenix" 
"First winner eli"Best Cared For Pet" perpetual: 
trophy donated by Mr. & Mrs. Vlcki Siddall: 
iHolly Norman-with pet cat "Meow Chow" 
Second winner of "Best Cared For Pet"plaque 
donated by Mrs. Sandy Norman. 
Angola Boutiller with pet rabbit "Bubba" : 
Third winner of "Best Cared ForPet" p laque 
donated by Mrs. Sandy~Norrnan, 
Thank:you to all who participated in the 
:i i pet show: at the Fall Fair. 
%, , , 
24, NOtices: 
PRO-LIFE EDUOATION available to general 
~ubllc; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as aber. 
-tion an~ euthanasia, Student .enquiries 
• welcome. Ca11635.3646. 5tfn 
BORED?LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite. 
ment, perhaps a tropical Island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635:6181 and catch the splritl 2tfn 
25, eus!pess 
Opportunities 
VENDING ROUTES, BEFORE YOU INVEST, 
Investigatel Get the straight facts on vending 
investments , from $5,500.. Eagle profit 
systems; 1.800-387-CASH. 3p21 
'ACCENT ON HAIR': AN 8 STATION, fully 
equipped salon in new premises complete 
:'with stock, is being offered for sale. Askin0 
.price: $15,000'0B0. Some financing is 
,available tar qualified purchase. For an ap- 
pointment tO view, contact Rick Jones at 
635-7649. -.. lp24 
SIMPLE PROVEN WORK-AT.HOME Income op. 
podunity, For free Info send address and 2 
first class stamps to: M.P.E., Box 161, 
7101-C, 120th St,, Delta, B.C. V4E 2AO 4p24 
When Opportunity 
Knocks... 
Newly decorated Beauty Salon for sale, 
pdced dght. Well established cllentelle, 






Wanted a mature, bondable 
~erson/couple with office 
and handyman skills. Must 
be neat, organized, enjoy 
gardening and dealing with 
the public. 
Salary includes on site 
residence. Send handwritten 
resume by October 1 5 to: 
Lazelle Mini Storage 





and or  
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
STUDENTS 
Progressive dental office requires 
FULL TIME Certified Dental Assis- 
tant or Dental Assistant Students 
willing to in-office train and be willing 
to take the Ceditied Dental Assistant 
program through open learning 
course at the college. Applicants 
must be caring, dedicated, people 
oriented and a team player. 
Salary to communsurate with ex- 
)efience. 







TERRACE DISTRICT COMMUNITY SERVICES SOCIETY 
We are accepting applications for auxiliary support 
workers to work with mentally challenged people. 
Successful applicants will have a grade 12 educa- 
tion and a proven ability to work as part of a team. 
Applications and resumes can be submitted to 
Luanne Jeffrey atthe following address: 
: ...... 2 -3215 Eb_y__Str_ept ................................. ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
VSG 1 X6 
ASSISTANT 
INSTRUCTION 
The Terrace Blueback Swim Club requires two assistant in- 
structors, Must be able to work harmoniously with and 
motivate young developing swimmers. Instructors will report 
to the Head Coach and work under his direction. 
These are part.time positions Development II approx. 36 
hrs. per month; DeveloPment i approx, 10 hrs. per month. 
: Completion of Level I and computer literacy are assets but 
n0tmandatory. 
Employment to commence Oct. 5, 1992. 
Salary to I~e negotiated. 
Please send resume to T.B.S.C., Box 241, Terrace B.C. 
VaG 4A2 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
The Unlverdty of Nor,hem BdtJsh Columbia (UNBC) invites applicants for the 
following podtion: 
REGIONAL SECRETARIES 
The Unlvandty of Northern Bdttsh Columbia Is seeking qualified applicants for 
the position of Regional Secretaries to bs located in Fort St. John and 
Tenses, 
The duties will include a wide vadety of administrative and secretarial 
work, much of whldt ts Nnsltive In nature. Areas of responsibility will Include 
dealing with correspondence end records in a highly efficient manner, 
scheduling of meeting,= and travel, and providing students, and others, with 
Informe~on about UNBC programs, admission requirements and registration. 
The Secretary will also be expected to professionally interaot with students, 
vidto~ rialson Committees, and the publio, in person and over the telephone. 
The imocsssful candidate will have extensive experience aea senior 
secretary, with a great deal of publlo relations experience. Extensive 
knowledge of work proc~salng (WordPerfect) Is a must; previous database 
and spreadsheet experience would be an asset. Knowledge of distance 
technology and previous sxpodence in the post.sscondary field would be an 
ant  
In a~¢ordance with Canadian Immigration requirements° pdodty will be 
given to Canadian oitizene and permanent residents of Canada, The 
[Jnlvend. ty of Northern Bdti=h Columbia is ocmmltted to the pdndple of equity 
in employment 
Sei=flee are open depending upon qualifications and experience. 
AppliCationl= in..wdllng.ldlould.be postmarked on or before October 9, 1992 
and direct~ to ~ ||aoreee I=elow, " 
Director of  Human Resource,= - 
u.,va-.y of Nort.... U I B= ¢ 
BriUsh Columbia 
P.O. Bag 1950, Station A 
Pdnce George, B.C, 
VYL 6P2 
A 
CITY OF TERRACE 
ADVISORY PARKS AND 
RECREATION COMMISSION 
The Terrace Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission re- 
quires volunteers interested in the development of parks and 
recreation services in Terrace. 
Individuals are expected to meet monthly to provide informa- 
tion and advice to Terrace City Council for matters relating to 
parks and recreation. 
Interested persons are asked to forward a letter stating per- 
sonal interests and related experience to: 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation 
3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. VaG 2X8 
Letters should be received by October 9, 1 992. 
GATEWAY 
BEHAVIORAL SUPPORT SERVICES 
Is searching for 
BEHAVIORAL SUPPORT 
THERAPISTS 
to work 0n an outreach basis in vadous areas of the Cadb0o and the 
North. (i.e. Prince Rupert or Terrace, Smithers, Dawson Creek or Ft. St. 
John and Pdnce George). These positions will be permanent part-time 
and require flex hours. Behavioral Support Therapists report directly to 
the Support Services Coordinator in Pnnce George and will provide sup- 
port and direct services. Duties such as assessment of behavior, 
designing and implementing programs, providing hands on training to 
careglvers and evaluating procedures. 
Qualilications: Degree/diploma In social sciences or equivalent; two 
years experience with children with autism; experience working with 
families and other social services professionals; availability to take 
Gateway training; own vehicle and ability to travel. 
Closing Bale: October 12, 1992. 
Apply stating geographical area of interest o Andrea Emmons, Support 
Services Coordinator, .1023 LaSalle Ave., Prince George, B.C., V2L 
4J6 or FAX 561-1195. 
l 
MINISTRY OF ATTORNEY GENERAL 
:,,:, ~ ,,. Branch .~ . . .  Criminal • Justice ' " . . . . .  
• ,, ,  .~  ( ,  ~ ,-:%~,~ .~'t' , ~'~ - .  ' .~  Dd,~,~ 
LEGAL SECRETAR  
Clerk  S tenographer  4 
Halftime 
' SMITHERS - 
Competition AG92:2709 $15;23 to $1 (~.35 Iloudy 
A challenging opportunity awaits you In this position. 'Thts busy office re. 
quires an energetic secretary to provide secretarial, administrative, and 
cledcal support for CrownCounasl. Duties include monltodng case files to 
ensure resdlneas for Court; preparing all documents and correspondence 
related to Court proceedings; notifying witnesses of •al dates and adjourn. 
ments; prepedng a vsdety of routine legal documents; Ilalalng with Police, 
Judiciary, and defence lawyers; typing confidential correspondence; and 
performing other general office duties, 
The successful applicant must possess 4 years stenographic expedence 
and have 50 words per minute typing, with Word Perfect experience an 
asset. Prefer Grade 12, supplemented with legal secretarial course; 4 years 
related experience within the Cdmlnal Justice system; and knowledge of 
Cdmlnal Code and Coud proceedings. Demonstrated ability to work In- 
dependently and communicate effectively under stressful clrcumstances ~n. 
cluding dealing with reluctant or hostile clients. Applicants must consent o s 
pollce record and other reference checks. An eligibility list may be establish. 
ed. 
Please submit your application and resume no later than 4:30 p.m, on Oc- 
tober 21,1992, quoting the appropdats competition umber, to: Mlnlalry of 
Attorney General, Regional Personnel Office, #320 - 1011 Foudh 
Avenue, Pdnce George, B.C., V2L 3H9 (fax S65-4161 ). If you requlre any 
Information or a Job dsscdption, please contact Mr. John Bruce, Manager 
-Administrative Support, Pdnce George, at 565.6090 or the Regional Per- 
sonnel Office at 5S5-6575. 
The Province ~f  Britbh Columbia is committed to employment equity. 
ACCOUNTING CLERK 
CONTINUING FULL-TIME 
Nodhwsst Community College has an Immediate opening for 
an Accounting Clerk. The salary will be In accordance with the 
Collective Agreement between the College and B.C.G.E.U. 
Level Four. 
• DUTIES: Through the medium of Integrated computedzed 
accounting system the successful applicant will: 
Review, prepare and Input source documents into the 
system. Have a full understanding of all aspects of an 
accounting system Including accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, cash control and other financial transactions. Compile 
repeals and financial Information using the accounting system 
end other computer equipment as required. 
Maintain existing department filing systems. Respond to 
quedes from internal and external sources. Perform other 
incidental duties within the accounting department, 
• EDUCATION: Secondary School graduation end s two year 
accounting certificate preferred or equivalent combination of 
education and work expedence, 
• SKILLS: Ability to relate effectively with other staff members, 
to work with s minimum of supervision and to possess s good 
knowledge of cledcal and office proceauree. Familiarity with 
computer systems. 
• EXPERIENCE: A minimum of two years related accounting 
expeflence, 
For more information contact Llnda McMurrsy at 835.6511 
(local 312). Resumes should, be submitted In confidence not 
later than October 7, 1992 to: 
Competition O2.062B 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 720, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
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Our client is one of B.C.'s largest forest products Co.'s. Several posi- 
tions have arisen for 4th.5th year or newly designated CGNCMA's to 
work in one of their pulp mill locations. Specific duties will largely de- 
pend on the skills of the successful candidates but will principally In- 
volve financial accounting tasks including analysis, adjusting journal 
entry prep, etc, In a large mainframe environment. For more informa- 
tion please call Ben Moxon, CA or Susan Frost, CA at Moxon Personnel 
Ltd. (604) 688.5100 or send resumes to Suite 1500 - 701 West 
Georgia Street, Box 10025, Vancouver, B.C. V7Y 1A1. 
7e,  ccccd, e, Freightliner Trucks 
A Division of Terrace Truck & Dleeel 
5408 Hwy. 16 West, P.O. Box 1032, Terrace, B.C. VaG 4V1 
Terrace Truck & Diesel is looking for a self motivated person 
to fill the position of 
SHIPPER-RECEIVER 
Job applicants must ;)ossess a valid driver's licence, be 
able to lift heavy objects, and must be capable of working 
unsupervised, 
Resumes can be drol~ped off at our office Monday to Fri- 





REMIT APPLICATION TO: 
Mr. A .Shepherd, Principal 
E.T. Kenney Primary School 
4620 Loen Av'~. Terrace, B.C. VaG lZ5  
SCHOOL DISTRICT #88 
(Terrace) 
,'~ HOME A N.D,:~_SE~HOOIc,.,P.~r'~mlN~AT,~'~r~","' 
' :E.T:'Kel~ney 15Yin~r~ choi~l has an opening for:a HOMEAND 
"SCHOOL CO.ORDINATOR. This part-time position is 2 hours 
per day, The salary ranges between $13.72 and $17.15 per 
hour depending upon qualifications and training. 
The primary duties of thisposit ion are (1) to assist the 
Principal and staff in enhancing the liaison between Native 
students, their parents, Native bands, and the school; and (2) 
to assist Native students in successfully completing their 
studies, 
ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
1 Intimate knowledge and understanding of the local 
(Terrace) Native Indian Culture and Heritage. 
2. Demonstrated ability to relate to the various Native Ifidlan 
groups within the immediate area, both status and non- 
status. 
Suitability for a courlselllng role, 
Suitability for a liaison position between the home and 
school. 
Access to a vehicle and possession of a valid B.C. 
Drivers License. 
Closing Date: 
October 6, 1992 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, 
LANDS AND PARKS 




Clerk  Steno 3 
SKEENA DISTRICT - SMITHERS 
Competition EL92',2720 $26,893 - $28,959 
B,C, Parks is e leader In providing Quality Service to the public In our day to 
day management of the Provincial Perks system of Bdtish Columbia, You will 
be front line contact for the organization and have constant dealings with 
people by providing a wide variety of public information via telephone, In 
wdtlng and in person. You will be responsible for: complex word processing; 
answeflng e busy switchboard; maintaining s complex filing system; 
photocopying and facsimile services; processing incoming and outgoing 
mall; edmlnlstedng the District petty cash fund; coordinating travel and 
meeting arrangements; monitoring and replenishment of office auppfles; 
entedng Park attendance data Into computedzed system. You must have the 
ability to work Independenffy when required end participate prosatlvely as a 
member of a highly motivated team, 
Qualifications: Grade 12 graduation plus a minimum three years ctadcal ex. 
parlance which included: filing, receptionist duties and administrative pro. 
ceduree or equivalent combination of education and expedance. Accurate, 
advanced word processing skills on Word Perfect 6,1. Minimum two years 
expedenae In meeting and dealing with the public on a consistent basis, 
Good grammar; proofreading skills; organization/time management skills; 
ability to commun cats effectively and professionally •both orally end In 
wdtlng; strong Interpersonal skills; a~llity to type minimum of 50 wpm 
(keyboarding skills will be tested using W.P. 5.1). 
Please submit your application by October 21, 1992 to: Madlynne Fee, 
Regional Human Resource Coordinator, Ministry of Environment, Lends ,and 
Parks, Northern B,C. Region, #430 - 1011 Fourth Avenue, Pdnce 
George, B.C, V2L 3H9, TEL; 565.7027; FAX: 665-6429. Please quote 
Competition umber. 
The Province of British Columbia Is committed to employment eq'vtty. 
I 
I 
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24. Notices 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE •SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
NOTICE 
FALL CLEAN-UP WEEK 
OCTOBER 5 TO 9, 1992 
The City of Terrace's Public Works Department will 
pick up extra garbage and refuse, free of charge, 
on the above dates. 
This service does NOT include car bodies, stumps 
or industrial waste. Kindly arrange to have this ex- 
tra garbage andwaste  material set out on your 
regular pick up day. Please have garbage and 
waste material in plastic bags or cartons to assist in 
the pick up. 
Residents are reminded to check their Add-A-Day 
Calendars, as garbage pick up days change follow- 
ing all Statutory Holidays. 
The City of Terrace 
.SANITARY 
~ ~ LANDRU-  




Effective October 1, 1992 
the Landfill site 
will be open from noon 
to 5:00 pm daily. 
32. Legal Notices 
   ,ov,ocoo, t]tiliSh Columbia ForesIs 
lel~lp I Government Gouvernement 
ol Canada du Canada 
Feest~f Forels 
Canada Canada 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Notice of Federal/Provincial contract project(s) 
to be financed by the Government of Canada• 
F:oreet~y Gonads asd the British Columbia 
Min[stw,of Forests under the Forest Resource 
Development Agrecmant.(FRDA). 
Sealed tenders for the tollowing Juvenile 
Spacing contracts will ba received by the Oistrlct 
Manager, MinistW of Forests, Kelum" Forest 
District, 200.5220 :Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
e.c,, on the dates shown below: 
CONTRACT: ST93R05.005 
LOCATED: Terreca-KItlmat 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalur~ 
FOR: Juvenile Spacing on 500 Hectares• 
VIEWING DATE: October 7 - -  9. 1902, isaving 
Kalum Forest District office, 200.5220 
'. Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. at 8:30 p.m, 
~IEWIND OF THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT ~ " 
;~=ING A 8ID 18 MANDATORY. ...... "' • 
I~EADUNE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS'• • 
09:0D am, Monda~,,:February 15, 1993, 
at which time all tenders wilt be opened, 
'CONTRACT: STE3R05.008 
LOCATED: Tarrsce.KItlmat 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
FOR: Juvenile Spacing on 200 Hectares, 
VIEWING DATE:Oct. 12 .16  1992 leaving 
Kalum Forest District office. 280-5220 
: Keith Avenue, Tarrana, B,C; at 8:30 p.m. 
• VIEWING OF THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT- 
T NG A B O S MANDATORY. 
DEADLII~E FOR RECEIPT OF; TENDERS: 
• L 09:00 am, Monday, F.abruary 18, •f993, 




FOR: Juvonlis Spacing on 200 Heetsres. 
VIEWING DATE: Oct, 12 -- 18, t992, leaving 
Katum Forest District office. 200-5220 
Kellh Avenue, Terrcce, B.C. at 8:30 p.m, 
VIEWING OF.THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT. 
"rING A BID JS MANDATORY - 
DEADUNE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
Ol~:O0 am. Monday, February 22, 1993, 
ot which lime all tenders will be opened• 
Sealed tenders for the following Pruning con- 
tracts will be reclevad by the District Manager, 
MIn[stP/ of Forests, Kalum Forest District, 




FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
FOR: Pruning on 200 Hecfares, 
VIEWING DATE:Oct,' 12 -- 16, 1992, leaving 
Kelum Forest Dletrict office, 200-5220 
Keith Avenue. Terrace, B,C, at 8:30 e,m. 
VIEWING OF THIS SiTE PRIOR TO SUBMIT. 
TING A BI0 IS MANDATORY. 
DEAOUNE FOR RECEIPTOF TENDERS: 
09:00 am, Monday, March 8, 1993, 
at which time ell tenders will be opened, 
CONTRACT: PRD3R05.Ol 3 
LOCATEO: Tarr~ce.KItlmat 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
FOR: Pruning on 200 Hectares. 
VIEWING DATE: Oct 12 -- 18,1992, leaving 
Kalum. Forest District olllce, 200.5220 
Keith Avenue. Terrace, B.C, at 8:30 e,m. 
VIEWING OF THIS.SITE PRIOR TO SUBMiT- 
TING A BID IS MANDATORY. 
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
09:00 am Monday. March 1E, t993, 
at which time all lenders wil be opened, 
CONTRACT: PR93R05-014 
LOCATED: Terraca-Kgimo~ 
FOREST DISTRICT:, Kalum 
FOR: Pruning an 200 Hectares 
VIEWING DATE: Oct. 12 ..~ 10 1992, leaving 
Kelum Forest District office. 200.5220 
Ketth Avenue. Terrace, B.C. at 8:30 e,m, 
VIEWING OF THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT- 
TING A BID IS MANDATORY, 
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
08:00 era, Monday, March t 5, 19S3, 
at which lima ell lenders will be opened, 
CONTRAOT: PRS3RO5-Ot 5 = 
LOCATED: Terrsee.KItlmel 
FOREST DISTR OT Kalum, , • 
FOR; Prunthg ontO0 Hectares, 
VIEWING DATE: October 9. 1992, leaving 
Kalum Forest District office, 200.8220 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. at 8:30 e.m. 
VIEWING OF THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT. 
TING A BID IS MANOATORY. 
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
09:00 aft, Monday, March 22, 1993, 
at which t~e all tandem Will be opened. 
Tendare must be aubmltled on the form and in 
the envelOpeS supplied which, with the Pa~'. 
ticulara, may be oblekled at the.time of the ~dew. 
ing from the' F~'ast Off lear conducting the vieW. 
Ing Irlp. 
The lowest ot ~y  lander wll! not necee~arlly 
be accepted. : 
Coptant Rocky Chas; Ineramontal Forsetor or 
Pat 6mlth, Forest Olflcar (t]¢rementel Assistant) 
al 838-3290 for further k~formetton, -. 
Conl l lot sward  is EubJast to fuhdlngb~ing 
ev=V=te&lU~,m, ~!:*: L : 
-- • , .' :.- '- 'v:-'JOh~ Pen~ 
• 8pendlno Autho~ty - 
P,ovlnco ol Ministry OI 
British Columbia Fo,este 
Iq~,  ! Government Gouvemement 
of Canada du Canada 
Feest~y Forets 
Canada Canada 
"CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Notice of Fadaral/Provlnclal contract project(s) 
to be financed by the Government of Canada. 
Forestry Canada and the British Columbia 
Ministry of Forests under the Forest Resource 
Development Agreemant.(FRDA),, 
Sealed tsndere far the following Juvenile 
Spacing contracts w~ll be recelved by the Diatdct 
Manager, MinlatW of Forests. Katum Forest 
District, 200.5220 Keith Avenue. Terrace, 
B.C,, on the dates shown below: 
CONTRACT: ST93R08.008 
LOCATED: Ten'ace.KItlmat 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
FOR: Juvenile SPacing on 100 Hectares, ~; 
VIEWING DATE: October 5 & 6, 1992, leaving 
Katum Forest District Orffk:a, 200.5220 
Kelth Avenue, Tarrsca, 8.C. at 8:30 p.m. 
VIEWING OF THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT- 
TING A BID IS MANDATORY, 
DEADUNE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
09:00 am, Monday, Februar~ 22. 1893, 
at which time ell tenders will be opened. 
CONTRACT: ST93RO5.O09 
LOCATED: Terrsce.KIt]mat 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
FOR: Juvenile Spacing on 100 Hectares, 
VIEWING DATE: October 6 & 6, 1992, leaving 
]~lom Foresl District office, 200.5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. at 8:30 a,m. 
VIEWING OF THIS SiTE PRIOR TO SUBMIT- 
TING A BID IS MANDATORY. 
DEADUNE FOR RECEIRT OF TENDERS: 
09:00 am, Monday, March 1, 1903, 
at which time ell tonders will be opened. 
CONTRACT: ST93R05.010 
LOCATED: Terrace.Kit]mat 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
FOR: Juvenile Spaothg on 80 Hectsras. 
VIEWING DATE: October 5 & 6, 1992, leering 
Kalum Forest District office, 200-5220 
Kelth Avenue, Tarrase. B.C. at 8:30 a.m, 
VIEWING OF THIS SiTE PRIOR TO SUBMIT* 
"TING A BID IS MANDATORY, 
DEADUNE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
09:00 emo Monday, Mamh 1, 1993, 
at which time all tenders will be opened. 
CONTRACT: STO3R05.011 
LOCATED: Terrsce-KItimat 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
FOR: Juvenile 8pacing on 80 Hastsras. 
VIEWING DATE: October 8 & 6, 1992; leaving 
Kalum Forest DisMot office, 200-5220 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. at 8:30 e.m, 
VIEWING OF THIS SiTE PRIOR TO SUBMIT- 
TING A BID IS MANDATORY, 
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
08:00 am, Monday. March 8, 1993, 
at which time all tenders will be opened. 
TENDERS INVITED 
SIDE WALK SNOW REMOVAL 
VARIOUS LOCATIONS • USI"ED BELOW 
To p'ovide snow removal s~ces for British Columbia 
BuilCngs Corporation. for the ped0d fen November 1, 
1992 to April 15, 1993. 
T.JC015 • Terrace Coarthou~e & Health Unit 
T.JCO16 • Terrace I~s  Profesdanal Se~ces & 
4825 Kalth Ave. 
T.JC017, Terrace B.C. Buildings and 
• " Ambulance Station 
T,JCOI8 - S~dthars C0urlh0~se and Access Cast~ 
T.JCOl9 • S~lthare Health Unit, Mant~ Health acd 
For'esW Warehouse 
T.JC020 • Burns Lake, Decker Lake M~dstry of Forests 
Tender documents may be obtained alter 0ciol~r 8, 
1992 h'om Bdtish Columbia Buildings Corporatlm, 2918 
S, Eby Street. Terrace, B,C. V8G 2X5, 
Sealed Tenders will be recel,~d at 2918 S. B~y Street, 
Terrace, B,C, VaG 2X5 until 3:00 PM, 0ctof~r 21.1992 
,~ and will,be ..opened in puhlic at p~at Jme, 
"F~ lurttW N0¢~,lt~.phese COnt~t Jgl Ct~mt0rd 
', ~/.~t Hall'll Tense ai'830.3221, "-" 
Province of Forests ' -~z~.~'] 
British Columbia 
NOTICE INVmN6 APPLICATION FOB 
TIMBER SALE LICENSE A42711 
Pursuant o Section 16 af the Forest Act, seal- 
ed tender apl~lcaticns will be accepted by the 
Disb';ct Manager, Kalum Forest Dlethct, Terrace, 
British Columbis, up to 08:30 era. on the 8th day 
of October 1982, to be opened at 09:30 am on 
the 8th day of October 1992, for a Timber Sale 
License to authorize the harvesting af 9,555 
cubic metres, more or less, of timber 
rccaled in the'vicinity of Brown Bear Forest Ser- 
vice Road (8 kin} In the Kalurn Timber Supply 
Area, 
TOTAL VOLUME: 9.565 cub~ metres, more or 
less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 93%. Balsam: 2%, 
Spruce: 4%, Pine: 1% 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $8.37 
Diddlno Is restricted to persons registered in 
• the Small Boa~naas Fareet Enterprise Program, 
Categories One (1) and Two (2). 
Padiculars may be obtained from the District 
• Manager at 200.5220 Kelth Avenue. Ten'ace, 




NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that The Regional District of Kitimat.Stlkine of Ter- 
race; B.C., intends to make application for a statutory right-of- 
way of land generally situated in the community of Thornhlll, 
B.C. and more specifically described In (a) below: 
(a) Dedicated Parkland as shown on Plan 10016, District Lot 
4001, Bange 5, Coast District containing 0,075 ha. 
The purpose for which the land is required iS a Water Utility 
Corridor. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
Lands Division, Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO. Telephone: 
847.7334. 
File No.: 6405219 
Dated Sept. 18, 1992 
Bob Marcellin - Adminis~ator 
(Name of aoent) 
Seated tenders for the fallowing Pruning con. 
Irscte will bs reclavad by the District Manager, 
Ministry el Forests, Kelum Forest District, 
200.5220 KalUt Avenue, Terrace, B.C, on the 
dates shown below: 
CONTRACT: PR93RO5.016 
LOCATED: Termce-KItlmet area 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kalum 
.FOR: Pruning on 50 Hecisrec, 
VIEWING DATE: October 5 & 6, 1992. leaving 
Kalum Forest Oletrict office. 200.8220 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B:C, at 8:30 a,m. 
VIEWING OF THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT. 
TING A BiD le MANDATORY.. 
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF TENDERS: 
09:00 era, Monday; March 22, 1993, 
st which tlma all tenders wlg be opened, 
CONTRACT: PRg3ROS.017 . 
LO~ATED: Terrsce,KItln~t 
FOREST DISTRICT: Kak~m 
FOR: Pruning on 80 Hectares, 
VIEWING DATE: October e & 6, 1902, leaving 
Kalum Forest Dleffk~t office,. 200,8220 
Kalth Avenue, Terrace; B.C.at 8:30 a,m, . 
V EWlNG OF THIS SITE PRIOR TO SUBMIT. 
TING A BID IS MANDATORY, 
DEAOUNE FOR RECEIPI" OF TENDERS: 
09:00 am, Monday, March 22, 1893, 
at which Ikne all tenders will I~a opened. 
Tenders muat be eubmlttod on the form end in I 
the ecvetopea Supplied which, with the par- I 
Ilcuisrs, may be obleined at the time of the view. 
in9 from the F0rnt Officer c0~duotlng the view. 
: The lowest otasy tender w,I not neceesatlty 
be accepted.' 
Conts~t Rocky Chart, IncrementAl Forester or 
Pat ~mlth, Forest Officer (Incremental A~alstant) 
et 838-3290 for fudhef ~to~matlon. 
Cahtrsct sward Is eobl~l to funding being 
available l lhe gme. .  
John I~  
epend~Z Auth~lq 
SUPPLY & INSTALLATION OF 
ALUMINUM WINDOWS,  PATIO GLASS AND 
CONVERSION INSERTS 
Plnerldge Terrace, 
Prince Ruped, S.C. 
SEALED TENDERS 
ere Invited for Public Tendemll192/B4. 
Tender Documents end Bid Deposit Insb'uction8 am available at: 
B.C. Housing Managment C0mmlsslon - Home Office 
1701 -4330 Klngeway, Bumaby, B.C, V5H 4G7 
Telephone: 433-1711 
OR' 
B.C. Houaln9 Menagment Commission - Coastal Prince Rupert Office 
1400 Kootenay Avenue, Prince Rupert, B,O. V8J 3X5 
Telephone: 627-7501 
Tenders will be received at B.C,H.M.C, - Coastal Pdnce Rupert Office at the 
above address, only up to: 
2:00 p.m. Thursday, October 1 IS, 1982 
end publicly opened st that time. 
A MandMofy Site Mee.tlng will be held for contractors on Monday, October 
S, 1932 at 10:30 -.m. et 1320 Summit Avenue, Prince Rupert, B,C. 
The 0ommlsslon Reserves the right to reject all tenders and to accept any 
tender It considers advantageous. The lowest or any tender may not 
riecessadly be accepted. 
RrriSH 





F'~ (. ¢,"~- 
INVITATION TO BID 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Terrace Regional Health Care Society Invites contractors to tender sealed 
bids for the snow clearing and sanding contracts for the 1992.93 winter 
season at the Terracevlew Lodge site, 4103 Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5G9, Please submit separate bids for snow removal and for sanding, 
Specifications and conb'sct conditions may be picked up at Terraceview 
Lodge, Monday to Friday, between 8:30 mn -4:30 pm. General Inquiries 
may be dlrocted to Genlene Suthedand, Administrative Assistant, telephone 
638.0223, 
Deadline for receipt of tenders le Fdday, October 9/92 at 3:30 pm. The 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The successful 
tenderer will be notified n writing. 
(~ " Province el I~nislt)' el British Columbia Forests 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
THUNDERBIRD INTEGRATED RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT PLAN 
The Thunderbird Resources Advisory Committee 
has submitted a Plan to the District Manager for his 
Consideration and implementation. The area 
covered in the Plan includes Lakelse Lake and the 
Lakelse River. 
The Plan is available for public review and com- 
ments at the Ministry of Forests, Kalum Forest 
District Office, #200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia V8G 1 L1 
There will be a public meeting scheduled this fall to 
present the final operational plan. 
For further information please contact Norm Parry 
at 638-3290.  
REQUEST FOR TENDERS 
Ministry of Environment, 
Lands and Parks 
BC Parks invites tenders for the purpose of operating a day- 
use area within Driftwood Canyon Provincial Park. 
Ddftwood Canyon Provincial Park is located 10 km northeast 
of Smithers, off Highway No. 16, on Babine Lake Road. 
Tender packages will be available at the BC Parks office in 
Smithers, 3790 Alfred Avenue, as of Tuesday October 13, 
1992, at a non-refundable cost of $26.75 per package (GeT 
included). Cash or certified cheque only please. 
A mandatory site viewing will begin at 10:00 a.m., Tuesday 
October 20, 1992 at Driftwood Canyon Provincial Park 
followed by a bidders meeting at the BC Parks office in 
Smithers, B.C. 
The deadline for submitting sealed tenders is Friday October 
30, 1992, at 2:00 p.m. 
Information about this contract opportunity may be obtained 
by contacting the BC Parks office in Smithers at (604) 
847-7320. 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, 
LANDS and PARKS 
CiTY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
I THE CITY OF I LTERRACEJ LANE CLOSING 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to close and stop up 
a lane. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area; within the City of Terrace, shown in 





LOt ! ~" 
' LANE ' 
ns~i~o~ Lor z 
. LOT I PLAN |450 
• PLM4 34|0 
OLSON AVENUE 
I 
By City of Terrace By-Law to close and stop up the lane to sd ttallln. 
THE PgOPOSED AMEHDMENT BY.LAW MAY BE INSPECTED between 
the hours of 8:30 am to 4:30 pm, each day, from Tuesday, August 
26th to Tuesday, October 13, •1992 Inclusive, with the exception of 
Saturdays and Sundays, and the October 12th holiday, In the reception 
area at the City ol Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any pmon(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this application 
may do so In walling, and/or In penon, AT THE REGULAR COUNCIL 
MEETING TO BE HELO IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 
7:30 P.M. OH TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1002. 
This notice is given in accordance with the MU~.ICIPAL ACT, R,S.B.C., 
1979, and amendments thereto, 
Take noUce and be governed accordingly. E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Admlnlstrator 
i ' , .  
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I .  ' LEADING INTERNATIONAL i 
HEALTH COMPANY needs distributors In I 
Northern, B,C. Excellent line of products,. I
including Big-magnetic Wraps, mattress I 
overlays, and jewelhT,:AII products I 
available locally. Interested parties please | 
call 632-7547 or FAX 632-5211, I 
I 
26. Personals 
:,i!i ~ JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there something 
:~: :;: about the Watchtower that makes you uneasy 
~::i~::: but don't know what it IS? I~ so, you are not 
~:@;' ::: a one. Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 
!~i!',i message. , "  ~ . . . .  , tfn4O 
i~i~i:' TALL AI-fRAOTIVE~ PROFESSIONAL MALE 
~ :ipetiteict)oucrpute. Aq~ Silken was charming 
and witty, as'always. She didn't want to 
'dis0uss heilbr0nze,' h'owever: Oddly enough, 
she wanted to ta k Of household heating. She 
said PacJf C Nor{hern Gas has no money down 
• Conv~ersl0n financing available with interest 
!'rates curreht!y atjust over seven pet" cent, 
:-And having a standard gas line installed is on- 
ly lilte en dollarsFPeople on oil she insisted 
..simply cannot anord not to switch, Till later, 
! i my dextrose solution, -NIGEL lp24 
Cooking whatever, whenever he can 
He's fat and sassy not 
lean and mean. 
BtJt as happy a fellow 
as you've e.ver seen! 
Happy Birthday 
from EB's Gang 
i ~c • • 
• •• L • 
;' ' ! :'lfyou'can put a name to the 
• :; ~: face, you can wish her a 
Happy 21st Birthday 
: ,::: on  October 6th...- ,i2 
i ; An ' 27:" nouncements " 
2. 
, EFFECTIVE LABOUR DAY WEEKEND Shames 
i i- : -:,: Mountain Tea-Bar will be open Sundays only 1 
" , -.-;.  5 p.m. untie the '92/'93 ski season. Come up 
i ,  for do c ous y decadent desserts and p ck up 
~- your seasons pass application. To book a ban. 
~! i ~: ii quet or seminar, call 635-6244. 4p21 
• e : - : -  
i]i " ,;~ 
:50th  ANNIVERSARY 
;; OPENFHOUSE 
CURLY & I~ARG CASEY 
Saturday, Oct. 3, 1902 2:00-5:00 pm 
TERRACE INN No Gifts Please 
28. Cards of Thanks 
BILL ROSS WOULD LIKE TO THANK Dr.'S 
Phillips, Wong and Appleton and the I.C.U, 
nur-~es for their caie and attention during my 




:WE WOULD LIKE 
TO THANK: 
The Thornhill Volunteer Fire 
Department, friends, 
neighboursl and Pioneer 
Upholstery customers for 
their generous help, sup- 
port, and concern, following 
our September 10 fire. 
We look forward to serving 
our customers again soon. 
Gene & Claudette Sandecki 
29. In Memoriam 






who passed away on 
September 22, 1990 
Two years have passed 
Since the day that you left. 
The saddest day we remember 
Not being able to see you, 
Laugh with you or share 
Special moments and times 
have been the hardest. 
Not a day goes by that In 
our hearts you're not there 
or in our minds you're 
not forgotten. 
Just remember the love we felt 
for youhas grown stronger 
day by day and one day 
we I~ope to share It with you 
again. 
Loving you always & fomvm 
Jan, Shannon, Troy & Connie 
-: . . . .  Tymoschuk 
• .I . , , 
32. Legal Notices 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
MiniStry of Environment; 
Lands and Parks 
BC Parks invites proposals for the purpose of operating a 
campground and day-use area within Ethel F. Wilson and 
Pendleton Bay Provincial Parks. 
*Note: Ethel F. Wilson/Pendleton Bay Provincial Parks are 
combined in one Permit. 
Ethel F. Wilson PrOvincial Park is located on Plnkut Lake, 24 
km north of Bums Lake off Highway No. 16. Pendleton Bay 
Provincial Park is located on Bablne Lake, 32 km north of 
Bums Lake off Highway No. 16. 
Proposal packages will be available Tuesday October 13, 
1992 at the BC Parks District Office, 3790 Alfred Avenue, 
Smithers, B.C., as well as at the mandatory slte viewing for a 
non-refundable cost of $53.50 per package (GST included)• 
Cash or certified cheque only please. 
A mandatory site viewing will begin at 10:00 a.m., Monday 
October 19, 1992, at Ethel F. Wilson Provincial Parkand 
finish at Pendleton Bay Provincial Park. A bidders meeting will 
follow at the Bums Lake District Forestry office• 
The deadline for submitting sealed proposals is Monday 
November 2, 1992, at 2:00 p.m. 
Information about this permit opportunity may be obtained by 
contacting the BC Parks office in Smithers at (604) 
847-7320. 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, 
LANDS and PARKS 
__•,• CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
I REZONnNG APPUCAT ON 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend the City of 
Terrace Zoning By-Law 401-1966, and amendments thereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace, shown in 




. ly dwell- 
Ing), 
THE PROPOSED AI~ENDMENT BY.LAW MAY BE INSPECTED between 
the hours of 8:30 am to 4:30 pro, each day, from Tuesday, August 
25th to Tuesday, October 13, 1992 Inclusive, with the exception of 
Saturdays and Sundays, and the October 12th holiday, in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this application 
may do so in writing, and/or In person, AT THE PUBLIC HEARING TO BE 
HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON 
TUESDAY, 0CTOBER 13, 1992. 
This notice is given in accordance with the MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 
1979, and amendments thereto. 
Take notice and be govemed accordingly: 
" E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk-Administrator 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend the City of 
Terrace Official Community Plan By.Law 905-1980, and amendments 
thereto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: " 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace, shown 
shaded on the accompanying map. 
THE INTENT: 
The Intent of this amendment is to change the Official Community Plan 
designation of the subject area from Rural Open Space to Low Density 
ResMengal, 
THE PROPOSED AMEHDMENT BY-LAW MAY BE INSPECTED between 
the hours of 8:30 amto 4:30 pm, each day, from Tuesday, August 
25th to Tuesday, October .13, 1992 inclusive, with the exception of 
Saturdays and Sundays, and the October 12th holiday, in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(a) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this application 
may do so in wdUng, and/or In person, AT THE PUSLIC HEARING TO BE 
HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. ON 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1992. 
This noUceis given in accordance with the MUNICIPAL ACT, R,S.B,C., 
1979, and amendments thereto, 













Specializing in customized 
[own & country scenic tours 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
For All Your Travel Needs 
' t 
J 24 HRS. 635-6181J 
PALM SPRINGS 
Air only September - December 
"Hotel rates on reouesl 
F.O  ............. s269 
OUT OF VANCOUVER 
U.K. WINTER 
92/93 FARES 
FROM ... . . . .  =658 
OUT OF VANCOUVER 
GERMANY FALL & 
WINTER FARES 
=828 FROM 
OUT OF VANCOUVER 
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Danish Pine 
mported 'so d p ne furnitureAntiques:~,!~::,i 
i * "  t ~  from the turn of the century. 
I . . . .~ \ l~  Limited supply of armoirs and chests lii!S~:~iiiiiiiii!!iiiiiilil] 
About the Terrace Standard 
HOURS: 
Our office is open 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising is 5:00 p.m. Friday 
before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 pm, 
Friday before Wednesday paper. 
Deadline for submission to the editorial department Is 12:00" 
noon Friday before Wednesday paper. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 
Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $31.00 per 
year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
We are located at 
4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B.C. V8G lS8 
phone 638-7283 FAX 638-8432 
Recycle newspapers,  corrugated 
cardboard, magazines.  
BEHIND THE OLD 
BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY- SATURDAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 AM- 4 PM 
~IA U l r l l lD  I f~OOlN f l i ' E  A t /A l l  A rZ l  E IH  TUC DiM@ f l l l ?O l l~ i r '  
River Clothing 
. . . .  i,: . . . .  SHOES . . . . . .  
)CTOBER 8th, 9th, 10t f i  
4 - 9pm Fri 12 - 9pro Sat 10 - 6pro 
4438 GREIG AVE. 
E ,lOltA OUR GLOBAL FAA'IIL k 
SUNDAY 
AM - 2 Worship Services 
9:15 & 11:00 
Child care and Sunday 
School through grade three 
PM- Family Bible School 
6:00 p.m. for all ages 
WEEKLY 
. Pioneer Girls 
,k Youth Ministries 
. Home Bible Studies 
, Ladies Time Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 Agar Ave. 
For more information ph. 635-7727 or 635-'/725 
. i I Shamrock 4 H C ub 
LAMBS 
Grand Champion Northem Motor Inn 
Reserve Champion O.W.T, 
3RD TIMen Rent A Car 
4TH N.W. Academy of Performing Arts 
5TH Cummins Meat Market- Hazelton 
STEERS 
Grand Champion 0.W.T. 
Reserve Champion Cinaway Painting 
- Kitimat 
3RD N.W. Academy of Performing Arts 
4TH Totem Ford 
5TH Cedar River Timber 
6TH TIMen Rent A Car 
Thank you to our 
Buyers and Bidders 
iMkr -w .=,w~ =,,..~ ==,=u~ ,- 
A very special thank you to their resident auctioneer Leo DeJong 
i t 
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NEWS 
Council to hear 
public reaction 
TERRACE -- A report on public 
reaction to a proposed townhouse 
development is expected to come 
before a council committee next 
month. 
Local developer Ray Lovstad, 
through is company Wescor En- 
terprises, applied in May to 
rezone property off Eby and be- 
tween Walsh and Davis as R3 
multi-residential. 
He wants to construct two 10- 
unit buildings, one st the Davis' 
end of the property, the other at 
the Walsh end. 
The plan called for the parking 
area for the townhonses in the 
centre of the lot between the 
buildingsand exiting on to Eby. 
Following an informal open 
house held by Weseor to get resi- 
dents' views and'a report by the 
company to a council committee, 
the city's planning department 
carried out its own'survey of the 
neighbourhoo'd. 
Planner Marvin Kamenz said 
letters were sentto those living in 
the immediate vicinity of the prm 
posed deve!opment'inviting com- 
ment. A newspaper ad,~ertisement 
had issued a similarinvitation. 
Pleased with tSe level of 
response, Kamenz said most of 
the comments received came 
from neighbourhood residents. 
Summarizing reactions, he said, 
"We got for and against (and) a 
lot of concerns over traffic in the 
area." 
In particular, he added, people 
highlighted the need to upgrade 
Davis. 
Wescor has not yet produced 
detailed drawings for its 
town.house d vdopment. 
And Kamenz did not want hem 
to, at least not yet. Instead, he 
wanted to concentrate on the 
broad issues raised by the rezon- 
ing request. - 
Detailed drawings also tended 
to create a false perception that 
everything was already decided, 
he added. 9 
Kamenz pointed out there were 
.also advantages for the devd- 
opers in getting public input first. 
Rather than spend money on 
drawings only to have to change 
them because of public concerns, 
the developer could,'by waiting, 
tall the architect what features 
must be incorporated to alleviate 
those concerns. 
Giesbrecht chairman 
of regional committee 
TERRACE - -  Helmut Gies- junior levels of r government. It
brecht has been ~given another reports to the ecoimmic develop- 
task in.his job as SkeenaMT-~ 
He's. nov~ -: chairman "of the 
northeoast, regional ! advisory 
cbminiRee nlade up' of local, 
regional and native government 
representatives. 
The commitiee,was fir t formed 
by the former Social Credil: 
government in 1987 when it cre- 
ated economic development 
regions.. 
Although those regions were 
disbanded several years later, the 
committee of approximately 20 
members remained as a way for 
the province to communicate with 
merit ministry. ' " 
I t  was chaired bys Terrace 
mayor 1ackTalstra" until'the :ap-~ 
p0intment of C-iesbreeht:': 
'"rh. ere's been some discussion 
for some time. It makes it a whole 
lot easier if the chairman is an 
~/¢ILA," said Giesbrecht. 
The committee's meetings are. 
kept confidential, something that 
Giesbreeht said removes politics 
from regional issues. 
"We want to concentrate on 
economic development issues 
without focusing too much on the 




Provincial fisheries branch staff 
are spending their time playing 
'tag' these days. 
But it doesn't mean taX dollars 
are being wasted: It is a vital part 
of trying to work out what hap- 
pens to the Skeena run of summer 
steeihead. 
Regional biologist Bob Hooton 
estimates 1,000 fish have been 
marked so far this season, 
However, it will be a While be- 
fore that figure can be nailed 
down acouratdy. 
"We're' still sort of playing 
catch up," he said, explaining 
some reports had been received 
as much as seven weeks after the 
laggings had been done. 
Although steelhead tagging has 
been going on for years, this has 
been the first time commercial 
fishermen has been involved. 
It has been carried out as part of 
a Conservation and Research pro- 
gram initiated bythe Hotth Coast 
Ad~'isbt'y B0atd -- it represen/.s 
all the major northern commercial 
fishery organizations. 
Hooton estimates dose 'to 700 
staelhead were tagged by 
fishermen taking part in the 
normal commei'eial openings or 
CanTing":-:' Out experimental 
fisheries contracts for the federal 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans. 
Assuming the commercial 
estimate 3s close and adding in 
tagging.carded out,by native and 
sports :fishermen, Hooton says as 
manyins 1,000 fish could have 
been tagged to date. 
And that figure will likely dou- 
ble bY the time guides operating 
on:,tbe Skeena tributaries com- 
plete their tagging. 
He noted their peak period of 
activitybegan a couple of Weeks " 
ago 'andfflll~ last through to the 
middle 0f.October. ' .'. 
• Hooton i ia is~:reminded anglers 
eates~g'a~i~ged steelhcad they 
should reniove~the tag and return 
it, to ~ thel iiearest Environment 
mlntstty 0f f i~ ,  ,i , • 
Her :0~y wtll zetumtng the tag 
provld6"iSe'Flshedes branch with 
much needed information, itwill 
also earn the angler a f i~  cap, he 




BUILT IN CANADA 
BY CANADIANS 
SPECIAL REBATES 
are avai lable now on 
• 1"~ cub ic  ft. REFRIGERATORS 
• SELF  CLEAN RANGES 
• SELF  CLEAN BUILT- IN OVENS 
• BUILT - IN  & PORTABLE 
D ISHWASHERS 
ac 
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ure, Mart 
• , ' l (Mas l~fCord /  
638-0555 ...... 
Thc Grea 
to S per, 
It'syours through 
AirBC Vacations. 
Get away for a few days from the 
dull, dreary, workday world. Make 
good your escape to Super, Natural 
British Columbia. We'l l  make it easy . 
with great escape packages. From " . . 
AirBC Vacations. .- 
Escapet0 Vancouver 
Fly AirBC and stay two nights at your choice of 
hotels including the Hotel Vancouver with easy 
access to shopping and sightseeing. Package 
prices from Teri'ace start at $332 double 
occupancy , Oct. 1 - CanadlanPaciflc 1[4 Hotels&Resorts 
Apr: 30, 1993. Ask us 
about car rentaldeals. Hotel Vancouver 
Escape to Victoria 
VICTORIA 
~2Y-~.~ • ? ' ,2 ' '  ,,"~,, 
L ".. ',: 
CAMPBELL RIVER 
Escape to Kelowna 
Fly AirBC and stay two nights at your choice of 
hotels in the heart of Canada's warrnest 
playground. Ask us about package prices and 
deals on recreation  salmillall 
activities. I'~ NHOTELS & INNS 
Escape to Campbell River 
Fly AirBC and stay two nights at the Coast Dis- 
- ¢ ' 
Fly AirBC and stay two nights at your choice of covery Inn near Canada s best fishing waters. 
hotels including tile Empress Hotel downtown, : Ask us about package prices and hotel plus boat 
near the shops and sights of  the picturesque inner rentals and fishing 4~ITh .  e Coast  -. 
harboim Package prices from Terrace start at guides~ I~ 'D i_scovery Inn  
$349 double occupancy, Oct. 13- May 17, 1993, To book  your  AirBC Escape  
Ask us about special The  E~' /p  For h, fo oil these and other mi,,i-brenk packages call your 
s ightsee ing  prices, tess travel ~gent or AirBC Vacations at 1-800-561-4199. 
KELOWNA 
To win a Great Escape 
for two 
Send ia this entry lbrm or llslen to CFTK for a 
contest. 
do i,.c,.,-,,.  irBC Arranged by 
V A C A T I 0 N S 
Win the Great Escape/ 
You could win a.1 AirBC Vacations Escape to 
Super, Natural British Columbia through 
~._TERI IACE STANDARD ------~,~0,.---~ ;~,----~-; ........... ~_____~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ] 
(AtA @) 
Enter my name m a draw to be held at the of- 
rices of CFTK. 
N~ln ic  
Address 
Home Plzone " " . . . .  
Work [;hone . i 
Send thin enby to 4625 Lazelle Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C, VSG 1S4 and listen to CFTK for a 
daily cell.in contest. Selected entrants must 
answer skill-testing question. ) 
Each prize I~ackage: AirBC airfare for two plus 
two nights stay at a selected destination in Su- 
per, Natural British Columbia..~,a 
• Arranged by ~ l~ ~ 
v & ¢ ^ T 0 N S 
